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ONE HUNDREETH MEETING

Wednesday,- 19 February 1964, at ) p.m.

Acting Chairman: Mr. KAMITATU (Congo, Leopoldville)

Chairman: Mr. MASSAQUOI ..(Liberia) -. .

OPENING ADDRESSES (provisional agenda item l). . . ....

The ACTING CHAIRMAN declared open the 100th meeting of the Economic Commission

of the Economic Commission for Africa.

Message from' H.I.M. Haile Selassie I, Emperor of Ethiopia

Lidj Endalkaehew MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) read a message of welcome from H.I.M. the

Emperor of Ethiopia to the participants at the- sixth session, stating that that session

was particularly important, as it was the. first to be held in Addis Ababa since the

adoption, in May .1963, of the Charter of the Organization .of African Unity (OAU).which

symbolized the coming of age of Africa. . .He was confident that the work, and deliberating

of the.sixth session would be inspired by.the same aoble spirit, as-had inspired the

Summit Conference of. Heads, of State. ■ . . ,-..■-'

The OAU had made a united resolve to pool t.he resources of the African- countries and

to harmonize their economic activities, and for that purpose had constituted an Economic

and Social Commission. As complementary.bodies, the Economic Commission for Africa

(3CA) of the United Nations and the Economic and Social Commission of OAU could jointly

play an important role in furthering and co-ordinating economic, development.

. The agenda of the sixth session provided for the consideration of the possibility

of establishing an African common.market and. an African payments union, vital steps in

the process of economic integration;of the continent. If the African countries wished

to maintain and strengthen their independence, and at the same time ensure the rapid

progress of their peoples, they must put an end to their petty differences, eliminate

the artificial barriers that separated them and renounce groundless ambitions.

As to the forthcoming United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, the

participants at the sixth session of ECA must make efforts to harmonize the trade and

economic policies of their governments, so that Africa could put a strong and united case

at that Conference. . The African countries expected that ECA and its secretariat would

continue .to offer them such services .and assistance as should enable,'them to fulfil the

basic targets of the United.Nations. Development Decade... : '-.
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Message from the Secretary-General'- sf the'! linked Nations

(Commissioner'for technical ^ssistance)' read a message from the^J (

Secretary-General-, who regretted' that 'he' had'"been"obliged 'to'"" interrupt his tour of

Africa, and had therefore been unable to meet the 'representatives 'of the^African " "

countries "on 'African"'soil;' " " ' " "' ' ;'" ''' !* ' : : ' ' ■■'" '-'!V:.:.:..-,". v-'---\V/.":\ ■'■■■"

In the contemporary world the struggle against poverty/'in "whio'h'all societies

were engaged, had taken on new:'dimensions.--■-■■At -the same"time;-'the -formld^le-power of

-destruction'in the'hands of some countries altered ^':ieiSt±oixst^[am^'±ndiistr±aliZLd

countries" and" the - relationships between them 'and" "developing-countries'." ' The struggle

to survive "had lei men lib seek forms of solidarity, "■"beyond1 mere coexistence, along the

path" towards "international co-operation, regardless of ideological barriers. " Aid to "

the developing countries'was "thus assuming greater urgency each year." " ' ' "

ttecolonizatiori must be supplemented by the elimination'of ignorance, poverty and

disease, which still crippled more than half of humanity. In those"efforts, the role

of ECA wad immense, for it was'in Africa that the problems of economic and social'

■development'were to 'be found in their acute sif'form." '" there was no "panacea; 'only the

general mobilization Of human"" and material resource's ;could' offer the"hope of a

significant 'brfak-through.""::"" '' ~ ' ' :- ■*'■■■•■"'■■ ■ ;- • .■/'.■:•-. ■-.- : ■.:■.-■:■■.

The ECA was the'advance"^echelon of'an' organization, which was becoming ever'more

universal. '■ it" could'therefore" rely'on'the resources'available to the United Nations.and

could thus'call upon the resources'and experience of the rest of the world.' it was the

universal"character"of the'United Nations which'lent perspective'and depth, in the'

contemporary world,' to'-bhe main 'problems of the;"re;gioris. ' '"''" '" ' ' ' " ' ' ' "

-The-development ofAfrick must1 first be considered as a regional' affair-, but it

was also neces-sary-'tCtry" to 'expand trade ■'beyond regional boundaries, in a spirit of

international co-operation and assistance calculated to'" accelerate the "process of

development which had made it possible to: carry out the1 necessary groundwork "for the'

United Nations Conference"on-'Trade 'and Development."'':" The "notions inherited'from"the past

1/ For' the' full text 'of" the'message,' see 'Official Records of "the'Economic and
Social Council, Thirty- seventh 'session^ .Supplement'-UbvlOy -annex ^VI. - - ■ - ■ '
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must be re-examined and new international trade policies, consistent with the goals of

the United Nations Development Decade., must be evolved. It was to be hoped that the

day would come when the United Nations would put to work for development the resources at

present consumed by "armaments. ■' " ' ^- ' -..■■.'

Because it reflected a young and dynamic continent, eager "to improve the living

■standards of its'-peoples, ECA had its own'place in the United Nations Organization. It

had a dual-task: to ascertain and diagnose the state of the economies of its members and

to cope with problems in numerous fields, while at the same time concentrating its

efforts on those strategic sectors where its present resources could be used to the best

advantage. ■ ■

The results achieved under the able and devoted leadership of the Executive Secretary

were impressive; 'the establishment of regional or sub-regional institutions, th^ si^n-Lng

■of the Agreement to establish the African development bank, the draft statute of the

African Institute for Economic Development.and Planning, the efforts made to explore the

setting up of an African common market,- or of a" series of sub-regional markets, and of

an'African payments and clearing union/the encouragement of industrialization at

sub-regional level, and the opening of sub-regional offices.

It was also the moment to welcome the establishment, in May 1963, of OAU.

Co-operation between EGA and OAU would certainly be close and fruitful, because they

reflected the noble aspirations of the African peoples and governments.

Message from General Ibrahim Abboud, President of the Supreme Council of the.Armed

Forces1 of the 'Sudan '

Mr.' AHMED (Sudan) read a message addressed to the Commission by the President

of the Supreme' Council of■ the Armed Forces of the Sudan, expressing the President's best

wishes for the success of the sixth session of ECA. The African peoples hoped that the

feeling of African unity and the sense of purpose which had already' been shown in

political affairs would likewise make themselves felt in economic and social matters.

The constructive work already undertaken by the Commission in its brief existence would

set the pattern for, its future activity.

■MESSAGES RECEIVED AT THE OPENING OF THE SIXTH SESSION.

The ACTING CHAIRMAN read out the following messages addressed to the Economic

Commission for Africa on the occasion of its sixth session.
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Message__from Mr. N. Khrushohey,__ Clialrmgn_of the Council of Ministers of the Union

of Soviet S°QJ-alist_Republios ' ' ' :

The Chairman of the Council of Ministers of the USSR extended fraternal „

greetings to the participants at the sixth session of EGA. The peoples of the rapidly

developing African continent, who had won independence and were building their relations

on the principles of the Charter of African Unity were tackling historical tasks of

their national revival. Their anti-colonialist and anti-imperialist struggle to

eliminate all forms of dependence had already been marked by signal successes.

The sixth session of EGA was opening in the atmosphere of the relaxation of'

international tensions. The desire of the peoples for peace was merging ever more

closely with their struggle for economic independence and social progress. The peoples

were opposing imperialist methods of oppression and discrimination in political relations

and in international economic and trade relations.' Thus the extension of international

economic co-operation, based on equality and mutual benefits was growing in importance.

He hoped that the sixth session would make an important contribution to the work

of economic progress in Africa and would further the advent of peaceful co-operation

between all States.

Message from Mr. Lyndon B. jolinson. President of the United'States of America

The President of the United States of America sent his'warmest greetings to

the sixth session of the Economic Commission' for Africa. . . ...

The African countries'■desire for economic"and political co-operation-was-attribute

to the wisdom of their leaders. The establishment of OAU and the continued support"

for EGA were solid manifestations of' the "African peoples' determination to'-fulfil their

aspirations.

Since its very beginning, EGA had made substantial contributions to African economic

development. Its programme was ambitious since it attempted to'meet needs in a wide

variety of economic and social sectors. The African countries'were to be congratulated

on having entrusted so many important matters' to a United. Nations organization designed

to serve the needs of all African peoples, The SCA could be"proud of its accomplishments

in a number of fields, .'"'"' ' '■"

The United States Government had consistently supported the United Nations as the

instrument best designed, to ensure a peaceful world in which all men could live in

harmony and strive for the common good, and it therefore heartily supported the efforts

of EGA, It warmly sympathized with the aspirations of African nations and welcomed the

growing spirit of co-operation throughout Africa.
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■■ Mr. IBRAHIM...(Nigeria), on behalf of ,the members of the Commission, thanked

H?I.MC the Emperor of Ethiopia, whose untiring.efforts for the unity of Africa and of

.the ; world as a. whole wera. admired by.,.all African..States. All participants at the

sixth.-.session-.shared, in the now spirit which the Emperor had helped to create, In

1964.the. Commission would consolidate the foundations it had laid. ■ Africa was on the

threshold of great achievements. ., Provided that the African States showed goodwill and

a spirit of co-operation, they could attain their goal, which was the unity of the

. continent, „ . .... . ..-..,

.... : Mr. CABOU,(Senegal), also on behalf of all members, thanked Ethiopia for its

unfailing hospitality. Homage was ,due to the untiring efforts of H.I.M. the Emperor

of Ethiopia to achieve the political and economic, unity of the continent. The ECA

had-now.passed^the initial stages of. its work. Organizations for technical assistance

and economic co-operation would shortly be set. up and would transform into reality the

aspirations for economic integration within African unity.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS (provisional agenda item 2) ' . , ..

■-■■■: ■-■■■ T1>e ACTING CHAIRMAN invited the Commission .to elect it/s.. officers.

■ "■■■■ ■ Lidj Endalkatchew. MAKONNEN .(Ethiopia) .nominated Mr* IVfassaquoi' (Liberia) for.

the office of Chairman.* ■ .......

^^mj^J.^Nige^iaJ/j^^SWI (Morocco)... and, Mr.. QACEM (Tunisia). ,v

supported the nomination. ; ■ ■-■ .... ■..-.. • ; . . •. . ■

"..Mr;. Massaquoi -(Liberia) was elected Chairman by acclamation and took the Chair.

.; .: .■ The .CHAIRMAM invited the Commfssipn to. elect ..two Vice-Chairmen.

(Dahomey) nominated Mr, Sidikou (Niger) for the office of first

Vice-Chairman, , -..-,, . ■

- ^r'' Sidikou (Niger)' was, elepted first Vice-Chairman by acclamation.

• vV.-f N|r... IBRAHIM (Nigeria) nominated Mr. ■ Kamitatu' (Congo, Leopoldville) for the

office; of- second Vice-chairman. .... ■

■ Mr.,. Kamitatu {Cor^o, Leopoldville), was elected second Vice-Chairman by

acclamation- ... . . .

■ ■ " J. Mr_._ KAMITATy (Congo, Leopoldville) read, a message from Mr. Massa, Chairman of

, the. fifth'.session, who had been detained at. Leopoldville by his/official duties, In

which he said that the Congolese people had been deeply touched, by the confidence shown

at the fifth session by the choice of Congo (Leopoldville) as host country and by the

appointment of'its representative to the Chair. The participants at the fifth session

were to be congratulated on having taken practical steps, on having authorized the

Executive Secretary to call the Conference on the African development bank, on having

launched the African Institute of Economic Development and Planning and on having sent
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industrial co-ordination, missions to the sub-regions. ' Industrial harmony at. a sub-

regional level was one ..of the essential stages on the road to African unity. It was

to be hoped that the guiding idea at the sixth session would be to carry the aspirations

.-of the African people, increasingly into effect sol. that they might 'advance resolutely

towards the integration of their economies by adopting a joint development strategy,

by co-ordinating their plans and by creating an African common market.

The .CHAIRMAN thanked the members of'the Commission for the honour accorded his

.country and himself, The ECA which.had attained its full stature, had a leading role

to play in the destinies of Africa. The 'session had a very full agenda but, with the

coroperation.of all delegations and of the secretariat,'he was convinced that it would

carry, through its work to a successful conclusion.

■ : Mr..SIDIKOU (Niger) said that the election of a representative of a' small,

poor and landlocked country Uke Niger as an officer of"the Commission provided further

proof of the spirit of brotherhood and understanding" which permeated ECA and''was the

surest token of, African .unity.

■ ■ •.- Mr. KAMITATU. (Congo, Leopolqlville)' thanked' the' -meritoers""- of 'the Commission for

the confidence they had shown, for the second year'running, in-the' representative of the

Congo (LeopoMyille),

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA AND ORGANIZATION OF THE WORK OF THE SESSION- '■■■■' ■"■-

(provisional agenda item 2) (E/CN,l4/23VEev.5) ■

The SECRETARY' st aft e'd thafthe latest "revised-version of the provisional agenda

included the items of which Ghana, Tunisia and UNESCO had requested the insertion in

written communications.

Mr. KAMTJATU (Congo., Leopoldville). said that he hoped that the "'plenary: ':

meeting would""examine item"5(e) ■(industry,"■■transport''and natural resources') and would

then pass immediately to discuss item 8 (Economic'co-operation in Africa). That would

meet the wishes of a number of delegations who hoped that the deliberations at the

session would be"centred on the"'co- ordination'"of 'economic'" plans in--Africa -and-on the

preparation of a genuine strategy of African development. , _ " "

Mr.. ADOSSAMA (Togo), Mr. SAGBO' (Dahomey) and Mr. YAMEOGO (Upper Volt a)

supported,, the suggestions made, by the representative of Congo (Leopoldville) and agreed

that.some priority should be given to items 5 and 8.
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Lidj Endalkatchew MAKONNEN (Ethiopia) said he approved of the agenda prepared

by the secretariat, but thought that it. should be brought up to date, by- reserving a

prominent place,-for the forthcoming Conference on Trade and Development. It was

important that the meeting at Geneva should not be. confronted by rival theses, but

should make, a careful' study of. the economic situation and seek a common solution of the

economic problems of. the' day. To prepare for this, .members of the Economic Commission

for Asia, and the Far East had devoted a large part .of their last session to the question

and the Inter-American Council for Economic and Social Affairs had set up a .special

committee to harmonize the views of the Latin American countries. It was essential

that thq. African'countries should in .their,turn adopt common positions, as recommended

by -the Economic and. Social Commission of OAU and that they should also endeavour to

co-ordinate their policies with those of other developing areas. He therefore formally

proposed,that,,..a.-separate agenda item be devoted to the. United Nations Conference on

Trade and Development.. . .-. . . . ■ ■>.■.■■..

. . . ■ The.- EXECUTIVE SECRETARY explained: that, .in .the view of the secretariat,

problems; arising in .relation .to the Conference would be discussed when the report of

the Standing Committee on Trade (E/CN.14/253) was considered. The question, was in any

case dealt with in a document (E/CN.14/279) shortly to be distributed. The secretariat

intended.t.o draw up a report based on the Commission's discussions, which would cover

the whole question and would be submitted to the Commission before it completed its

work. ■ ■

Mr. RAKOTO (Madagascar) suggested that it.would be advisable to group together

items 5 (k.) (Co-ordination of activities of the Commission and the Organization of

African Unity) and 10 (Action taken-by the Economic, and Social Council on the draft

resolutions recommended by the-Comnd/ssion at its.fifth session) and likewise 8 (a)

(African common market) and|5..(f) (Economic .surveys and trade). The Commission had

requested the secretariat in resolution 8? (V) to prepare for the seventh session a

report on the question of an-African payments union. He wondered, therefore, whether

the report of the Expert Group .(e/GN.14/262), mentioned in the agenda, was submitted

only for, information or whether it should be..given serious consideration. Since the

matter was an important one,- which;required extensive study, he believed that no decision

could be taken at the sixth session.
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^' (Mali).;sugg#st^ that"items" 5 and-' 8- "should be -dealt': with "in ■""" ' ■•

committee;: They -Involved ■e.ompX&x-f£rf& highly technical problems ron'-which" study -Was- far

from; complete. an£ upon: which.;±*fc did not-? seem- possible- at present ■■ to reach 'any^'firm ; ■

■conclusions* .'the problems raised by- the Creation of ah African-payments union were ■ a

-striking illustration. The Commission should--confine itself for the moment''to ■' ' " '

- promoting a wide- exchange-of..views- anchinfoymaticn,' following "the order "suggested* by -'■'

the secretariat,- Bis--delegation .whole-heartedly- sup'ported'however/'the Ethiopian' ■ "'"

representative's' proposal, ■ ■" : :■•■■■ ■";■■ '"'<-.'■ i:'■■ ■...". . -.. ....:-.■ ■■■■--, ■>.-' .: ■ .'•"'■?•;;■•:

Mien considering .Africa's .economic situation', :-the-Commission ■should 'recfoghize -the'

iinportanbe ".of the role of agriculture, the^keystone 'Of- the development■ &$' maixr:;African1

: co.untries. '■■■:■.' . ■ ■ _ ■ .■.'.. ■-;■ ■ -.■ ■ -.'■, ■■.;:...■■:; r\ ...,■: .-■>--. ;;.■ - -■

.,.With regard to item' 9,-;discuss'iori on-technicar- assistance should preferably :be ':{■

closely linked to the consideration of the report of the World Food-Ffbgrammb "-" -:"-'"-:

(E/CN.,14/266) ■;• which-so directly-cohcemea the-'less pri"tileg.ed:...^rTi6:an ..countries.

"'■' ;lli>1 'j^jfljgR■-■(United- Arab Republic), -Mr. TAH-IRI ■;(Morocc1o) and Mr. SAGBO' (Bahbmey)

■.supported'the Ethiopian proposal tb--make the'Conference on Trade and Deve'-lopment-a"' ■■■■■

Separa-te agenda item.' ■■■-' : ■ ■-■ .-' -■ -:v x ■ "■■' '':. *, . "= ■ ■ ■ ■ ■;■■■ ■:■■■-.'...-. , ■■■., '. .■

''r- ■"■■' ■■ :^k±JMJM$' ('Mauritius) supported: the ■Ethiopian- proposal for-an additional ''" ■'■

item but, approved of the. arrangement of" "bhe "agenda"suggested- by" tho: secretariat Vv';"to:~'-"

alter it might lead, to confusion in their discussions. .■'■.-.-:■

observed that the" arrangement-of-the agenda.npr.oposed by

the secretariat was ■ substantially the-fiame-; as that'Ofthe agenda:": f6r'the ififin^ session,

and therefore T.eat hot ^e" called into" question'.' The Commission 'must /■ ■however^ consider

quest-i-ohs-:. relatme to tho Cbnfere'hce1- on 'Trade and Development in the iighfof'^he'-'- '

decis-iohsHaken "by the Seononiic :an"d Social-CenmissloA of)0AU-""and. of-:"the coriclusions' V'-:

rea.ched by- the '■•&tanding-"Comhiit^e£" -oh 'iTiradei' " -:-w '■ ■' ": ' "■' ■■'"■" """ "' ■■ -:------:-:i '■"■■-'-■-"

:'-. ■- :"Tne additions-to-the -agenda proposed by:";"the;:-Tunisian Government-'directly met;':^he

ivishss-:'of'the; representative of Mail :re-garding" till ^%re"ssV:bha"t' should be"vlaid"ori' y' '' ''

ag^icultU-Fal problems -In Africa,1'^ The- Commlsstoh-mxght decide":'later ■whether" ■"'thoee ■' '

questions called for ^supplementary' Study^or whether ^Hey'^lreHdy'afforded the ''opportunity

for a useful excheaige of information and experience*-'!" ;: ■■.'""'' "■■'-'■•:"'- "■'■■■■' "■•' :: v " ■■■' '-

There was another vitally important question which merited the attention of the

Commission; co-ordination between the activities of ECA and those of the Economic and

Social Commission of OAU - in other words, the question of the relations between the
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two major instruments In the revival and consolidation of the African economies.

Since each of these bodies should'have Its own range of activity,-it was important

that the functions of each should be precisely defined and that permanent links should

be established between them. That should be an additional and a separate item on

the agenda. ■

" Mr. IBRAHIM (Nigeria).suggested that the provisional agenda, the fruit of

much careful thought on the part of the secretariat, should be left.unaltered, except

for the addition :of the item proposed by Ethiopia. The Commission should itself ■

consider that question,' then refer It to the Standing Committee on Trade, which would

prepare a final report based on the'outcome -of its discussions.

The SECRETARY explained that the secretariat had merely simplified the agenda

of the fifth session by re-grouping certain questions which It seemed might appropriately

be considered'together, talcing into account in particular the recommendations made by

the Economic -and Social- Commission of-OAU. 'The OAU resolution adopted at Niamey had

defined the' respective fields'of activity of EGA and the Economic and Social Commission

of OAU/ and had brought out very clearly the complementary nature of their functions;

OAU was a political body, ECA a technical and essentially consultative organization.

There would'therefore be no difficulty in that direction, and the ECA secretariat

intended to'consolidate its relations with-the Economic and Social Commission of OAU

.so that the Conference on Trade and Development could start with the maximum chances

of success.

It was because discussions In committee' had the advantage of the"participation of

secretariat experts if need arose that the secretariat had suggested referring certain

items to committee, notably certain aspects of item "5. The Commission could always

amend its own agenda, should it find-it necessary to do so, at.a later stage.

With regard to"-item 5, a report would be submitted to the Commission completing

that of the Standing Committee on Industry, Natural Resources and Transport (E/CN.l4/

2^/Add.l) concerning the reports of the industrial co-ordination missions to North

Africa, West Africa, East Africa and Central Africa. The secretariat would take

steps to establish two working groups to consider the two remaining reports (West

Africa and East and Central Africa), -and would.give the necessary instructions for the

completion of that important work.
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^bat he saw. no .reason why the. question of the

United .Nations Conference on ?rade and. -evelopment .and that, of the relations'between

BCA and tlie^Eoonomio.an.d Social Oorami8slon.pf.OACT should^not be examined separately in

plenary session, if members of the...Comiiiissiqn so. desired." " '"

TO (Ethiopia)' said'that the "submission" of documentdocument

E/CN.14/279 was yet another' reason to follow uP Ethiopia's proposal.. . On the other '

hand, he was disquieted by certain Reservations he thought he'had perceived with regard

bo the consideration of, .the. question of the African common market and the African

payments union,. As those .plans wo-e complicated'" and would inevitably take considerable

time to put into effect - the. developed, countries of Europe had shown that - the ' "

Commission should be careful not to neglect thorn. . . '

• ' ..'■ ■ ■ B?^J$$$® (Sudan) stated that the explanations by^ the Executive' Secretary and

the Secretary of the Commission had convinced him that it would be advisable not to

alter the agenda. . The questions relating, to the Conference, on. Trade' .and Development

would -undoubtedly ba brought up; as to the .relations of ECA with OAU, It "seemed".unlikely

that there, would be serious .differences, of opinion between them to judge by the spirit' "

that had prevailed when, they had. been established. . . ' •-■

■■■ I^J^TATy (Congo, Lecpoldville) .urged that items' 5 (e) (i) and (ii) be " \
considered .jointly in ; plenary session immediately after the.examination of"the reports,

of the, .industrialization- missions, which should be taken Immediately after the,,

consideration of item 5 (j) concerning co-ordination of plans. " '

It-was \p.& .understanding .that the Committee of Ten had .advocated setting up one

working, group, only for. the ..reports of..the industrialization missions, ""' ' "

■ . J^-:.™£-^™5S (AlgeriaV Chairman of, the Standing Committee on Industry,

Natural Resource.and.Transport, confirmed that, . Further, the discussions.of the

Committee of Ten had been ,:f a rather delicate natur:e and'the Committee had had to., have

a second; meeting;, its .report would appear..shortly and the Commission ,eould ratify

its conclusions or not.

(Senegal) said that the.KCA work programme .was heavily loaded.

Item 10; programme, .of work..and priorities) should be examined, as'soon as possible to

enable those delegationstwhich were unable.to remain.until the.end of the.session to

participate in the choice of priorities, ' "
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EXECUTIVE SECRETARY observed,, in reply to the representative of

Madagascar, that the question of the African payments union, although set down for the

seventh session, was included in the agenda of the sixth session, as the Group of

Experts had been able to submit its report' before the scheduled date. It was, therefore,

not merely a matter of informing the Commission, as the secretariat would be happy to

receive new instructions on pursuing its task.

The programme of work and priorities had been included in item 10 only because

the secretariat thought that the decisions relating to future work would derive

naturally from the consideration of past activities. In a general way, the

secretariat attempted, to organize the agenda so as to take into account the interdepen

dence of the various questions. That would appear more clearly when the Commission

had before it the report on all the work accomplished in 1963, He hoped that, with

those explanations and the assurance that the observations of the representative of

Congo (Leopoldville) and the proposals of Ethiopia and Tunisia would be given full

consideration, the Commission would see fit to give its approval. In that case, the

secretariat would immediately circulate a revised agenda.

Mr. AHMED (Sudan), supported by Mr. IBRAHIM (Nigeria), Mr. SOW (Guinea),

Mr. WINA (Northern Rhodesia) and Mr. KANE (Mauritania), proposed that the provisional

agenda, amended as indicated by the Executive. Secretary, be approved.

The provisional agenda, as modified., (E/CN.l4/234/Rev.2 and Add.l) was adopted.

MEMBERS AND ASSOCIATE MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION (agenda item 4)

. The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY observed that two associate members, Kenya and

Zanzibar, ;now fulfilled the conditions for full .membership of the Commission..

Kenya and Zanzibar were declared full members by acclamation.

. Mr, MAKAME (Zanzibar) thanked the Commission on behalf of the President of

the Republic and. the Government and people of Zanzibar. Fully aware of the important

role entrusted to ECA, Zanzibar,, small though it was, with a population not exceeding

500,000, was^resolved to give it its full.support, for it relied upon the Commission

to help.in reforming and consolidating its institutions..

. .; ., Mr. OKELO-ODONQO (Kenya) greeted the Commission on behalf of the newly-

independent people of Kenya and its President, Mr. Jomo Kenyatta. He thanked all those

who had helped Kenya in its difficult struggle for independence and in attaining that

objective sooner.than anticipated. Kenya was deeply aware of the common destiny

of the African peoples; Mr. Jqmc Kenyatta had been one of the first to promulgate the
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idea of" pan-Africanism.' Nevertheless, the struggle against"'colonialism would not

be won until"all territories still under "its"yoke, such as Angola, Mozambique and

South-West" Africa, had been liberated,' until"political independence was backed by an

equal'economic independence, until all danger'of re-colonization was finally removed

anoVuntil'the plagues of hunger?; sickness"and illiteracy had been eliminated for ever.

The EXECUTIVE SECR£.;:ARY observed that, with the dissolution of the;.

Federation of Northern Rhodesia and Nyasaland, the three'territories of which it had

been composed had become distinct entities and should be allowed to participate

separately in the work of EGA as associate members. ■ ...,,.-

' Northern Rhodesia.. Nyasaland and Southern; Rhodesia were .admitted as associate

members by acclamation, , ..■.-.

'■■'■'""'" The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that Rio Muni and Fernando Poo, which had been

allowed''ai; the' previous session to participate in the work of EGA as

had expressed the ?;lsh to be considered as a single -nti-ty

Equatorial Guinea. '

The request vas g

lfi'nh"r

B^H9^. (Hlquatorial-'^iinea)- thanked the members of the Commission and

promised'the'unreserved co-operation of Equatorial Guinea.

L^J Ma^ache^jfflH (Ethiopia) greeted the" new members on behalf of

all-^iie-delegations. • ?he presence of ■Zanzibar-'and Kenya in- ECA as full- members

offered striking testimony to the growing independence of" We African continent' arid

the determination of the young 'African States to solve' their problems in'the spirit

of the Charter ofAfrica Unity. " ' Soon Northern Rhodesia,1 Nyasaland and Equatorial'

Guinea v*ould follow--^hs-■ seane- paish- 'and' -assume- the' position' due-'■to-'-them-in the'great

family of independent African States." ' ' "';

■ r,^; J^AILC^ (Sierra Leone"'' associated'himselr with the welcome. As'a"

member* of the Commo^eaith/^ierra" Leone'was'particularly'happy t6 welcome 'Zanzibar,

Northern Rhodesia,' Eyasalf^d ai,d Southern Rhodesia, as well as Kenya, whose heroic

struggle would go do*n in history, -■"Nevertheless, he wished'to remind the Commission

that the' African liberation' movement" would not end until- all-the African'- territories

had thrown offthe yoke ox colonialism: ' '" .

^.^amom-jmmm (Ghana)' said" that/ at the request of Ghana the^ agenda

included an"item:enUtlad"'^epresentation of Angola, "Mozambiquevahd South-West^ Africa

as associate members"of-the Commission^ " &e ^Hanaian delegation- was' engaged in
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consultations on the procedure to foe followed in order to ensure the representation of

these three territories in the absence of Portugal and the Republic of South Africa.

Powers which;had been.excluded from ECA ■and therefore unable to present requests for

admission in their name.' ■"' The Ghanaian delegation would submit to the Commission the

results of those consultations at a later stage.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY requested that,..in the name of orderly procedure, the

Commission should consider the examination of agenda item 4-"as 'concluded and agree to

deal later with any proposal which might be submitted to it by the Ghanaian

delegation with regard to the representation of Angola, Mozambique' and South-West

Africa.

It was so agreed.

....... . . The meeting rose at 6A5. p.m.
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OME HUNDRED AND FIRST MEETING

Thursday, 20 February 1964, at 9,20 a,m.

Qii, Mr,,. .

ES. 05V THE .E

-■'j^l.SSIOM.FOB. &E&ICA. (agenda, xtoni l>) (E/CN<l4/237; 238,.. .239,. part A,, 239?.. part B ^d

i:orra', 250' and EoYela RrvV^*'wid'Rev,'2/CorrJa;" 259; "e/cH-; l4/lrm/46 and1 Corr.l'arid-Ada.r)

The OHAIHkAN. invited tbo Commission to d'is'cuss item 5' of its''agenda.

The '!^!C^i3^^|raiETA|^"said^'1tlAat ^tns do^i-Bsio'&'^^-ei^'^^'^ta first five

years of work and beginning "another fi"-ve~year period. In account of what Had'bd'e'ri"

Ronieved was contained in the "five-year" review of'the aotivities of HHfe" Comraisstloii:'

(E/CNn 14/237)= The 'resolutions1 adopted at the 'first five" sessions had dirVcWd '

efforts mainly tovrards founding institutions; training personnel to run those

institutions, advising governments on the elaboration and execution -Q£'-~the±T -de-'r-e-l-op-

cent programmes, and conducting inyefijtigations ■atvohfc'■^;e.q,uest/-"cf individual governments

ir_ snb-regions. In each of these fields EGA had been able to register some

achievements f.

The first institution to be set up had been the Conference of African Statisticians

which, had established a programme of statistical work covering the five-year period

ending in 1964. As a result of the work of that Conference and of the Statistical

Division^ marry African States were "building up statistical services, and it was

expected that ia many countries there would soon be enough, statistical material to

provide a basis for development plans,

The second institution to be sot up had "been the African development bank* The

Agi-eoment establishing iho African development bank had now been signed by thirty

countries and ratified by seven. Three other countries had obtained parliamentary

ap^QTOYol for ratification or>d ten were in process of obtaining such approval. It

was expected "-;Lat there would be- sufficient ratifications by the middle of 1964 to

enable xhe Lank to come into being.. The basic purpose of the bank was to stimulate

investments rather than make them; it was expected that, in addition to serving as

a channel of aid, by demonstrating its ability to act responsibly, the- bank would

induce direct investment in it from outside sources. It might serve as a focal

point in "the flow of capital to finance economic; and social development in all African

countriess

2/ For the full text of the Statement, see Official Records of the iiiconoaic. ,and Social

^Ls-JJJkisiX:!^^ Anne it V^
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In 1963, two sub-regional offices had been established, one at Tangier, the

other at .Niamey. Following an administrative decision of the Executive Secretary,

an exploratory mission had been established at Lusaka, and, if the Commission

approved, Lusaka would become the Commission's third sub-regional office. Starting

with the collection of statistical and other information, those offices would, as

time..went on, ..play an ever-increasing role in the Commission's work. Their tasks

would include carrying out research of interest to governments in their areas;

providing advisory services.requested by governments? assistance to Resident

Representatives in preparing country programmes; organizing training courses and

seminar.sj co-ordinating, development and trade policies; and setting up centres

for consultation and briefing for government officials, visiting missions, regional

advisers and technical assistance experts.

In November 1963, the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning

had opened at Dakar with nine tutors and twenty-five students. Eighteen countries

had promised to contribute, to the counterpart funds which African countries were

pledged.to, subscribe . So far, four countries had paid the first instalment of their

subscriptions;, since the United .Nations Special Fund had approved the project, it

was .ho.ped that all member .countries would be paying their subscription. The most

encouraging feature of the, initial activities of the Institute was the number of

adequately .prepared candidates nominated for the first course. It was hoped that,

subject to the.agreement of their governments, some of the best candidates of the

first year's course would be offered fellowships to foreign countries. The

arrangements that ..had been made to run summer schools for undergraduates and seminars

for lecturers were described in.the progress report on the African Institute

(E/CN,14/259). Teaching and research would concentrate on fundamentals with a

view.to stimulating staff and students to evolve practical solutions acceptable to

African .countries. , The, curriculum had .been drawn up with the help of experts

from France., Poland, the USSR, the United Kingdom and the United States. Several

countries had promised assistance in the form of books and lecturers, and the

United States-had offered to pay 50 per cent of the cost of5 the summer schools and

seminars,

.. It was necessary to distinguish between the work of the Institute and that of

ECA. The ECA secretariat was engaged primarily in operational investigations while

the Institute was concerned, apart from the training of personnel for African
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governments, with studies in depth, The activities ox the two bodies Wd, however,

converge at various points, for example where the preliminary findings of the

Institute provided material which'could be used for advising governments. .

AM--tlie"institutions described provided facilities for the .training of much-

needed personnel, but, for various,reasonsy the training programme of the Commission

had nof'got off the ground, ■ The secretariat had now organized a Training Unit which .

would soon^ publish a-' handbook of facilities bailable to African trainees. _. . The . ..

handbook would contain information from the United Nations and its specialized agencies,

and from inter-governmental and bilateral organizations. In spits,of the acute , ..

shortage of trained personnel, a considerable number of training institutions in Africa

were operating below capacity.' The' Training Unit would invite wember countries to

send their' trainees' to' fill vacancies in: existing institutions in Africa. If the . .

Commission approved/the secretariat, would periodically issue a questionnaire, to

ascertain what training activities existed in .each country ana the. number of persons

undergoing training there- in' relation to current needs and the requirements of . .

development projects, Preparing their relies to- the questionnaire would make

member countries more clearly aware of the African manpower crisis and less likely

in future to fail to appoint counterpart personnel for OHK projects and replacements :

for technical assistance experts atthe -expiration of the exports' contracts. The

USSE and the United States'had expressed willingness to help in providing facxlxtxes

for training African technicians and Czechoslovakia, France, Eungaiy, the Netherlands,

Poland and the United Kingdom, had agreed to-Channel -some of their scholarships :

through" :ECA.- If member-countries co-operated fully with the new'Training Unit, - -

training facilities could be greatly increased. ■ ■ • .

' The Commission must reformulate its concepts, and basic .philosophy for the economic

development o!'the African-continent. Its policy Should be .tctransform the

prevailing supply and demand conditions, and to foster internal and .external economies-

which would alter the pattern'of trade, the efficiency of productive forces and the

basic structure of Africa^economies. -Co-ordinated-economic development was a

necessity in Africa. Industrial research and technological- training, which were .

too expensive for many individual countries, could be developed speedily. only through

co-operation.- The emphasis on sub-regional groupings did not meal, that,the varxous .

sub-regions were to be self-contained units. The goal should be an African common

market embracing all countries of the continent.- Differences in language, polxtxca!
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orientation and cultural outlook were not insuperable obstacles to co-ordinated

sub-regional development or-to the eventual establishment of a meaningful African

common market. The OAU had been'established despite such differences.

In economic planning the secretariat.intended to go beyond the stage of surveys

and long-term planning. The African countries should be committed to effecting

structural changes in their economics.designed to increase .per caput income as

rapidly as possible. With, that end in.view, the secretariat would investigate:

how best to' achieve a ^co-ordinated approach to external sources of capital with a

view to minimizing competition between African countries? the situation, country

by country/ in .the -light of all resources available; the most effective instruments

for harmonizing-.objectives;- and the selection of the most important areas for

concerted action. A team of.experts on economic planning, social services,

statistics, 'hydrology,.mining, geology,, transport, cartography and housing was

available for short-term missions at short notice. Applications for its services

should be addressed through Resident Representatives to the ECA secretariat.

' If there was to be any economic progress in.the foreseeable future, each country

would have to determine, its development strategy and each sub-region its machinery

for .co-Oper-ation. . Groups of. countries should decide on criteria for sharing out

new .industries^, aiid conferences should be .superseded by more intimate negotiations'

between ■■countries,-1 ■ ;■: ,;- -: ; \:, . • . . ... .

Although one of,.the major .items. :of the secretariate industrialization programme

was to promote-the. substitution -of imports of consumer and light industrial goods/

its thinking went beyond.import substitution, _ Industrial growth had to be directed

towards-establishing.a diversified industrial base and increasing the supply of

capital-goods. The industrial co-ordination missions.Jo:East,.Central and West

Africa should be regarded simply as a.start.towards'achieving industrial"development,

with the emphasis on sub-regional co-operation.

Through- the mis-sions for .harmonizing industrial development plans the

secretariates attempting to draw attention to :development possibilities and to find

ways o-f initiating .and financing the exploitation of Africa's resources, African

countries could hardly find a better bone of contention, if they must'have one, than

competition in the: development of their resources, in the interests of their respective

peoples. The secretariat was analyzing and comparing the development plans of some

twenty African, countries,.,,and was prepared to .give assistance to individual countries
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in drawing up new plans or revising old ones. It was sometimes stated, that the

problems of Africa were caused hot by the' no n-~availability of investment'capital but.

by the absence of projects attractive to investment by the banks, ' It was- the task

of the Commission and the secretariat to test the validity of that thesis, The'

secretariat would make available to the three ;3ub-™re'f;ions the services of "three of

its most .experienced officers to help'prepare fmch projects.1 ' ' '■ '

Simultaneously v.ith its work in the field of industrialization and economic

planning the secretariat would speed up its work on the infrastructures including

water resources, minerals, cartography, energy and transport. It was undertaking an

evaluation of present and foreseeable water needs of the African countries.and

encouraging the co-ordinated development of river basins. It had begun to assemble

basic.data on .African minerals and had initiated a series "of studies on all forms

of energy, including thermal and water power, petroleum and gas. The Cartographic

Unit was .actively helping African countries in mapping their known resources.

Studies .were under way to, determine the most economic means of closing the transport-

gaps ,between States, The progress report on the African transport development study

(S/CN.,14/lI\!R/46) submitted to the Standing Committee "on Industry gave an account of:

the secretariat's work in transport. Two research projects on the 1 arid-l"oeked

countries of .Africa .were being .undertaken and, in addition, the secretariat proposed

to analyze the foreign .exchange requirements of transport investment projects and

the .,influence of foreign grants and loans on transport pattern in Africa,. ' In

pursuance of a.request.made by the Commission at its fifth session, the secretariat

and ICAO had undertaken some studies on aerial transport; the report on joint

activities with.ICAO (E/CN.14/250) gave an"account of the progress mado to date.

At its fifth session the Commission had requested the secretariat to initiate,

in co-operation with ITU a programme for establishing telecommunication links

throughout Africa. . At the present session it would have to adopt" c, resolution

requesting the expenditure of some $200,000 in 1965.■ The interim high frequency"

system would require expensive equipment and the permanent installations would also

be, extremely costly. The Commission might feel that.it would be opportune to address

a special request for.technical assistance to manufacturing countries and to the

telecommunications services in.advanced countries.'

Vfith respect to agriculture, the decisions of the Commission'during 'the past five

years had established a pattern of work directing attention primarily^to problems of
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agricultural economics, As a result, the technical aspects of agriculture nad had

to be ir-eferr^ed to EAO, o^hadjiad to b^ examined; with, its as£istance-. The 'main task,

of EGA was to deal with agricultural policy and planning, with particular emphasis. (

on the transition from, subsistence1 to market agriculture. ,

JTher Commission had so far been, preoccupied withj such trade problems as ^1%

effects of aiitside ecpncani© groupings on the economies of African, cpu^tr^etff the r

consequences of violent changes iji commodity prices, 'and: the obstacles to intrar-

African trade. t < , , < L '

^ ^ The fa^et that the continent had for som« time^been divided £nte" two ifsejparkjte ^

preferential areas was'-as muchra p)oliti'cal as an economic anoiaely? and that was,

perhaps the main reason vhy1 tftembeTp of \ the Spmmissidn,had often expre^fiea, strpn^ s

feelings on the subject. ^ Attempts had bee,Ti made to shoiy ho# the association1 of,} rK\

some eighteen Afrii3aH)-coUntries with thfe European! Common Ma2*ke"t (me) mirht be '1( f '"r

the interests of African* countries, and fco determine" whether ot not r
1 i *t ' ^ 1 r ii > i i

Srithtit would stand in the way^'of decisioAs to establish; sub- ^.Jr i

regional^t&nd pan-Afrircan common iparket^s. , . r ! >

i'reQCcUpation with^prices was understandable: the effect ^of pTi6e 'fltotuatiohs1 '

on export ©.awnings fas devastating, , Unless, some formula was found to stabilise' ~r

the earnings of developing countries, their rate of growth would be extremely uneven

and slow., The Commission would have to be£,m to examine Seriously measures o^'1

stabilization. The .Latin American countries had already decided'oP p plan of aciion

. at a meeiing in Paris,attended by ministers of the six countries of-the European

Econqi^ic Community. There was every Reason to believe- that, if the members of" ' ■ • s

tile'Commission'agreed on an African development programme and a comnrm African >&pvrnaih

diffe-rant-economic groupings irauld be prepared to negotiate with Afriop*

' the, earnings of developing.countries -were ,'also adversely affected "fey

restrictions, taices on consumption and'tariff restrictions in advanced Countries.

It w,*s obviously self-defeating- for' aid-giving countries td impose levies wtiieh

res-triqteq",the 'market for products -of tho developing '^countries, thereby limiting

earnings' and* their capacity bo develop. ' L , r ' ,

^ J-t waLs sometimes claimGii, ,on the basis'of 1SEC consuVtations in which certain1

Africans had participated, that tfcs, foundatiomsi were being laid for an Afro-European '

community.1' HoVeve?,1 ~thy interests of only Ane fifth .of the population of Africa had

been cpve^ed by, thosQ d.isdu's^ions. ' Moreover the type of >^elf-sufficiency''envisaged ^

under the scheme, was likely fe provoke 'hostile- reactions in Asia, Latin America, the ■

United States and elsewhere*J ' ' l n , .- . ^
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TV Boabin^ ~j <^Tc iiro jf S'Jj m oat *-xt Il\l ytw T-uld euplic-izi thf s^slmg

ux> of institutions n fauancp hniLS^nc tjid woul I ht-1p to i^teimne the level of

training required -d! ci-j-^io oc with schools i n cln iuotu-tt , ei,"1! cn^inporn^ and

town planning i, Airi c -nu il ro d to y- 71(16 idv meod blaming j'ot eemor officnals.

Thy annual petuirj; if oxpt.rt-3 uii social velfcu. anl comuianny d^veloiment had

ij been cop\inp^ jv ^au1") f uk m Jhrt xitid ^vsr wnt J"ibl fia v, ars hjd not Lien

xewirc n^. i, ikmil^i ondy of Hu. ^jednt "iri^biid -^a^'fit-s ind

needs of a^1 ic m cu j atir rir s fa- r^qui^c 1 inh f mpn sis ji ik "lit nf si lYinj; ^ jbxems

rather than ^n the £>tAxlxi^ tliems^l^ e&, Jurin^ 19C*r ^ b*s bnctal ^f^irs St>ctioi

would bu reirt mz«d tr lticIwU pir^onij exom the xL\ ITSiLSCO, /TIO -id UNIC£P The

new jojnt Section \ioaxd rit^ni'oi i "> d^fjne ^robi^niB iJ af proupc rnd would tyaminp

such questions ^s ^h^ causes o-l juf?nt mortal Lfcy^ aucaiian of chslarbii of bchool

a^e, vocational xra^nm" and ymp3 oymunH , he'^l^^ inl social st-cuniy. Ix vould also

study -wptya "f setting up r\o"xl uibtiiutcs f - t^ti,j.a-.n^ VjUle^d-l^vol vrorkcrs, consumer

and producer co-owiiiiao, ratrkctni£ aj. rang brier tc ^ secure nr^^cnt oi1 the Tull

value oi* igrxoul bui xl pioJuc, in I itasomble pr3 c< b Jfr iippor-tt <i 'u j Is end health

rauc&taonal fttCi.lj.tice m rarai areas. In oonsultot1 on with iniurc

ng^ncia'3, ^+ woald iTj to vorts out frr-niil->l "i l^ land xuiorn.

Public admini&trexj.un was i strncr of print j.moor vouol in nti 1>

countries. The luhl^c 4.c!jiiin3 st/^^i.( r\ lu vision was r( quir< 1 i/L c mMJ^ate on

personnel mam.pi men., ^ryt a1 aLun a tn3 methods, ur^asuij conLnl Cas^oias administration,

purchase and mpp3ios, and loci g \ojcthp^ii+. TLp4- no^ilt 1Let sjoci ] irranf;emt;nt5

would hpvt bo be node i hcli rreijt cou*>trit.r ' requirenoplb in respeof of teachers^

engineers and othot techaiciuns, ord m lefaxd to the iicining ef shortnan

book-K.eoporSj cloiks3 irTisafls and other officials of tho lower enl laiddlr

Arrangements had bo^-n mace to convene ? meeting of directors of xnst-i^utes of public

administration and pprsonnwl departnetits, and fur ^m t^ciPin^, c urs b m oro-anizition

and methods to bo lu Id in Last and Worth ^frici. it s. orned shorVsi^htec1 tu plead

that it was diffa-cult o^ lmpjssable to rtlpase civil servants for lonu ptrjods of

training 0nLes= ;ove^nmynts eiuipped fneir personnel^ their admj.ru strati jus would

have Co depend jhui^jiil bcly or oatside bulp or c mtinuc bo function ijw ff lcicntly.

Thfc secretarial wls convinced thct, if a deiermiiiod efxort ffas medes * ver\ ouuuoxy m
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Public Administration Division were regional advisers who could undertake short-

missions and give advice to help reorganize particular services,.

It was essential for aid-providing agencies to work together if African

countries,were to receive, the full benefit from all forms of aid, A .helpful .step

which all agencies could take in future would ,be to submit .a list of the types of

.assistance for which; the secretariat might make direct requests. ■ :. .

.. Tha.secretariat wished,, to repeat the proposal it had made at the previous session

that-the Commission should-meet e^er;y other year instead of onc-e- a year. The system

of.annual meetings did not-lend itself to the preparation, of carefully considered

documents or -allow-governments to give-the. business of the,session, the serious study

required if the resulting discussions were.to be .really fruitful.

■ ■ The:-, secretariat also wished to suggest tha-t the Commission and its subsidiary

bodies refrain from .recommending, the holding of large numbers of ad_ho£ meetings : .

and-from'laying down,rigid time-tables for the completion of. phases .of -particular ,.

projects-,-. ■ The secretariat ought,, within reasonable limits, to be allowed to decide

what-meetings were necessary and to determine the method of approach, to specific

problems.,;': '; ''.-..- ■' ■ ■ ■.-..■.-

The'-dangers threatening the newly-'won independence of most member States were

unemployment, continuing poverty and non-fulfilment of the hopes of the masses.of

■Africans-,1 -Rightly ox; wrongly s they had expe.cted independence to release forces for

the creation of a new-era., -.It was .therefore incumbent on the Commission and its

secretariat to act with dispatchE. . . ...

Jfrj^fflNA, (Northern Rhodesia) said that the break-up of the former Federation

represented.Northern Rhodesia1 3 first- step towards independence.... During the period

o-f. ■ federation his country had. lost about '£7.5-million,, mainly to Souther.n Rhodesia*

a country, based, on a; sy&tep. of disguised apartheid. His own country was familiar,

with EGAs & regional office; had been set; up at its capital, Lusaka,- and a team of

experts was-at.present advising his Government on the 1965~i970 development plan*

It was important that the phi.-Usd Nations- sho.uld .work in, the South African sab-region

There the final battles for independence had,..;still to .be f.ptight.

.. ■ ■ .Misfortunes and setbacks had recently occurred in Africa. There, was political

anrest in East Africa^.ln Burundi and: Rwanda. The wind of change ie.d .to a crisis

of expectation. Once political freedom had been gained, material welfare had to be

considered. The solution was to be sought; in economic and social development* It

was essential to raise the . standards of,-the masses to...the level of the twentieth

century. ...; . ■ ■ ■ = ; . . . ■ . ... ■■.:
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The industrially developed world.had a duty to perform. Part of the problem

arose from the widening gulf between the advanced find.the developing countries.

Axrica was starting late in the. race: it must move into i;>rocessing and manufacturing

m order to help close tho gap. At the same time, the advanced countries must be

prepared to moke sacrifices. Trade, not aid, should be the slogan. An.African

common market had been mooted. At the present time markets were too small to support

large-scale industry, so that mutual projects were the best long-term answer. They

would form the basis for the African common market.

Northern Rhodesia was aware of the importance of removing trade barriers. The

less-developed countries needed a larger share of world trade, and his country would

support all moves in that direction. As a mark of its sincerity Northern Rhodesia,

within the limits of its international obligations, proposed to offer favourable

treatment to Ghana, Kenya, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan and Zanzibar. Tanganyika

and Uganda already benefited from better terms. That offer was not conditional on

reciprocity, but he hoped that the countries concerned would make corresponding

adjustments.

His country would bo happy to sponsor a sub-regional meeting on economic planning

in order to assist industrial development. He hope c\ that the needs .of Northern

Rhodesia would be considered in relation to the training of research and technical

personnel,

Mr. SYLLA (Mali) expressed his Government.1 s satisfaction with the work

performed by SCA for the economic and social development of Africa. Most of the ECA

programmes had already reached the stage of implementation, and the Commission had

become a vital element in.African unity. The desire for unity sprang, of course,

from political ideals, but economic imperatives throughout the entire continent made

unity a necessity. There could be no escaping the economic realities left in the

wake of colonialism, from which the States represented on the Commission had so

recently emerged. Africa was divided into a large number of separate economic units,

each too small to ensure its own economic growth. .Sooner or later, Africa would be

obliged to pool its resources in order to become a viable economic force.

Integration of regional economies, and, at a later stage, of the economy of the entire

continent, was an essential requirement in the modern world.

Prosperous European countries had been obliged to join together in order to meet

competition from the industrial giants. Africa war still at fche intermediate stage
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offsetting up new structures within a traditional economy based mainly on the provision

of, raw materials for foreign markets and the absorption of their' 'surplus manufactured'

goods. Nevertheless, modern economic structures were already arising in Africa,

and industrial programmes had been started. But industrialization meant a need

for outlets, outlets which would almost invariably cut across political-boundaries

and must be wide enough to absorb the entire production of the. industries concerned.

The harmonization of industrial programmes and the integration of national economies

would accordingly be a logical outcome of African unity. In the final analysis, the1'

basic problem was that the relations governing the process of production and the

distribution of resources no longer reflected the new conditions of equilibrium in

the modern world. Existing structures had always favoured the economically

developed regions to the detriment of the impoverished areas'. That state of '

affairs would have to be changed in order to preserve world'peace. '

A more equitable: distribution of work between the various regions of the world '■

would have to be achieved. In concrete terms, certain areas would have to ' '

specialize in specific types of production. The total volume of production would

remain unchanged, since it vrould not be affected by such distribution of labour;

but outlets would be made more readily available as a result of regulations designed

to maintain a balance between production costs and consumer prices. ' ' '

Such proposals amounted to a revolution in world economics. They could only ":;

succeed if the prosperous nations were willing to collaborate with the : impoverished' ■

countries in the task of raising the latters' economic standards to a level '' ' ' '''■

compatible with the requirements of a new general'economic equilibrium. The ■

developed countries could transfer their surplus productivity to the developing

countries in the form of capital and technical and scientific resources to 'assist

them in expanding their economies. Those problems 'were of particular concern to

Africa, one of the most destitute regions of the world. Awareness of the problem

was the first step towards its solution.

All the countries of the world, both rich and poor, would shortly be meeting at

Geneva for the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development. The Stand

taken by the non-aligned countries would prove decisive in the search for :a-fresh

solution to the problem .of world economic equilibrium. In the context of'the Geneva

Conference the present debate would assume its full significance. The-two-main

objectives should be to give concrete embodiment to co-operation between.States in
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the social .and economic fields with a view to laying firm foundations for uni^r, and

to contribute to the "harmonious development :of African'countries' "within the* framework

of a geographically widely-based economy, which was undoubtedly the best means

available.to Africa for constructing a modern society, ^

Mr. SOW (Guinea)'said that the sixth session/following"as it did a'fewMonths

after the Conference of Heads of State/'would mark a' decisive'stage in'the"development

of EGA. [ An.analysis;of.the'excellent,documents prepared for the' session clearly

revealed.the. progress made over thfi( past five years,'as well as the complexity of

the'problems facing Africa. He'was pleased to note that many of the economic and

social principles upheld by.'Guinea at international'gatherings' were' reflected in those

documents. . . . . ■ . ■■■.

The basic task of all member States" was "to achieve "the economic and political

liberation of'the entire' continent and to struggle against' all new forms of domination.

In .that respect, economic liberation was'the most difficult problem facing the

African States, but'it could be overcome by their'own efforts and with the support^of

international solidarity, ...... .

He wished to draw special attention to' the studies carried out on trade,"the

African' development bank,' industry, development and current trends, ' His delegation

supported the setting up of effective sub-regional committees, the recommendations of

the various technical committees, and the African' common front recommended by the

Prep.ar.atory-Committee of the'United Nations Conference on Trade'and Development ,.

(E/CN.14/279, paras. 6 and l)H He hoped that the Commission would adopt a resolution

on the common front.- His delegation favoured the holding of African trade fairs, '*

inter-African trade,, further surveys of African'resources, and accelerated training

programmes. "" It also advocated the setting up of> standing committee on development,

At'a'time when many different organizations were concerned with the development;

of Africa, there was a'vital need foV'co-ordination/;' The scope and complexity of '

the development problem left no'room for wastage,' competition or duplication, All

available financial and human resources must be mobilized. The African Heads of

State'had pledged their support: .the.time had come for action. The Commission,

either,.alone or in collaboration with other bodies, should now extend its practical

activities.-,.. .-...-. -,.. . . ..;. . . . -...■-.-. .-. ■- -;■

2/ See also resolution' EC0S/l2/RES/l(l)' of the Economic and Social Commission of

the Organization--of"' African. 'Unity. ■"
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In conclusion, he proposed that.studies on the following be added to" the 1964-

1965 .programme: on-preservation, improvement and exploitation of livestock,

fisheries, the struggle against illiteracy (adult education), African languages,

and co-ordination between organizations concerned with African development.

■ Mr. -ONOWONA-AGXEMAN (Ghana) said that by establishing OAU, whose ultimate

objective should be to set up a union government of Africa, the African States had

devised a political framework within which to tackle tho economic and social

reconstruction of Africa. Specific instructions had been given to the Economic and

Social Commission of OAU to study the possibility of establishing a free-trade area

in Africa. The decisions taken by that. Commission affected the work of ECA, for

it had decided that efforts should :be made to ensure that SCA served more as an

advisory .and technical body to the.-OAU Economic and Social Commission, The object

of that decision was to unify.all agencies working.for African economic development

underOAU. '. Ghana felt confident that the ECA secretariat .would accept its proposed

new role, thus contributing more effectively to African development.

Since the fifth session, an African development bank had been established; and

he hoped it would shortly go into operation. Its initial capital of $250 million

was small, but if its -resources were .judiciously used, it would soon generate

more capital for increased.economic development,

' The term** of reference.of the African Institute for Economic Development and

Planning should be broadened to include training for the administration of supervised

credit for farmers, .and training-in-agricultural marketing and cost accountancy,

The many seminars and meetings held .during the past year had been valuable, but

could in no way replace intensive university and college training to prepare the

personnel required for African economic development. The secretariat should bring

all the relevant facilities to the notice of member governments.

Missions on industry had visited various parts of Africa, but they had perhaps

spent too short- a time•in each country to examine all its potentialities. It was

to be hoped that the- reports would be carefully studied, and that effective action

would be taken.

The years of planning were over for ECA; the next five years should be a period

of positive action.

Africa was potentially wealthy $ its resources must be developed and international

trade must be promoted through industrialization. f/here Africa's own efforts proved
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insufficient, reliance should be placed on outside assistance, leading to the creation

of more wealth for further development. Aid was not a form of international charity;

the aid-giving countries thereby acknowledged the help they had received from vast

imports of African raw materials, and also helped' to create a greater opportunity for

expanded international trade and investment. "" -In 1963 Africa had had a trade deficit

of over $1 million, a fact which underscored,its dependence on outside assistance.

Only programmes of systematic industrializations undertaken on a continental basis,

could solve Africa's economic problems.

Ghana had consistently supported the establishment of an African common roar-ket, .

which would break down the artificial barriers hampering economic development. ■■■ .

Nevertheless, Ghana had reservations about the effect which the association of African

States with existing common markets might have. Individual negotiations with the

European Common Market, Africa's largest customer3 could never, be from a position-.,

of strength. By remaining divided Africa exposed itself to exploitation, Ghana

wished to place economic' relations between Africa and Surope on a more equal footing,,

Africa should be in a position to furnish not only raw materials but also manufactures

and semi-manufactures. .

Certain projects with regard to communications such as telecommunications/ a

co-ordinated civil aviation lie'tvo-?^. and oceun shipping could be immediately developed.

The African countries should make full use of the Conference on Trade and'. -

Development to ensure the growth of their economies, through trade. Appropriate■steps

should be taken during the session to consolidate still furthex* the African united

front. ■ ■:.-.■

Mr. ADOSSAMA (Togo) suggested that the Commission draw the attention of

such member States as had not yet made requests to the technical assistance services

it could provide.

As the Executive Secretary had pointed out, one year was too short a period for

the preparation of all the documents required for the establishment of permanent

bodies. For example, the African development bank had been set up on paper, but

it would still be some time before it began to function. Future projects, such as

the African payments union, should-be approached in less haste, after more mature

consideration.
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His delegation also agreed thai too^many meetings'were being held. In view of

the shortage of experts, African countries could not afford -to send them abroad

continually, .particularly when so much of their time^wiis taken up'with unprofitable

ideological:discussioiie A reasonable balance ought to be established; between truly

indispensable meetings and the training courses which we're essential to African

economic and social advancement.'

To bring about economic and social progress in Africa and to overcome poverty

and illiteracy an all-embracing philoso-phy must be evolved,' setting forth the

principles governing rational .education and harmonious development. In'that way

effective 'African unity- could foe achieved. ■ ■ ■•■-'•■

Since /independence'.^,crises had taken place in many African countries. In

particular,, a. military problem/'had- arisen. In many' cases foreign influence had

been brought to b@ar "on the African- pebplej inciting them to fight among one another.

The result was 'political-instability, which' led- to the flight of much-heeded 'capital-

Tlie procejss of industrialization must take'actual resources into account:

agricultural, natural ::and:human. ' Gare sho'uTd"be taken over the'introduction of

new industries:,- to ensure'' their co-ordinatioh: with national' development plans. Both

heavy and light industry should be encouraged^ with'a view io strengthening the

economy .and deducing unemployment, : The" creation of a" common front was the" first

step towards ! an-African common market, which would also''lead to improved political

relations^ ;■■..■. The. industries in' different States should be complementary/ inorder'io

avoid unbalanced development, ' ' .:■.:■ ■ ■ • ■ ■

Transport; was still a'■difficult pi-oblem inside Africa* "Means of communication"

would have to be developed/ since'they played avital part in1 economic progress.

The housing problem was becoming more acute^ with'rents continually rising; of+-on

as a result .of ■ the establishment of embassies in capital cities.

In agriculture, agrarian- -reform was crucial. The experience of countries

outside ■Atfri'da should help African-countries to avoid the use of coercion, .which was

never advisable, :Co-operative's should be created in large numbers, with adequately

trained-African staff"tb administer them. ' ■■■•:■•■

Livestock breeding- should "be; Improved^ for too many countries were importing

meat instead of developing' their own resources'.

Mr. SALIBA (international Monetary Fund) said that in 1963 twenty countries?

eighteen of them African, had joined the Fund* Kenya had just joined. The Fund

now had 103 members and Zanzibar had applied for membership, Financial assistance.
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in the form of drawings or stand-by arrangements, was available for member countries

. experiencing temporary balance, of payments difficulties. Though the Fund did not

actually finance, development, its assistance helped ..countries- to avoid disruption, of

their development programmes and thereby contributed to.wards economic growth.

In recent, years many primary producing countries had suffered from fluctuations

in their export earnings. The Fund, had studied waysr of helping to solve that problem,

and in February 1963 it had decided to create a new facility of compensatory

financing, through which.additional financial assistance could.be granted-to-member

countries experiencing temporary export shortfalls. -Brazil, Wd the United,Arab-

Republic had already availed themselves of the new facility,.

Total Fund transactions in 1963 had been smaller, than in recent years, partly., .

owing to comparatively favourable developments, in the■ payments-position of a-number

of primary producing countries. . Total drawings in 1963, by fifteen countries, .. . '

including two African countries, had been $330 million.. . Total outstanding drawing

remained between ^l,;600 and $1,700 million. Amounts available to member countries.

under outstanding stand-by arrangements had increased in 1?63 and at present totalled

$1,750 million. Among African countries which had drawn on, .the,financial.resources

of the Fund or made stand-by credit arrangements were. Ethiopia, Ghana, Liberia,. .:.".

Morocco, South Africa, Sudan and the United Arab Republic, • • :

By means of its consultative and technical assistance activities the Fund-was

sharing its experience in monetary and financial, matters with member countries of

the Fund. In 1963 annual Fund consultation missions., had., visited, twelve African

countries, and Special Fund missions had visited nine African-countries to advise,

at the request of governments, on financial, and economic.problems.

In Congo (Leopoldville), Fund staff,had provided.technical advice.-and assistance

on a continuing basis in,recent years. Late in 1962, at the request of the Congolese

Government and the Secretary-General of the United Nations,.the Fund had prepared, a

plan for currency unification in connexion with the ^integration of Katanga in the

Congo, and at the beginning of 1963 had assisted in implementing the. plan, In 1963

the Fund had advised the Congo on exchange reform measures and had assisted in their .

execution. Owing to exceptional circumstances in the .Congo,, -the Fund had establishe

a special programme of technical assistance under which it,recruited and paid the

cost of a number of qualified senior economic and financial experts.

d
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.■--In Liberia, F:und staff had assisted in the pr'eparation ox a-programme of

, financial reform cud debt management'and had assigned a resident adviser from its

staff to help' in the implementation of the programme, Yfhich was also assisted by

a stand-by, arrangement,. -

To help new member' countries of the Fund, particularly those in Africa, to

organize their monetary, and fiscal systems, the.Fund had begun to assembly a fiscal

. affairs staff consisting of experts experienced in tax systems, tax adininistra-tion,

budget procedure and the like. It was also establishing a panel of central bank

experts to 'give technical advice to member countries wishing to establish central

■ banks or improve existing ones. Several African countries had already asked the

Fund1for central hanking experts, particularly experts for top executive and

advisory positions.

The Fund was considering ways of improving and increasing the usefulness of

■its training programme, and was launching an additional training programme in

French for the benefit of the new. French-speaking African Fund members.

The Fund was. anxious .to helx? African member .countries to "solve, separately

or collectively, their.monetary and "financial problems, 'and its reservoir of

experience was at the disposal of its African members,

Mr. CHXMBUAH (Food and Agriculture. Organization)" said that his agency's

five-year review of the food and agricultural situation in Africa (E/CN.14/238)

showed that agriculture had failed to play its full part either in sujjplying food

for Africa's- rapidly expanding populations or in earning and saving foreign '

exchange. According to FAO estimates, the volume of agricultural production in

Africa"had increased only by about ? per cent between 1958/1959 and 1962/1963,

while the African population had increased by almost 10 per cent. In food

products, it was estimated that production had increased by only 6 per cent, which

meant that there had been a drop of 4 per cent per head over the five-year period,.

Though African statistics were notoriously inadequate those figures gave a rough

indication of the. general trend. There were indications that the situation had

somewhat improved in 1963/1964, but it was unlikely that agricultural production

in Africa had risen sufficiently during that period to affect significantly the

imbalance between production and population which had developed over" the past few

.years. ■■
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Apart from its unsatisfactory general rate of growth, agricultural"production

had been-subject "to sharp-annual fluctuations, notably a fall of about'4 per cent in

1961/1962. The main factor in that case had been the uncertain rainfall in Algeria,

Morocco-and Tunisia: weather conditions and harvests in those'countries fortunately

■appeared to have been, in the main, better in 1963/1964, " ' ■

. ■ • As countries made up'for shortfalls in production by increased imports, the

decline in TC^Cfv^ut production was probably considerably greater than the decrease

in actual food supplies per head. " ' '

.'■ The Freedom from Hunger Campaign 'and the ¥orld-Fo6d Congress, held; in June 1963,

had helped to draw attention to the inadequacies of diets in:the developing countries.

There had boen little, if any, improvement in food consumption levels in Africa,

Though in most areas calorie .intakes appeared fairly satisfactory in relation to

calculated requirements, the quality of the 'diet, in terms of protein and ■■vitamins,

was almost universally below the minimum necessary for full health. ',' "

■As to imports and 'exports, owing to the fact that much of the increase, in

Africa's imports, especially in its grain" imports, had'been obtained under" United

States Public Law 480, the increase had, 'fortunately, not involved pressure on

scarce foreign exchange urgently needed for the import of capital goods- for the

execution of development plans. On the export sidej in 1963 agricultural export

prices on world markets had remained'above the level of 1962. Although that ' "■

development was as'cribable to specific- commodities such as sugarr, grains, cocoa,

coffee and sisal, it Was possible that more permanent changes in the structure of

world trade were taking place. Efforts to improve the position of agricultural

products on world markets must continue. Between 1958 and 1962 the volume of'Africa's

agricultural exports had risen by "almost '20 per cent, but, owing to the fall in prices,

e-arninga had actually declined by about three per cent. Taking account of the

increased cost of manufactured goods on world markets, the purchasing power of ' .

agricultural export earnings had fallen by 6 per cent during the five-year "period,".

Furthermore, import demands'far agricultural1 products' in the industrialized countries

were slowing down-for Various-reasons, such .as- increased domestic production and

technical innovations. ' ' ■ ' '' '

At the FAO Conference in November 1963 three main aspects of trade problems had

been singled out: the need to lower barriers to imports of agricultural origin, the
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need for greater stability of world prices for agricultural products and the need for

more remunerative prices. There had been general, agreement that the third point,

taken in conjunction with,'the declining'terms'of trade for agricultural exports,

represented the fundamental .and the most" intractable problem.relating .to,world

agricultural markets^. '.There' had been 'a; strong "feeling at the Conference that there

wasaneedfor'a concerted' attack on "trade" problems; ' and FAO hoped that- such an

attack" would be made by'the Conference on Trade and Development,, at which it

expected, to play an active part. ■■..'..

""'■'At. the national" level, a "major feature of ihe five years under review was the

fact that planning'of Agricultural'..development.within the framework of .economic, and

social planning had become' almost universal.' 'in Africa some of the more.recent

plans had shown that a greater share of investment was going to agriculture. The

FAO had given much attention to training national staff for agricultural planning,

and the "task force" of agricultural planning ^perts, the establishment of which

had been announced at the Commission's fifth session, wc.s now in full swing.

To achieve the ambitious targets set by the plans it was necessary to provide

adequate incentives for farmers to increase production and to remove many

institutional obstacles. It was encouraging to see what governments were doing

in that connexion. Land tenure reforms had recently been carried out in north-west

Africa and in the United Arab Republic. Settlement schemes were in operation in

most countries, and some countries were experimenting with State farms and various

forms of producer co-operatives. The supply of agricultural credit had been .

increased in a number of countries and, with FAO assistance, a Land Bank had been

established in Zanzibar. Marketing was being re-organised, and most African

countries had by now set up an official body for marketing export crops. More

recently, attempts had been made to control the marketing of an increasing number of

commodities for internal consumption, for example in Ghana, Mauritius and Tanganyika.

A joint SCA/FAO project of great importance was the work on the transition from

subsistence to market agriculture. An expert meeting on the government measures

needed to promote that transition was to be held at Addis Ababa at .the end of

April 1964. Since the transition to market agriculture was a fundamental aspect ,

of the present state of economic development in Africa, FAO had endeavoured to make
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some assessment of the progress achieved in that field during the last five years in

its report (E/CN, 14/238) and in the contribution it had made to the ECA'long-term , ■

economic survey of Africa, He hoped that the forthcoming expert meeting would throw

inorro light on the question and that it would provide useful guidance to governments.

in their efforts to promote the development of market agriculture.

..Minister of Burundi " ' ■ ■ ■

AHJ said the Commission had received a telegram from the Prime

Minister of Burundi expressing regret that, in view: of the tense situation in his

country, it had been impossible for Burundi to send a'delegation to the sixth session

o'? iho Commission. ' " - ■■-.■'■-■ ... ., . _

The meeting rose'at 1 B.m:,
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ONE HUNDRED AND SECOND MEETING

Friday, 21 February 1964, at 9.15 a.m.

, ' ....... . Chairman: Mr:. mSSAQUOI (Liberia) . ■ ... . ■ ; . •. .

ECONOMIC AND: SOCIAL5 TRENDS .IN' AFR'ICA^AND- REVIEW GP--THE1 ACTIVITIES U$ THE ECONOMIC " .-■

.COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (E/CN,14/237,. 238,. 239,; ,par,t, A:,. 239, part B. ;£yad..C.orr.l ,...259, , .

269) (agenda item 5)' (^continued)

': " Mr; EL'MANDJRA" (United Nations Educationalj Scientific 'and''Culiural Organization),

■presenting the study (e/CN.14/269) prepared 'by UNESCO entitled "Adult'literacy and

■economic" and social development", said that''UNESCO nad requested that the agenda should

'include' the campaign against illiteracy, whicn' had" been one of the main topics of the

eighteenth session of the'General Assembly "of the United Nations and, ' in view of its

economic importance, had been studied by the Second, not the Third, Committee.

The"ihtrbduc't'ion" of'a' literacy programme among the active population had been given

prominence "in the'Addis Ababa' plan, adopted Vy 'the Conference of'' African Ministers' of

Education in1 £962, but the' method contemplated'by UNESCO constituted an'innovation.'

' Of-' the- o:ne- Hundred" mill ion illiterates in Africa, seventy million could learn to read

and write"'in1 the' course of' a ten year campaign, which would' cost '$50 million a year in

''addition to! the $2;,^06 million which Africa 'would' devote' every' year to education as' a'

whole.

It! would oe; for'" tble members'of the Commissioiito calculate the benefit accruing

from 'su'clr'an invesime'nt. '* Tneif "re'commendatibns' in matters "of priority would be !of great

immediate service, for they could'provide 'a basis"for any action't'o be taken at !the two

meetings'which UN1SC0 had organized'at'Abidjan." Moreover, 'the Secretary-General of the

■■■'Urirted NaVidns:'arid'""the Director-Cjeneral'' of UNESCO, who woutd next week discuss means of

organizing'a world-wide" "campaign against illiteracy under General 'Assembly resolution 193?

IJV would b'e 'able to take them into account'.

":i'kr. EL;H^ATOII'("World Heafth"'brg'anizaiion) said that WHO greatly appreciated

've"ry: useful Vor'lt accoraplished'by ih'e Economic Commission for Africa (ECA). Many-

activities that promoted social aspects of development were common to two bodies. The

deveiiopment''"of water resources, 'for'example, so 'essential'to ih'e advancement of Africa,

called from the ouWei' for sanitation planning so as 'to 'avoid the'spread of malaria and

bilharziasi's "by water. The'"sanitary conditions' of housing'wefe also very important.

The WHO Vould second a pubiic' health' e'ngiiieer'to the housing'section'of ECA.
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To solve the health problems raised by industrialization and urban development, MO

had recently launched a programme for assisting'the planning and organization of national

public health services, with-particular reference to the new States of Africa, Its

assistance in public health administration'assumed various forms: field missions of.

public health experts, fellowships and technical assistance to training institutes.

The third African Malaria Conference in July 1962 had recommended that!WHO should

assist in the establishment between neighbouring countries of offices for co-ordinating

the campaign against that disease. The MO also gave., increasing emphasis to research

on questions of nutrition. Community water supplies, despite some progress, had not

kept up with the rate of population growth.

Faithful to the spirit of its constitution, WHO .offered to all governments, of

Africa, at their request, the benefit of its experience; the number of governments to.,.

which it was giving assistance had increased from twelve in 1950 to forty in 1963; . . ■

The agency had decided to appoint a liaison officer;to EGA to.assist the Commission dn;-

all matters concerning health and maintain contact with the regional directors .-.-..

responsible for WHO technical programmes in Africa. ■ A.-paper-dealing with the .work:of,

MO in Africa was being circulated.

Mr. LLOYD (international Atomic Energy Agency) said thait.the need it.or

increasing agricultural production to raise the standard of living was...recognized

throughout the region. In research work for increasing production radiois.otopes and

radiation could play a great role. Their use in Africa was constantly increasing. ■ ;

Research into the application of nuclear techniques for eradicating the fruit, fly,

tsetse fly and locusts and for counteracting .the harmful effects of the ..careless use. ,.

of insecticides was being continued. The application of radiation for the .preservation

and disinfestation of food products was becoming commercially feasible in the. developed

countries and would surely also be of great interest to the developing, ar.eas such as

Africa, . .

It was now possible to vaccinate animals against certain diseases by .atomic

radiation, a procedure which oould hare important consequences for Africa.

In view of the usefulness of those methods, IAEA encouraged the establishment of

small nuclear laboratories in the agricultural research institutes of universities.

Nuclear medicine had made great strides in recent years, particularly in diagnosis.

Research work on tropical diseases supported by IAEA, was being carried out in Africa.
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Radioisotopes were already in-use in oil and mineral prospecting-; they were .used

even in road building and soldering"experiments. "■■ ■ , ■

Nuclear energy applied to the"production of electricity would make it possible to

lower the price of electric power and improvejthe'load factor of power stations

producing both fresh water and electricity. : "The African Electric Power Meeting

;(E/CN,14/lM/32)'had recommended to the developing1 countries- that atomic energy should

be integrated into their power development programmes to the same extent as- conventional

types of energy.

Although nearly twenty per cent of the uranium in"the world came from Africa, and

despite the surplus of current production, plans'would have to'b& made .for/.future

requirements, which could very well increase owing to the vast- atomic energy programmes

launched by the' developing countries. It wcMd therefore'' be wise-to--mine deposits

heretofore considered as sub-grade and to develop prospecting in order to unco.ver new

deposits"of uranium or other minerals of potential, atomic energy significance such as

beryllium and thorium. Those precautions would be essential' for,Africa/ since the

development of nuclear energy would reach significant proportions in.Africa only

towards the'end of the century,' when world dem'and would be greatest. The IAEA would

of course' offer its assistance to :the member States of-EGA in developing or drawing

up programmes' for the use of atomic energy. ,-■-.■■

;' ' ':'Mr!.'IBRAHIM (Nigeria) said that Africa1 had ah-immense amount of ground to

make up, and! it was to be hoped that' the African-countries would-bring--to bear in the

economic field the same energy11 that:'they had shown in achieving political emancipation.

Economic planning at the national"leVel^was^not Sufficient, Especially in a continent

split upinto so many countries. 'Effort^ must be co-ordinated1 in order;to benefit

from technical progress^ The' existence ' of ECA' made- concerted':action possible. Due

heed shoula be given,' however, to' the fact: that countries were -at different stages of

economic'' development. The Nigerian d&legation;therefore considered that-to draw up an

economic programme on either'a'regional or a: continental'basis would be premature..

';""■' !The lack of statistics oh the" vital"' sectors" of African e'conomy caused'ever-mounting

difficulties.' 'The'efforts of ECA in'that regard were praiseworthy^ but bold .schemes,

notably for ■-the training of local statisticians, were essential? ECA should make.

'statisticians with training experience' available to governments if requested. The

two training centres, L'at Cairo 'duL Dakar, should be strengthened, and the number of such

centres'dillcreased to'four. Experience showed that middle-grade statisticians were
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difficult to"keep; there should therefore be a review of salary structure which would

make a career in statistics reasonably attractive. ' . : ■ ■■' ■ ■ : .

development in agriculture, alone:? as in. the industrial ''processing' of 'agricultural

products, was not enough to^alse- the standard of living; 'it';was--;esse:titial to increase

the pace of. industry, in particular, .by removing artificial barrxerV; The-establishment

of an African common market would do much towards achieving thair-"ehd-. A continent ■ ,, ,

whose economy was naturally diversified could be self-sufficient) industrial production

for a population of about 250 million should encourage the division of labour and: the

use ■ of highly ■ specialized mechanized equipment. Whatever the temptation to produce. . .■

finished products'for the:; highly-developed countries, the aim should be to produce

for the' African market. ■ ■-,■; - . ;. ■'■;" "-<;■ ■ v/: ...-; ,,.

In its five-year review of the activities of the Economic ■Commission --for. A-f.rsiea,..

(E/CN,l'4/237) Hhe;secretariat had stated (para. 37) that Africa could reach the,--E;ur.Q;p,ean

level of industrialization in fifty years. The experience of Japan proved: that i>1ie ■-.

period could be';reduced:^provided, that the necessary sacrifices were made and immediate
..i........

steps 'taken'' to' improve,-technical, and; technological training. It was also1'essential-, to

solve" the" problem- b"f %he ;lack of capital in Africa. The iron and steel: industry was the

basis of a country^'s- industrial--.development.; Nigeria had accorded:'high priority to the

establishment of that industry in its 1962-1968 economic development programme.

'The' Industrial and commercial sectors of most African countries were' -still dominated

by foreign firms,; '-Revolutions in developing countries were ofte'n £o:sie.re&- by developed

countries'whi5n:i""nad'.ve.sted interests in them. Steps musii therefore ' be ! taken, to ensure

that the capitals-available in; African, countries belonged to'Africans. ' Commercial-banks
■;-:^,. - - .... .... ..,. . ., , /r_:. u_:^,_ ,_ ^ : _^, _ _ ■

wer"e controlled'almost: exclusively by foreigners and did' not 'extend adequate credit

facilities to-'African businesspien. ■ I,t .was therefore'imperative ;t'o set up in each

African country ■■■a1 chain of indigenous, commercial banks. ' The International-Monetary Fund?

the^interriatiOnal-iBank-for, Recons^mction and Development/ the ■■International Finance

Corporation and-other financial institutions should' consider as ''&, -tatier of urgency

granting loans'to African gpvernments for that purpose."1 "Wholesale and retail .trades

werecontrolled by.foreign .Q.ommercial firms. The African governments should introduce

legislation reserving'them. for. Africans.. . . The contribution of the African development

bank to economic progress would .be effective only if African traders were able to buy

direct" from 'the. factory .-.'the.,products, of those industries which It was hoped would be

established :with'the/bank'.s.: assistance. Finally,, African goye'rnmerits should encourage

the establishment of African insurance companies.
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.Ki.gerip, .heartily welcomed the progress -of. the, studypoa the. establishment ;of' the

African common market... The difficulties due to the diversity^ o§-nioWtery systeins^were

apparent.?;a^; .an, African clearing, and .payments union was essential to facilitate inter-

African trade, .Consideration .should-be; gi^eu to the possibility^ of blowing, the;African

development bank to establish that union| the terms of reference ;o'f th'e: Committee of

^ Nine should^ be extended for that purpose. ' ''■'■■.■■■.

Nigeria, looked forward with enthusiasm to the" United Nations Conference on. Trade

and Development, and hoped tliat.Africa would speak with .a Common voice there,

. Without a-planned and integrated'system:'of--transportation trade between African

countries, could not grow rapidly,. -In thercase1 »of marine'■ transport, unilateral 'decisions

to, increa.se freight rates,were taken--without regard to their harmful" effect on"the cost

of imported goods and the expert of primary products. The monopoly enjoyed'by' : ,

organizations, suchi as. the^West -African Lines Conference; which-were oVned by the

developed, countries determined the cost of freight for the region's' exports and' imports,

Nigeria had tried to establish its own,shipping .line,- but it had"-finally been %.brcecP -

tc, operate within the, West African Lines Conference, fco'-prevent" the country' s "economy

being, compl.etely disrupted.- .; • ■ . . : . ■■;.-. . ■ : ■ -' ■ ■ ■ . . ■ ■ . ■ ■■■

. Most of the roads..linking..many of the Afrdc-an-countries were impassable at certain

periods of the year. Unfortunately no consideration'had'yet -been given to the.

construction of permanent-r.oute.s between East Africa-ana tfesVAfrica..,Jin- air transport

the African,, countries could easily ■ co-operate -in running a single airline..

It was regrettable that, . de-spite : all efforts-, the: Situation ^itn: respecV'to'fBod"

and agriculture had remained, consistently -unfavourable^during the past" few years. ''He .

hoped that the. conditions in e^ab.-.opuntry. would be.darefully .considered. ' Although the

population;of Nigeria wag .increasing fairly rapidly,, it produced enough- fodd "to. satisfy

local needs. Generally speaking, ,eve,ry effort ■shduld- be made to' avoid importing'food

stuffs that could be produced locally or foodstuffs that created new tastes. ' ;■'' '

. . . Th^jFAO.haa, achieved, good results: in locust control. Some attenfeon^should'be given

to. exterminating the .weaverbird. which^n Mg-eria alone, devoured' 3 million tons of

grain each year.

The law; of supply; ;and demand did. not. opterotff-.fteely, .pna-tioulorTy. »i.Wflgri>;dWai

produce; the,African.countries should, take-concerted-action in marketing their primary

products; to. prevent a.-Xops. in their purchasing power. The working of the great mineral

wealth, of the. continent was in:fo-rsign-,hands. Arrangements-mus-fc-be made to ensure that
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foreign investors should finance resources which provided favourable conditions for the

establishment of heavy Industries so that the African population derived benefits

from it, in particular by the'encouragement of capital accumulationo

/... It -was to be hoped that the closest co-operation would be established between EGA

-■.and OAtt. Duplication should be avoided and "the ECA secretariat should keep a close

watch on the development of OAU.

Greater care should be exercised as to -the number of ECA missions and conferences.

The resources of ECA were not inexhaustible, and should be us'ed with prudence. Greater

care, too, should be taken in the choice of the experts sent to look into specific

problems. Sometimes the experts-did no more than question the officials of member

countries in order, to write their reports, thus wasting those officials'' valuable time.

The ECA .produced too many documents', the preparation of which was time-consuming and

expensive, . / ■ !

■ He was aware, of the difficulties of-recruiting'staff for the SCA secretariat, but

■ hoped that the Executive Secretary wouWperservere in his efforts to ensure that all

key posts should, as soon as possible, be o6cupied by Africans. Although it was true

that therfe was a scarcity of Africans with adequate qualifications and experience, that

was no excuse for leaving the destiny of the continent in foreign hands indefinitely.

.The Executive Secretary should keep member States informed of the situation and ask

them to- release qualified'staff from'time'to time,

■ Mr. SOGLO-(Dahomey) observed that the world economic situation seemed to have

developed favourably during 1963. ■ The'spectacular rise in the price of coffee had been

helpful to the economy df Dahomey, as had the price movements of oil-seeds,1 oil-nuts and

oil-kernels and copra, ■ Nevertheless, both -producers and consumers would'he well advised

-to hold 'down the rise.-in prices within reasonable limits, so as to avoid the competition

of-substitute products. ^cement works: was- in course of construction at Pob4 and-the

working of the iron deposits' of Eandi was planned. Petroleum prospecting was being

continued. '

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development and the GATT meetings would

make 1964 a year of prime importance for world trade,- in particular for Africa's trade

policy.

The delegation of Dahomey had observed with pleasure the establishment of the

African Institute for Economic Development and Planning. It was happy to note that the

project for the African development bankwas entering its final phase, and that it would

be a'purely African institution, in no way duplicating the functions of other internationo.1
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institutions; The efficacy 'of ^that bank vould'te^measured^'the investments that "it"'

attracted, from whatever■'source;!' The bank "should- oe' kept hon-political^ as^provided

in articles 37" and 38C of the' agreementi. " Its'^aW'should,' moreover,' be^com^osed of

international officials,--dedicated wholly to'encouraging the'harmonious development of"
the African continent.' ; ' " " ■i:'1' ' ' "■' "' ■ "-; ■■' "; "'' ""' '■"'■ '"■'*'■■'''■ - -•'■■•'■' ■■'■'■'■-■?■ ■'-■..■■■■-■■-■-'.

■'His delegation-was also interested in the project for a legal body to harmonize '"

legislative- systems and work' out"' an African code of commercial and industrial' law for

application by the African economic bodies, ' ' ■'■ "" " ' ' '' "''""' ' !:"'" '

- -'VThe-ne'ed 'for economic' Co-operation in Africa should''be stressed. ' Although his"]""'

^del6gatiori-believea:%hat'-regional' economic integration'on a continental "Veale would' 7

be-premaiutey^such" co-operation at'sub-regional level was "a" necessity' if an African '"" I

economic'and-social infrastructure'was''io be established. The'interest shown by the

Government^o^iatbrney' in:ail African^meeting^'for "harmonizing* plans testified" that,"
it considered harmonization an essential prerequisite for the unity pf the Africa^' "''"'""

continent;' "'Since'its 'establishment," EGA"' had been the'"instr^

Dahomey-had'never-ceased io"'extend, to' it "it's" full co-operation and vas!. determined to " "'.'
continue bn'^nat ■course.:"" ''■i!i'""''"' '' ' ; " ''"' """' ' ' 'f-1 l'y'"i" '''" : ■_•'■■■■-■-■■■■ ■ iij ;-;'--';; ■■■■-■

Mr. KAMITATir ((Jongbt Leopoldville)' welcomedlhe"admission. of^Kenya' and" '"

Zanzibar as full members, and hoped that all the representatives'" of 'a' completely "" ''"""'"''

liberated-Africa wouia'soo'n be participating ; in the^sessions; of 'the Commission." '

The salient feature'of the'economic scene in ^963"in the' Republic 'of Congo

(Leopoldville),' had 'been th'e. ending of Katangese''secession, >hich 'had"preceded that

of South'Kasai^fie-tween'i:956 and i9$8," mining'"production inthose' regions ^had '"'"' ' ' '

re-pre'sentedV :on" an average/ 3&Lper cenVo^ the "total'value" of 'the^Congo ' s^exportsT1 " '

The .'i'ecoVery- o'f ttiat wealth had been the necessary prerequisite \ although not In [\ '*\

x se wholly sufficient, for reactivating 'the Congolese economv. The first result

howeverVof i;he reintegratiou of'Katanga' had''been 'to'complicate "still further the [ "

difficult- monetary 'situation1 of the Congo/^'ln l^'^Katanga's" production of copper'""

and cobalt had decreased considerably/ and the drop in world prices 'for'copper had"

reduced receipts of'foreign exchange. As a result,' Katanga" had 'nd^'^released" the

traditional ■"theoretical surplus" of "foreign exchange earnings" ^which ''could have "' '

been- 'iranrfeffed'"to"4e ' other 'regions of the Congo, as'it had'been before I960,

Moreover, the extension of exchange control to Katanga had allowed inflationary

pressures, Katangese in origin, to bring about a rise in prices.
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On the other hand, the recovery of South Kasai had had some immediate positive

effects on the Congo's balance of payments. Indeed, its diamond exports were currently

contributing about $16 million annually to the Congolese economy. .....

In 1963, exporis of vegetable products had fallen slightly below even the low

level of 1962, : Indeed, the expansion of internal demand had led to an increase in the ,;, ■

domestic consumption of export products? Customs frauds had reduced receipts of foreign

exchange and the maintenance of the Congolese franc at an external parity no longer-

related to its internal purchasing power had discouraged producers for export. The

Congolese authorities had encouraged the resumption of export production by repaying to

exporters part of the foreign exchange earnings of their exports. The authorities had

attempted'to re-establish in 1963 a normal volume of imports of capital goods, In.l964r. _.

their efforts would be directed towards the re-equipment of industrial installations, ,%i . ;

Industrial production for the home market had increased by 15 per cent in.1963, That

increase'^reduced the dependence of the Congolese economy on the importation of

manufactured goods* .. r -....

In November 1963, the Government had undertaken a monetary reform consisting in a

heavy .devaluation of the Congolese franc, the fixing of a dual rate of exchange,

increasing the'minimum lsgal wage by 25 per cent and raising the salary scales of the

civil service. The 1964 budget provided for an increase in expenditure and a considerable

expansion in receipts from taxation,

For planning and development the Congolese Government had appealed to ECA;. it had

placed at its disposal a planning expert who had done excellent work.

The necessity for integrated development in Africa should be stressed. The

Executive Secretary had given the impression that the association of some African

countries with the European'Economic Community (EEC) might jeopardize the existence of

an African common market. In the first place/the Congolese delegation could not stomach

the idea that the secretariat" should publicly adopt an attitude which calledinto

question undertakings freely entered into by the governments concerned. Secondly, the

association of African'countries with EEC met their overriding need for assistance,

granted under arrangements freely negotiated and concluded,

Mr. LOPaLESA' (Basutoland) said^that he was glad to see Kenya and Zanzibar

participating in the session as full members. Basutaland, for its part, was striving

to achieve self-government in order to obtain its independence at its earliest possible

moment,.
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At the Commission's fifth session the Nigerian representative had said that young

countries should endeavour, to increase their farm output,■ to .start small industries

and to .set up banks with. State backing. . The Uganda representative had stressed the .

need for. developing countries to improve the quality of their livestock and to. cr.eate

markets, for their products at home and abroad. Basutoland would like to follow that

excellent advice? unfortunately, as a dependent territory, it could not ask financial,

help from.international organisations without first applying to the United .Kingdom

Government. Thus, .while it possessed substantial hydraulic resources, it did, not have .-■

the necessary funds to deveiop.them.and.it had to .allow.them to flow away into the .

Republic of South Africa. It hoped, however, that. EGA would be able to help it by

sending,the experts it needed to. develop and improve its agricultural .production.

... : : Mr... WODAJO (Observer for the . Organization of African Unity), speaking at-the

invitation of the Chairman, said that, since its creation, OAU had been,associated with

EGA. The .two organizations.both aimed at raising the living standards of the African

people Tand were often-active in the same fields; so it.was.naturally essential.for

them to collaborate closely. Moreover., their, activities were .complementary. The OAU

was the. .centre for the examination of economic and, social, problems, the solution of

which required political decisions. The ECA carried out the technical studies necessary

for the execution of development programmer, . ■ ...•■■.■

African markets, both continental, and regional, customs unions, and a payments :■

union were being planned. The execution, of. those projects would doubtless require

extensive technical studies, but depended, in .the first place on the political, decisions

of the member governments. It was precisely,by. creating a favourable political climate.

that, the OAU could contribute to. bringing those schemes to fruition.. The ECA brought

to Africa the technical, assistance provided by the member States of the United Nations

which constituted a system.of world co-operation..-

The Economic and Social Commission of OAU had requested ECA to.extend the.economic ■

and social ^studies ;it had.undertaken and had asked:member States to suggest that ECA

should pay .particular, attention to the problems dealt with in. its own work, programme. . -

: Mr. GUMEDE- (Southern Rhodesia) said.that his .delegation, welcomed-, the. fact that

the Executive Secretary had already set up a sub-regional .office.at Lusaka. Such offices

enabled member countries to maintain direct contact with ECA activities.
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Southern Rhodesia believed^that co-opsration with ECA' should be reciprocal -^ ' ^ -■
was reaay'to share'with other African-countries'its experience both in industry and in-

other sectors, such as telecommunications, cartography, business-methods andpublic '

administration. It was willing to provide a-programme of training courses in-public^ -

administration. - .-..■:.

Like other developing countries,' SoutEern'-Bho'desia was" concerned about'the terms- ■

of-trade position.- In spite ofthe^riW in-tie prices- of -certain primary products, '

there was'little evidence of a gradual rec6very. ' Southern Rhodesia attached the utmost

importance to the rapid adoption'of measures oj price stabilization and arrangements

in regard-to c6mpensation and- insurance; but ' they-ddaVd-only be effective- if -ado'pted-

on a world wide scale;. .It was therefore hoping . th^ositive proposals .on+hotfe subjects

would be made-by the United Nations- Confererioe • on -Trade and Development.

Southern Rhodesia was Also- interested in -the Endeavours of -ECA- to extend intra-

African trade by improving^transp'ort :and - communications or by promoting exchanges that

would be truly complementary. It alsd approved ■ of. the- establishment of an African-

development bank which woul* help ito-acquire -the- investments- which Africa So u¥gently ■

needed.- ■■ ' ■ '"■■ -; ':'--] " :'' '"'" '''.''

Southern Rhodesia was endeavouring to develop Its agricultural-resource's. The

extension of sugar growing'made possible by the- inten'sive-irrigatlon o* the south--e-astern

part of the--country had-coincided with a. rise'in the price of sugar. -.EM96*, Southern ■

Rhodesia ia* be'A1 able to supply bbitf Rhodesfes-taid SyaSalatrf with) «M the- Sugar they- ■

needeav:'t» was^ currently :-pTanned-to dsvelop. ■the: upper'and lower valleys-of the-Sabi

river, %biClf were'> suitable ■ «te the establishment of ^mall'farms.-Thb-.mail farmers had

to be^elp^d to obtait^the equipment-ana fertilizers they needed-and must be" given the

necessary knowledge to apply suitable methods^ and techniques; but technical services

were asyet insuf'f icienti.'' ■ '■ -{ ': '■■'■' ... ^

Southern Rhode^a'was particularly interested in agrdcultural credits to small ' -

farmers to ease their transition from a-subslst,*c&: to a marketr-e.onomy. -The conclusxons

reached at th.diScuSSions^^ agricultural oredit held at-Addi's.A'baba in 1962 ted been

very valuable -to Southeril'Rhodesiai ■=■■.;■'

The meeting rose at 1 p.m.
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,,;; ^tJ^DJi?. (international Couf federation of Free Trade Unions)'

iirri-bat^on of tha Uhairman, said that ICFTJ "had in the past sought ihe

secretariat of the Commission, with'very helpful results, ' The Conf eder'atioi' s '

^iiatt^established training programmas and had opened a research office on^frican iao'our

paro'olbms,^^ndeavouriag to harmonize the thinking°of' labour leaders with ^ixe-p'oiici^ of

ECA and;with the aims of OAU, He hoped that fruitful contacts with EGA'would continue,

;,;?he Commission should make much'greater use of non-governmental'organizations? *'

•hav-LZ haxd-v,-on practical experience could' make a useful contribution to" its":wor'k:. v'fe '

Ai^hougn certain of zhmi, possessing consultative # status might under'^he^terms o'f" "

^ ^-f arenas of EGA submit material for consideraiiioA'/"'£n: fact few 'i'nTitatibns^er-e^inade
to them to do soc ' ' :';" ': ■ " ■^-■■' ■ - ■■ .■■. ■ •-■.;■■■.;.■

.i;,:. Employment problems in Africa were causing cbnsideiable concern to the' international

trads.union movement; ' They; could no^'be solved merely^y esialiishi^ new Industries,

^attTaotinginyestm-ant capital and expanding national' output. : inlpitV'of the rapid "

economic ?rowbh apparent^ xn; for" example," East 'and Central'lfrica? employraeni figures'-

in those areas were no higher than they had been 'ten years'oefore," and were: in 'some ; '"

cases lower, Thai tog ominous. The gap'between the 'Higher' and 'lower Income;'groups''

ms °?p^-,fu^Iyi widening, and the unemployment'problem^ particularly'among younger ^':

persons, m^ growing steadily worse; " If thaj trend "waa not hkiftd, social and^oi^ical
aP?^.Au £??*•?$ vouid be jeopardized, ' '" ' ■'" '}■ ■i:'' ■'■ '•*'''"■-'■'; m ^i

of tne situation Tas the reluctance of employers' to' invest

h labour in Africa'was abundant and cheap,

■d through increased mechanization, while1the' Vast' manpower'resources

illy untapped. To. counteract that :irendj gbveincientg ■"'

ehpuia undertake intensive prdgrknmes of Vocational training, wnic^'^uid" g'Sve"labour1

an economic advantage "in relation to capital, ^JSnoiher cause was^lie' Vaiibusieinanoia]
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inducements that encouraged employers in the use of mechanization instead of manpower,

Finally the fact that mechanization was.based almost exclusively on foreign capital

meant that displaced labour which would normally be absorbed elsewhere in the economy

found itself withou^ a. market., ■ . . • , .:■■.:■■

The IGFTU found it encouraging that the Government of Kenya had recently taken

active steps to fight unemployment by organising voluntary workers' brigades and by

entering into a tripartite agreement with the Kenya federation of Labour and the

Federation of Kenya Employers whereby private employers undertook to increase their

labour force by 10 per cent and the Government to increase its labour force by 15 per

cent, vtfiile the trade unions agreed to refrain from further wage claims. The agreement

was to be valid for an experimental period of one year. Though it might prove

precarious,"it nevertheless constituted a great step forward, since it showed that the

Kenya'Government as well as the labour organizations realized how serious the problem

was and were prepared to take strong" and concerted steps to tackle itu

The whole question of employment should be given the highest priority in any

long-term development plan. AH factors affecting the size and structure of the labour

force should be throughly analyzed from the viewpoint of social and economic development,

"'a'task, involving as it did much complex and technical research, eminently appropriate

for.iheECA secretariat to undertake. In most of the work done by the secretariat,

however, the volume and structure of employment were treated as being only of secondary

importance,' and no real, attempts were made to'find a comprehensive solution to the

problem, The reason was no doubt the unfortunate division of work between EGA and the

ILO whereby most employment questions"were left to the latter. It was to be hoped

thatShe Commission would pay more attention to employment questions in'the" future.

He regretted that the Commission paid such scant attention to the labour

organizations and to the important contribution *hey could make to Africa's social and

economic development. In response to Mb organization's frequent requests, at the fifth

session the Commission*s Economic Committee had recommended that studies be undertaken

on present and future manpower requirements and on the part played by popular movements

in economic development* but no concrete action had been taken on the recommendation.

It was to be hoped that the secretariat would undertake the studies in question. His

organization would be glad to assist, if called upon to do sofl
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■ Mr. ^CQULIBALX, ..(ivory. Coast) said that:.only through economic prosperity could

the African- States, aohieve full national..sovereignty.. He accordingly supported the"

work -of--the Conference of^Afripan. Statisticiansr the sub-regional offices, the African

Instituted©* Development and Planning: ;]an£ the projected .African development bank.

The investment programme of rthe African development bank should be drawn up..by

international, experts'-, so that; subsequent requests for funds, for the bank'might, be.

adjusted to its real -needs,.-:thus :avo.iding strain on the budgets of subscribing "countries.

■Ebohomic expansion in Africa depended on.the creation of wide markets/ and his

delegation therefore supported the gradual creation of a common market covering the}

entirW continent. -: The proposalr/feo establish, anJlfrican common market had been approved

by^^Be^Summit Conference .of- Africa^vHeads. of; State in May' 1963." ~ ThVlvTO^ast would
not-:pla^ any. impediments:.in.its way once the basic prerequisites for putting it into

effee^Pom a>.crdntinental, scale .had been fulfilled. .The Ivory Coast had already taken

steps"to:expandiftterr-African trade: , the refinery at Abidjan would process crude

-petrbfeum-fram/Nigeria, :Gabon.and.Algeria. Similar.initiatives in other countries'

would pave the way.-towards-a future African common market. . : Measures had already'tjeii

taken within the-franiework..:of,,the lest African Customs and Monetary Unions ^oexpana

inter^Staie; trade. In his view, sub-re^ionai organizations represented^a first step

t6wai?as: -a larger grouping.;, . .,-■ . .,;.■.:■■--. --..-r.. . • ;■-., .. . ■ ■-. ■. ■.':■:■.::.:"■■"■■. , ■• . ■-.-.■-■-_ .-"

The success of such efforts depended on the consolidation and development ;6f.each'

'individual-group; Any attempt,to W:eak:en; existing .trade and financial .relations

between African-and other State®,or, ^b-regipnal co-op;eration between African^tates

would run-cdunter :.to the ultimate goal,. The association of African countries with the

European Gommon ;Marfcet was no, bar to African unityj , the Ivory Coast had beeii surpriWeH

at;tli"e'-Executive- Secretary' s^at^itude.. :In tiaat respeqt he fully concurred with 'the

views expressed by the representative,of Nigeria. For the next few years his country

intendeiUo: preserve: its traditional..markets, for raw materials. The African countries

should itidicaterwhat .al^rnative markets- they, could off pr and what goods they could

supply/ of equivalent-price and quality. . . ^ ,-; ,

The proposal to establish an African payments union should be carefully studied

in close collaboration with the International Monetary Fund and experts' appointed by '■

existing African monetary unions.
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Each country was responsible for drawing up. its-.own -developmentplans in harmony

with those of other countries. .Agricultural,, development plans should be cTosely'

co-ordinated," since world consumption of agricultural products was not very flexible,

On the other hand, a vast potential market for dndu&brial goods existed in Africa*

The first priority should therefore be to increase;. African purchasing power.

He welcomed the secretariat document on the Uni/bed Nations Conference on Trade and

Development (e/CN.14/279). He supported the Executive Secretary's proposals tliat the

Commission should meet only every other.year and that fewer special.meetings should be

held. ; " , . ; ,. .,... -. ,.., / '■ ■ ■■■■'- : ' ' ' '

LijEndalkachew MAKONMEN (Ethiopia) observed that the primary 'Objective "of

the Development Decade was to close the gap between;.rich and poor nations. The forth

coming Conference on:Trade and Development was accordingly,^ be welcomed as a step in

that direction. . The Conference would have to, consider such;questions-as the adequacy

of existing trade relations in ter^of relations between developed and developing ;■

regions? achieving a maximum.interflow of investment capital into developing-countries

and exchanging technical aid and information?, balancing world supplies and prices of

primary commodities; adjusting the present situation, in which the prices of raw

materials were falling while those of :fflanuf ac/tured and industrial .goods were rising in

favour of the under-developed regions? and economic interdependence,- jaB.-oppose'd 'to neo-

politiCal economic groupings.; . , ,: ;.\ ■ yy,^ .■■ .■■ ■ «i ■.-V ■ " - ;:' ''"■"

Co-ordination between ECA .and ;PAU was importantr>.-and it -was gratifying-:<ttD> klibw- that

that was fully'appreciated. . Afri.pan nafbion?...could ..best-:-serYe. .titeir cwmon interests

through the joint development, of, resources in the interests osfi; economic -unity-1,

.He agreed with,,the Executive. Secretary:-th.at ECA .was .passing -from-the phase- of--fttudy

to that of implementation, and t with the; view, ijupM.P.it ■ In the.- Executive Secretary's-

statement, that a thorough;.economic survey ought .to pr&cede any economics planning or

'industrialization programme .envisaged., at the... national. or the. sub-regional'level, ■ -

^Distance, .the lack of communications,.and the.difficulty of fiAding-trained-personnel

and the necessary funds for the extensive projects contemplated presented serious

problems... Infrastructure.. development .was of.primary importance*■ •
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ws^h^jaost .-practical approach for a .continent so large

as Africa; -■Certain-potosWt.iioVe^,: become ,in ^nd, ^ First, an exhaustive^

survey and careful inventory br existing and awlaWe.resources should be made in order

to makesure &*t ail-resourees-in all PMtS,of.,the region,TOre fully taken into account.

Secondly/anyreciAekdations concerning; the .siting. of,, intostries should take account _

of fehe development plans of meiiber countries, in, the: region,, so that when a country gave- ;

up a project or i#oTO in order, to,accommodate, sub-regional projects,. another ■ '

- -livaJent pWjec't would-be placed in it,S -territory;;, . sub-regional industrialization

must "not bring 'member-countries .loss- .'benefits. than ..they .hoped .to reap from tfoir ^ ^'-

individual deveiopmenVpfch's.- Thirdlys:-.training and industrial research should'Tie^^
given due priority- ih order to.provide.the■necessary technicians, executives^and manager,

ineqiaii^es in that sphere^ at the:sub-regional .level, ought t0; be ; corrected,^ and the_^

possibility of'establishing :Sub-regioEal industrial^ standardization institutes ought

to be given care'ful consideration.,-... rJf*t-ly, ,tean»or|b, and teleoommunications^ Hoxsi be ^

given high priority. ■■ "■•".'■■• ' ■''' ■■'■ •■■.- r,. .. - .., .; .:;.■:. ..-, ;.,j.., •■..|-.,,.... ., ... , .. .. . . ......

' T&e^as'a^ea^of greater^effoirte in regard ^o international aid and ■technical

assistaice. trough ^flfflftt* of .activity between ^OA.^d^OAU and the inteSatiofla£ '
organiSatio#,;\&ic:h"niight bS^skea to set up a Special.;fund to. finance the economic ^

sujvey hi hae' suggested. The ECA could play a valuable part'in stimlating and; '' ^
^ii-ne-1 ling -iatever' international add and..technical..r:assistance might be available, and

iJgivingfec^age^b and^ce^iVB to.the private sector^of the «>rld coital Market.
*L.SMSS' (Mauritius)-.Vfelicomed the-Exeputive Secretary1 S; proposal that^the^

Commission should meet only every other year. Ho expressed approval of ECA statirticdl

act^ItVes' Wtropbsed establishment^ of- w <African, development, bank, the setting up

of sub^egkal offitfe's ant the: ^tab»sl«e^;<>f^African Institute for Development
and Planniiil ' !-he' Institute must producpSinteJLle,otually and, technically ^qualified men '

TOc did no, subscribe- U>anyiparticuiar-;ideology.,,. .He.yas aypreciative ^of-;ttie ^^^~

ne3S ol the Soviet Union, the United States, the United Kinga^.Pronc* and other "-^

countries toprovide^ fabllittta^forTtEednU.g^^an.^taiijBtie^ aad^leomed the - -

Sugg93tions for an African: cOmmoB^arket,. an African IjS^nts ^^W^^^ la
inter-African trade. ■ ' •"- -.' ■■'.:■ ■■>■■*'■■:'"•.. ..(;!- ;..;.-.l.+.i'i.-:. • ■ ,,.■.■.,•/■■.,, ../-.,;.. .. ■;■..;;,,..,-.;■ .:.
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The representative .of Nigeria had raised important issues with regard to the -" :

ownership of insurance companies, shipping monopolies, the absent of eo-bn-African -

air services and the, establishment of agencies for the control of production and

marketing. , Governments.should be free to introduce the necessary legislation to do

aw with, any remaining vestiges of colonialism; without government direction and

planning private- enterprise would not, in his opinion, invest in a manner which :

benefited the -economic development .of a country as a whole. The: co-ordination of

economic development wasneeded. There was nothing to prevent governments fron v -

introducing-legislation to force,insurance companies to use their profits in the interest

of social- and economic development. „ The establishment'of indigenous'banks was not av ,

Panacea in- itself, because.-there was no clear line of division between politics and - -

economics;- iV was only by,means of government, direction that results could be achxeved. -

Economic unity, was, the dream., of, the. entire African" continent:^Unity meant mutual

dependence and mutual aid between all African countries/ ' ButUar aid'involved xnter-

trading./ and-consequently the .creation of an African common market and an Afrxcan

payments union. - Mauritius was too,, remote geographically to be concerned in any common

services, -apart from sea and air transport, but it had a higher purchasing power than

most African countries and was interested in developing African markets, partxcularly-

markets in East Africa,-.;, ......... -.-....■.

He welcomed the . statement.made. by >he "representative of IAEA at the preceding

meeting. 0, the potential use of solar energy there^as much to be learned from the.

research carr-ied out by Israel. Israel had also made'praiseworthy efforts xn

irrigation. , . ; ._. , r

Tith -e8ar4. to the forthcoming Conference on Trade and Development his Government

welcomed the efforts that were being .made to .promote stable and adequate prices,*^

producers of primary products. The. recommendations made at the end of the se-cretarxat

document on the Conference (E/CH.14/2T9).gght provide ; a suittible- basis"*«*■ a common .

policy for the African. States* :. . . . ........ ...

Mr. GABPOff (Chad) said, that Chad.was predominantly a/farming country,-:and

cotton represented seventy per cent of its exports. Cotton prices were fixed by the

big Western markets without consulting the African producers. If pnee* fell» the

- living standards of the million or so peasant cultivators would be drastically reduced.
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,;d .

i;j.d ._

The Chad Government'was, 'thereforey; obliged'to;support ffcb.e. price

growers/and had; created "a1 special fund for" that piirposfe* -, Owin

prices sincV ths; afeoliiion of' the preferencevregi^e the Chad, Government.estim^ed^^r, ^

in the period1^ to'196^ it would^have -*d provide funds amounting, to^^io^ Ift to
long rui it :wks" Impossible for OMd-^Ltolmd many-other ^rgent^prpbl^s, ;fco;b.ear so

heavy a burden. All countries of tropical and equatorial Africa faced similarjRroKL

The Chad" delegation accordingly welcomed the forthcoming.; Conference on,Trade and ^ ;,j;,^

BeveioPment:1and hoped ibhaVii would arrive^ at a satisfactory solution, of ;tji;e Problem.

Another serious1 problem was transport. Chad; -was tth^r.e^xe,parti.cul,ar;ly, ^ ,r;j;>

interested :in;-iSie proposed: extension of the;.fC«merooii rwilway.ta-She^soutli...?*

the planned rail' link ^etV^e;n "hag'as ;and 'Kh-ar^bum and in .the new

Tripoli, ^which would p^bVx^ all odti^t to the .Mediterranean..,t Mea.^^,. Chad;

pressing on'mth'avigor^u^i^ -! w >u LAr.^i-

Chad was collaborating withes neighbours an,a,nnmb^,of industrial projects:^. .^_

with CameroonAin;p^ojects for a textile factory a+peB^t works^. extension of thei;Po?rt

= ,.-'■ , ■ . .-,- i> .J.-U .■„ ■■•f-t^mr*- :T.ri+"h ■Wi(7P7?-iF).. ,Mieer and Cameroon in plans for
of Douala and extension^ ox tne raxiway,'- wiTO-.^igbixci, o^-^e . . .. _-. ,.,,. ^ .+• ...-.<•, .n. ;».■■ ir't i

the'expioi^a'ti^n of:the resources • of Lake Chad*., -^d.with four^f.its sputhepi ^e^^^rs,

Cameroon, ;thi;Ce^al^frScah Republicy .Congo (BraZzayille); .and Gabgn, jn a project for^ ^

setting up^anjoil refinery ^at Port tenUU*- ■• Those four- countries, and CJiad.^were also;:

collaborating on: telecommunications and had formed, a monetary union, v ,.; .;(.. ^^ .. ,,

h'^^'"'^''-^^^1 m6re'of' th-e'^ African airline p-ompani&ST^ould,-mak,e .use o.f the ^ , ...

facilities of the international airport sb'Xortxhvm .rrffce presen^ute ; to Addis; Ababa,;^^

from Fort Lamy passed1 through Paris' and Frankfurf. .^ .-.i-^;- . ,.;:- .■■■,•.-■;.:: . -v ;i;t

■U'Ldnad;was'iagW^o:'iakfe'par%^in^^ p-nd:,hpped. tha^ the , ^.^^.^ _.

existing'obstacles^ CarefAii-study was.; ify.^ . .:

neoessary!'K>i4v^ unipn.,,^ |; _.,,._.. t v . ;., ^..; . ..,..

Chad was making great effort*--to-: improve :i*B reducational.^ graining

nevertheless^^ ihtfernatiolml technical, as^sta^ce Wpuld remain ^lecessa^^

to 'come. ■•■■.(.;■ ■ • ■ ■. ■ -■ ■■.-. .. ;< . ;. ;.. ;..■ ■, .- :■■.--/ '■; :'-' ■.■.-■.■■.'.....'f-;:

wiV "^P^tbii was in favbur off-*he; afrtcanization P$ ihe;! EPA, secretariat and.hoped .

thert African Wrrfories possessing the aeeassary/quaUfiMEerscjflnsl vroul^ make Hp

ilW «ipportM th»-i«otttiv*-SMr?t«5r!!..,pPWV^ iftaH* EGA. ^roriae funds ^

for the training of African staff.
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Mr, IBINGIRA (Uganda) said that although Uganda's balance of trade remained

favourable, his country, together with others in;Africa, was confrontedwith a problem

of falling prices for export products. He hoped that the forthcoming Conference on

Trade and Development and the "Kennedy Bound" of GATT in May might help to solve that

problem. A more permanent remedy would, be diversification through the promotion of

industrialization, ■ . ■ . * . . .

Under its.five-year development plan, 196l/l962 to 1965/1966, based on the 1961

IBRD economic survey mission, Uganda planned to invest £90 million in the public sector

to ensure th&t rfche gross national product:grew faster than the population. .,

The full implementation of that plan depended^ however, on the availability of

financial and technical aid from abroad, and Uganda had found it. was not always easy

to obtain loans or suitable technical advice. Financial aid was almost invariably

provided in kind, while experts frequently failed to apply themselves to the economic

problems of concern to the countries they had come to.help.. .

He agreed with the critical comments made by previous speakers, particularly the

representative of Nigeria, on the work.of.EGA. In addition, some papers were too

•general for it to be possible for recommendations of value to any particular country or

region to be made in them, owing to the-fact that they covered the whole continent.

He supported the Executive Secretary's proposal that the Commission meet only every

other year, and suggested that if the proposal were acfopted, the secretariat should

send documentation.to member countries three months before the session and provide

summaries of papers prepared: by ;member countries. ■...•= ,■■.-..■

It was important that ECA should help African countries to co-ordinate their

national development plans by convening auWegional meetings of ministers to draw their

attention to the need- for a concerted, planning eff.ort and, to acquaint them with the

plans of other governments .in the sub-region. It would, incidentally, be helpful if

the boundaries of the sub-regions were defined more precisely., :

Toe CHAIRMAN invited statements from -observers for non-merabe* -countries.,

Mr, ARKHIFOV (Observer for the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) said that

the year since the fifth session had been parked by the signing of the Moscow .Treaty

banning nuclear tests in the atmosphere, in.outer space and under water. The Soviet

Government believed that it was essential to achieve, agreement, on general and complete
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disarmament. , In. the .interests of consolidating peace, and.preventing., i^^x; j. s thg ^SoviG^

Government had submitted a proposal .for the signing of.. .an,_international,..agreement. o.^}

the renunciation of the use ,of. force by .States for the. settlement .of. ,te^rft.or.3,al

.disputes. andFfrontier.problems, ., .T^e,,proposal .yas ,fully: in,keeping .witil.. the principles

of the. Charter., of /the Organization ..of .,AfricanrUnity ._and. had been .approved by., many,..;^

African- statesmen* .. . .... .,.; . ; . .-.■■■:... .■ -. .:.■.■'., ,.-.-^ ■ ; .v ■.■.■:* v.<-- '■:•■

...-;. The . eradication, of backwardness,, and ..poverty... and the.;.developnie.ni of economic

independence, the diversification of..each^national..,economy; and.,the .elimination.,of. the

economic aftermath of colonialism were: the major tasks facing y.pung S^tes, (.The, ;,

popularization of alj. that was. advancedf progressiyf ^nd^useful^for^ the ^ecpnomic

development of the African countries should be one of the objectives of.the work.o^.

EGA. The efforts of the African countries to put an end to their economic ba^ardneas

and to .proyid,e fox accelerated development and the socia^ and economy transformations

being,, carried out by them found full understanding and support, on pie part ^ the Soviet
.■■v* ■. lticpL .;r,.-t'yv,i . ■■•, y>:i-.-.-- ■-:. ■.-= ■ . -. . ■■ • ■.<■; ■ ■-.>■ ■■ -■■■■ ■ -■ ■■■ - ■> ■ ■- ■ ••J

people anci its ^Government,. _ ■ ;.. .. •...•■. . -.. ,._.■ -t :...-,,..,.-..:• ..-.■ -..,-■■■. ';■ .■ .--..t^.-.i.^.-r'a

At the present session great....stress ,yas being .laid on the development

. nations' external trade, - Before the,African nations, had gained..their. independence

-., the;:r.S9viGtr Union's.trade .with, them.had, for qbviou^.re.aspns,. been..negJ.igible.|.|;.Recentlyi

hoteyer,,;it had:,developed. considerably,.. The ^favourable effects of; the conclusion of

_tr.ade...agreements be-fcween.,.socialist. and develQping..natipns_,bad|been_..de^c^

.Se.^etary-General' of s the forthcpmng. United Nations gjonfereype.^

That Conference, should make provision for the granting of ; trade privileges ..and ,

advantage,?-..^..?1 developing. cou^ries? free, .from; any demand..f or. ..reciproca^ concessions^

, y.T^e.- ra^id.:.d;«YelopmeDt:.of .the Soviet economy-^created a: sound, basis ,.for _the...gjowing

trade -burnov;er. and; for. the,.e3cpan.sipn ,pf.. thelist.7 of_. exppr^ and import itpms?^inc^ud^ng

aa ine^e'a:0e,in;4^rts of ;1semi^in.f sked.. and. fi^iiahed^products.from dev.elppi^_ countries.

-,- .,..^hevJpin;&.S.eplara-bf.onpf the developing, .count.ri.es at. the. eighteenth session of the

United ^tio»ti^.ene^al.A?pemb^ha4;.en^hasi?e4:^ .-?? the developing..

countries toi;. achieve..reconom.ic. and-^ spcia.1. progress, through..the .complete mobi.H

of in-t-csrnali^esou^es,,. the. development of,..agricu|tuT,e;;..lndus.i>rialiption;and;^^ .

di^ersifieation of production and trade. One,condition for the:fulfilment of. those

aims was the improvement of institutional agreements, including^ where necessary?
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the establishment of new machinery. ±ii the view'of ' the Soviet Union'ther^'w:as an ;-::

urgent need .for such new machinery in 'tHe form of an international trade organization,

.:_._ The Soviet Union realized that the elimination'of the gap' between the ;level :of-

economic development of developing countries'and that of developed on:es brought about

by the prolonged domination of colonialism'would be' expedited'lf the internal efforts

of developing countries were supplemented by aid on the part of develope'd:countries^

. The: Soviet Union, as well as other socialist countries, had extended and Vould go

on extending to the African and other developing countries support and all possible aid

in their efforts to aeh'ieve economic independence, ' - ■■■■-.

The Soviet Union's opportunities in the field of economic' co-operation with

African countries would continuously grow in the course of the growth of the Soviet

economy, ■ '': .■ - - ■:-.:■...- . - ■■ ■• ■■.■■■_ . ,; -._■

With regard to training, in addition to training personnel from African^ countries

in the USSR,, the Soviet Union was assisting the United Arab Rep'ublicy Guinea1) Tunisia,

^.^ippia and other countries to establish higher and secondary technical" -educational

establishments and centres for training skilled workers. ;" : ' ■ ■■■ "

No decision had yet been taken on the Soviet Union's suggestion, made at'the.■'fifth

session, that the USSR might, with the unused portion of its contribution for technical

aid and with funds from the United Nations and'the 'specialized'agencies^ establish*''

under ECA auspices, a regional vocational training school or-training centre in Africa

for the training of middle-grade personnel for industry'and agriculture. ! The Soviet

Govarnment wished to repeat that suggestion. Soviet organizations1' were prepared'to

. assist^- as part of the USSR's contribution to' the1 United Nations for 'technical ■■ .

assistance, the African Institute for Economic' Development and: Planning' by-: sending

highly skilled Soviet teachera and scientists to work' at the Institute-and"by• . ■;

contributing Soviet publications in English and French1 to the IriBtitute' s "library.

In 1964-1965j twenty-two or more seminars for experts-ffoia-aieve'lopi'ng countries

would be held in the USSR in co-operation with the : specialized ag'e'ncie's. -: : He hoped

the seminars would be attended by many experts from African countries and that ;they

would help to show African experts how to take'advantage of the Soviet Union's'

experience in solving some of their problems. ' ' ' ' ■ '' ■ ■ :;;-i-
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Great opportunities would he opened both for the further development of world

trade and for assisting, the developing countries with the implementation of general and

conrplete disarmament^V^^
open colossal additional sources of funds. _ , . .. ■ . i .. ■ ,,- ■.

'■' ^Development of economic co-operation'on a regional'basis, being aimed'at the

development .and diversification'of industry/agriculiure " and foreign trade and at the

prompt elimination'of the consequences .of colonialism in the economies ofthe developing

countries wouid^be?a"useful conbribution to the consolidation of' world-wide economic

co-operation. " Consolidation of inter-African economic ties not only did not preclude

but, on the ^contrary/'presupposed" a Comprehensive expansion of the economic co-operation

of African countries with all the countries of the world, ^ ■ .. . . . . .....

Mr>_KVAgM (Observer for'Czechoslovakia) observed that, as the African

countries'struggled to achieve 'their economic independence, EGA became increasingly

important, Czechoslovakia considered that the role of the regional economic

.'commissions should be strengthened and their mutual co-operation encouraged. For that

reason his country had proposed that S©E'should increase its assistance to the developing

countries." The United Nations Centre for Industrial Development (CIS) could play an

important part in the planning of industrialization programmes. A CID seminar on

modern techniques"in'the iron and'steel industry had recently been held' at Prague,

and it was proposed that'further meetings should be "convened in Europe. The Economic

Commission for Europe might help in the preparations for those meetings^ it could

also, share its experience in such important fields as the decentralization of eaozicmi^

activity, la highly effective" means of expanding; production forces in the developing'

countries. , .. - .

The Conference on'Trade and Development would meet at a time when conditions'

existed for long-tern co-operation between countries of differing^ economic systems, at

different1 stages of development, and with different economic needs and'criteria.'" It

could not^.disregard the inter-relation between trade, peaceful co-exisience, disarmament

- .^nd the', normalisation of. international relations. ; Steps could be taken to open the

way for,everting collective pressures in order to solve certain economic problems. '

Czechoslovakia, the USSR and Poland had proposed a set of new principles to govern

economic co-operation/ based on equality, sovereignty and non-interference. All
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-countries .should pursue; ,ec:onomic,,p:olici;es: designed,to* bring, about change^ in the.._ ,

international, division of labour'and..-world,.trade. , Chechoslovakia was preparing. ..".^

structural changes in its economy that would, stabilize.its economic relations, providing

a permanent, and growing market for the developing,countries..

In-1963, Czechoslovakia.had-^further fended its relations'with Africa, Experts

■■had-been sent, trainees had- been -received, and trade had .increased in .both directions,

Financial advantages and low-interest "specific" credits had been granted to" various

African countries. Czechoslovakia'^ basic concern was to .bring an. element uof

.■■; stability, into its: economic-relations. . He,felt sure that 1964 would witness a

continuation of those mutually advantageous ■polipies., .

■■ -■ :_Mr, ■ EEDMANN (Observer for the Federal Republic of. Germany) said that work

on, co-ordinating iadustxial- development in the various sub-regions in" preparation for

an African'..common market was important, for. .the, whole . world, as well.as for Africa, and,

■ its the representative- of a member: of the ^European Common Market, he war.mly welcomed it,.

He-also welcomed the., activities of $he African. Institute for Development and

■Planning. Representatives .of the German foundation for.Developing Countries, and the

German Geological Survey had visited, the. Institute, and the federal Government wac

prepared to provide it with, technical, .assistance... on. request. In, co-operation with

EGA,- the- German Foundation,h.a<3 arranged for. a point seminar on transport to be held

■atsTangier in April 1964, , ■ .

.■;-'Hia Government .was also.-.prepared to pffe.r technical assistance to the African

development bankJ: although..he; .recognised, that the bank's staff and'its equity'capital

ought to be African. He believed that the best way for the bank to perform its' '

function as-an institution] .serving^11 the African countries, would be for it to grant

loans on sound business principles .and $.o .eliminate .all non-economic factors in its

business policy. . .. ... ,-....,

With regard to .econpmic. eo-,o.p.er.ation. and develoj>ment generally, he agreed that -the

principle "more .trade ithanaia" ought to be applied to Africa. Africa's trade

was decreasing, '.and t;he. Federal .Republic's imports from Africa already exceeded its

exports to Africa,,-. It was .important, however, that trade should not ovei-shadow

development .assistance entirely.
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The Federal Republic had itself received assistance since 1945 and consequently-

had a special understanding of the countries currently in need of assistance. Since

1961, his country had given, technical, assistance to Africa in the form of grants and

loans to a total of $424 million, mainly for agricultural training centres and for

transport and communication systems, The Federal Republic also contributed to the

United Nations technical assistance programmes, ranking as third largest donor.

As to!development assistance, despite the urgent need for schools, hospitals

and highways, more attention should be paid to revenue-producing activities such as

agriculture and mining and the processing of African primary commodities. To help

.-.such;.activities the German Development'Company was participating in certain small and. _

medium-sized enterprises in Africa and was encouraging German enterprises to invest in

.theni: ana to offer them the benefit of their experience. The German voluntary
.. , ■ '.i ■ ■ ■■■'■■ ■ ' ■

development s'ervice, "Learning, Helping Overseas"; had in 1964 sent its first group

of young men and women to work in the developing countries.

The, meeting rose at l..p,ia. ._"•:■.
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■■.-:.j;-. . ; ::,-, . ... .01E;.HmroEE3),A^D FOURTH MEETING .

' ■ ■ : " ' : :-' " Monday^ 24-February-1-964, at- 9.10. a.

: , Chairman:'' MrV MASSAQITOI (Liberia)' ' ' '" " " '' :

ECONOMIC .AW SQCIAL TRENDS;'lN"AFRICA'"AND REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES'W^Be' ECONOMIC •" ' "* •'
COMMISSION 'FdR"-AFfilCA (agenda item "5^ '(cbntihued):■ (e/CN,-14/.2-37-?- 23!8> 23-9 part kt

239 partB^and :.Corr.l;; 254) ■'■•=■- -,.-. , . . ... , ■ • . :-\-.-,... -,;[ ■-,-_ ,: ;■-. . ,; ■

Mr. SARR -('World Fede-r^ion of ,£rade XJni-ons), speaking at the. invitation of the

Chairman, deplored-the fact .tjiat in spite -of recommendat;ions by the United Nations, and

vigorous action takea by. the,African States., South Africa, supported by NATO, was con

tinuing to p-wrsue apartheid;;gpolicies, and ..intr.iguing ^^...dominate^ ;Swaziland,: Bechufinaland,

and B.asutoland.:; Portugal,; also, with vNATO. .support,, .was waging, a colonialist .war in ^ _ p

Angola and Portuguese Guinea;> an^-jactively preparing ;f or military operations in^ ^ ,

Mozambique, He urged the Commission to denounce the support given by the NATO

countries to racialist policies^'and to ddiisider'-t^'ing'appropriate action.

The economic and social difficulties outlined in the papers before the Commission

were the results of a long period of colonial exploitation. One of the chief obstacles

to African emancipation was foreign control of industry and monopoly of world markets..

The WFTU accordingly advocated State control of external trade and the freeing of the

commercial sector from foreign domination. The forthcoming Conference on Trade and

Development offered an opportunity for pressing for more favourable trade conditions

for the developing countries. The EGA might adopt a resolution declaring what Africa

hoped to achieve by that Conference, namely the elimination of tariff barriers against

African exports, the improvement of African transport and finance and the establishment

of internstional institutions to give effect to the Conference's decisions.

The two vital conditions for African advancement were industrial expansion and

agrarian reform. In the former field some States had already made considerable

progress, making plans for the development of heavy industry, nationalizing foreign

concerns, or establishing State industries. In the latter, ¥FTU was pressing for the

abolition of colonial property and the relics of feudalism and for improved conditions

for agricultural workers. Agriculture and food production should be developed to

meet home requirements, so as to eliminate the need for expensive imported foodstuffs.
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Unemployment, industrial accidents, the employment of women and social security were

problems, requiring' urgent attention. " '" 'The'Eftl' snouicf ac%veiy''urge" -tne^-Eurb^ekn---'

Economic. Community, to lower tariff" barriers 'against'African products and "fci-jyuf" ah ;end *'■

to 'the,-situation 'whereby African States were maintained'in the position;' 6f -imp6r't&rs; ■■■ ■■"

of, European manufactured goods arid exporters of raw materials. ' ■■Capital was"' in"ves%fed • -

where t it ^gave maximum' profit rather tnan maximum" "benefit' id ■'•fche1' developing ' countries'- '-■'':•: ;

and. He "deplored "the factHhaV'a quarter".:of the '^otal''investments 'by"* IBRD" ih'Afri'ca wefce ;

in S'outh Africa," " He'welcomed the projects , for the1 .'creation" of an^A-frican":.payments ■;;■;:.■

"union as .a move tcrwards independence from "foreign dominat'iqn? also the •ctieafr'-loti- of- afi1 -t

African cpmmon' marketr which would promote'Africa''s 'economic developmen-t)' and prStec-t .!.■■•.."

her.against inroads by EEC, The decisions' of"'ttie recentrCdhfereiice.'o'f A£r±o&&*Reax£&xii}

of State .to eliminate all forms of colonialism and military bases in Africa Vere^a^.u^VJ

valuable, cbntributiori to the advancement of workers everywhere and'td th^'paiise of

world ■jaeace. ' '' "" " '■■■■•■■.-,_■■ ■■ . ..■■■;..■■, .:.)■

1 "While 'in certain countries the tradeunioris had" been able'freely'to participate in.'

the creation of democratic States,''in others 'they had been obliged to fight to frustrate

the mdchinations of neb-colonialists^ The efforts of ECA: slidu:la; be direbt'ed'^ towards -r

establishing a fully independent economy in Africa. ' ' " ■ '■ ■ ':" i1;'/". ■•■:'■•■

J''. '.■'■"' ".'Miss "HAB-ELI' (Observe:r'"f or Israel), "speaking at' ^he'Invitatidn'of-"the "Chairman,

said tha^'israel noped that, soon,'" the whole' continent"' of Africa would'have-'gained; its-. ■

independence, "■ Israel had offered to'make lis own'experience.'available to help-.isolve,

Africans development 'problems', and it "'"already"cb-operatfe'd"'lhI ;6ne wavy ■ or ■ahdtne;^"with..i .'■;■:

most. 'African countries, particularly In' those "areas where ' her couhtxy 'had" something.,' .-. ";.■

specific, to off er and where a direct approach to the problem promised' .early" re'sul;t:&^.ias:

in rural- development, where a combination of modern metlidds .of farming 'with;mu'tual:

assistance through co-operative organization could provlde the ;key to' the. ■jfcranffxi>abai'

from'/subsislence to market agriculture",' ' "Israel was ^alsd'toollaborating wiili'African.: -■

cLouiitrie's';in other branches of ' agriculture^; irrigatidny' ihV'use"'of >"solar;"energy,--in "the.

field's., of'public health," education "at'"'all 'revVi's,1 inclMingv; aduli;:ieduca^ic3ri-'a3ad: ■■methods

of eradicaiing1 illiteracy^ youth" iea^ershlp 'txaining,:';"sobiar'' service, '^liblic ■ adminis^;.

ration and management,, and in various joint ventures"in''tr"an'sporifclaM*-6thirJ ac:fciv.itd,es ,■

important for the economic development of the countries concerned. Israel was prepared

to co-operate with EGA?.. including its new Training XJnitf- in any way that might be found

useful. i ■ : ■■
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Particularly important, among'the^problems ,o^ international .trade to-.be

at the forthcoming Conf erencef: on. ■Trade.,and Development was that of increasing the. . -.,'■

developing-.^nations' export ;earnings. ;"■ ■_ On.-the.^demand side,, obstacle? to those nations1,'-

exports 'should be .removed arid' spW.ial: onesided ....c)oncess.ions should "be 'granted -on^i

product£.;■■■..; /and,, on the supply^'side-^-export learnings could, be promoted by improved; ^

information,'and market research; "more - standardization and Quality control; in order'/to-

adapt these, products of theVdeVe.l'oplng ..countries to., the increasingly" sophisticated ..-.- ^

taste ol, consumers in the main ;irap;o;rting;'Oount'ri.e-s?. the pooling' of .efforts ih; trWspo.3rfc/

and tourism covering the whole industry ifrom marke.t. research to peTsonnel;t;raiili:ngs;'and;-:\

thercrea,-fcipn.,.of an, international insurance institute to share out the burue^iTof " .-.■": :-:?Y\.

insuranc-e* ■ ' •■■".■ ''■■■■, t. .. ' ■ ' . ' ': . : ■.-■■ -.:.■■':. 'V '■

■,:...■ .tr .- Ux*: QDELOIA .(Commission for: Technical Co-operation in Africa)^ 'sneaking at '

the invitation of the Chairmany' sa.id that, experience. ;had .shown .that (iertain problems "'

vital ;to.: the .progress of Africa cut acroS-s :national boundaries... The' CCTA-, -assisted

by.; ,ihe:. veterinary departments : of •" all- the.:governments in the region, "had lauriched'.a: ■ .■ V^:.

canp.aign for the eradication'of ■ rinderpest-,, which .affected the savannah, z one'- that ';. ''; '""

stre^hed right across Afri'ca.' '." ' ■ ■■--. ■, ; t ' ' : ■

. Xhe.^Scientific Council for Africa, an ,organ of.CGTA, singled out the most urgent

problem^-hampering, economic progress.and advised, the;annual..Conference of CCTA oh the '

feasibility of. projects..' As a re suit ,-.v CCTA .np.T;had'- ayaiai.lable a large amount of ;.'-'■

scientific- information on Africa',...which was fr.eely drawn upon by the development,

planners of .member-.States and of international organizations.. He. invited.African

Countries, to make fuller use of that, materials : ., . . ' . '■/"■.■

. .Besides giving direct assistance through .various of its organs^. CCTA un£.G;£io..Qk .

a. numb'e-r. of .regional'- pro'jects1' cff-- universal scientific ^v^lue in Africa, such as the , ...

cllmatoiogioal, atlas of Africa and. the pedological map; which would be published shortly.

■A. map o£7.di:pease. vectors' and :a phyto-geographical, map were ,a,lso. in hand... Within the.

next year, the Gulf of Guinea Trailing Survey wo.uld publish its report,; providing, '

information' on the 'composition- and volume, of-, fi"B:h,.stp.pk«, in the. Gulf of Guinea ani"' -

the1 areas, most suitable, for trawling,-;. - .. .. .; ■- .-,.._ , . ■,",'. ' " : ''■.■" "
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A -college for African Wild' Life Management ha4nbeen established-an Tanganyika, and

the prospects of ^establishing a^similax college f'or' French-speaking African.States irere

explored. The CCTA also had traxningpro'pets 'f or ;veterinarians at Muguga, Kenya. . .

The OCTA?'originally an association of colonial PoWrs in-Africa, was now controlled

by tis twenty-throe African member States. They'contributed in accordance with .the

■*i?.e of their population, but "substantial financial, technical assistance' was being given

by pranced countries, including the United Kingdom, France, -Belgium.and-the United . .,.

States/,- Ke wished to convey the thanks of the. member States-of CCTA to those:donor -.

tountries* ' ' * ■ "'

At,the. 1?6;3. Conference of GCTA a decision had been taken to affiliate with OAU,

The OAU would have its own agency for handling 'technical -arid: ^scientific; p^biems.,.- and

that agency's experience would be available'to the ^whole of- Africa- and'.to -other ,inter-

national .organizations working for Africa. ■" " " " ■■-' [ '■"■■■'■■ "■ . ■ ■. .

The. secretariat of CCTA was staffed by^Africans, and'ten of--the: seventeen full

members of., the Scientific Council were African scientists^ who were authorities; in..their .

own fields. . Integration in" OAU would widen the scope;5f election of African, scientists

to the Council, .. .■ _ ' '

ifa% . NIGER (Equatorial Guinea) expressed'gratification" ftf'hie'.cojmtryi.s -,: . ,,

accession to associate membership of EGA.. ■■■-■,.,.-■-.■.

-ilydroelectric resources, market research 'and transport"■'irere --subjects :of. .particular

importance..to his ^country, on whicb" his^Governmerit ;would-lik& :to co-operate with, and _ ,,

to seek: advice from, the Commission. * : l!'-' " " ■ "■' '■ - '■■■■ '• ■ . . ■

His country's first development :plah cover3a the period' 1964 - 1967. . . ,The object

of thG plan was to raise "the standard of 'living of the"-tthoie population .and to .-promote

social justice^'.freedom and respect for human dignity. ?r -Its-essential-features, were:.,

the p-rsation of a body of trained civil servants^' particularly in the higher ranks,, and

. the. extension of. services' of various" kinds; " ■improvement -of/ the -existing economic .

.qtyuc-feure, particularly"in'regard to exports and maritime -transport and the creatiqn.of

an official credit organization]7' " Economic expahsioh^woul-d be based on potentialities

such .as the country! s' petrol refining' prospects arid'the prerequisites .^..possessed, for a

fishing industry, on" the extension of existing free zones -with-, factories and warehouses

to serve the whole west coast of Africa, on developing the cocoa trade, on tourism, on
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the development of banking services, insurance,. trade, communications and transport, on

the modernization of■ the coffee., ana-timber industries, on .increased output of tropical ■

products, and -on the- creation of a light industry manufacturing textile, equipment and

wood products and producing palm oil. It was hoped that the national £er_^ut income

would be'raised from $132 to,8170 ..by 1967, . ...

■ The plan placecV'special emphasis, on social development, especially in the fields

of education; public health,'housing and.town planning, . . : . . .

Fifty-one per cent of the cost of the plan would be. met by Equatorial Guinea and

49 per cent by Spain. Copies of the plan were available to any member country which

might be' interested-, ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■.. ...--,

' --^_ SIPlfOU- -(Ni.ger:)-,stressed.. the, importance of establishing an African common

market, ■ dss^ial ^fere^isrtes wer.e the. gradual introduction of an African payments

union and economic solidarity in Africa. . .... . .

Aspects Pf the Commission' s work of special ;importance; to his country were the co

ordination of national, development plans so as to achieve the' greatest possible co

operation between the.coastal and the savannah regions, and the use of solar energy.

The co-ordination of development plans was essential, not only in order to avoid national

misunderstandings; duplication of work, and. over-production and overequipment, but also

because it was an essential preliminary to the establishment of a common'market,

Though b'b-orddnation-covering the whole of Africa was hardly to be expected to begur ■

with, sub-regional co-ordination was.possible, particularly in such matters as industrial

development, production of energyy petroleum, gas, petrol and hydro-electric dams,

xrarspbrt, agriculture and- livestock production, investment policy, vocational traxnxng

and research. Co-ordination could be affected through EGA or through one of the many

bodies" dealing; with1-particular sectors which existed in, Africa.

■ He sha-ed the' regret expressed' by the representative of Mauritius that the use of

solar energy had not been mentioned in the report of the Standing Cdamittee on Industry,

Natural ^.sources and Transport, ■ Most of the Sahel and Sahara region, lacked traditional

sources rf energy and at the s^e time' enjoyed-an abundance of sunlight; the governments

of countries in those areas should accordingly do .everything possible to hexp .heir

peoples to put solar energy to use for the betterment of their conditions, Niger had
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for some time been carrying out experiments in harnessing solar energy for cooking,

refrigera't&Qh,;. tfaftex ''fefeaiing'"and other purposes. Experiments in'" s olar ' o o'oking had.

"■■V been:^very 'successful and''a number' of 'solar'"cookers of types devised "to "reduce the high ■

cost "due to^o%-power solar"1-"energy 'had'been manufactured,-" ■

' " " Mr. -:K&i£qM-""( Sl'sr^a) Tib one T said'iJriat he'1 was'J glad to see that the Standing.,

Committee1 on Wa£V'naa'"'n&edea' ine ' warning ' gifen" "by his delegation at' the fifth session

that dependence on measures to solve problems solely ihrough external trade would tend

to ■obscta^tb©'^i1fc&X need-"to" :pfocess- priraarj*- "products "for th'e domestic market'and -divert

onf the-■-tfrg&it ~itee& forSo'nsuiiaM on, the co-ordination of "development

^ trade. ' " ■ ''"* " ' : ■-'*?■■■ -! - s ■ ■■■ ■ ■■■

!'.^ ' . The'"decre;as"diii-v-G"arn-ings from"'African primary products ' in ^industrialized markets

and the increase in the cost of commodities imported into Africa would be aggravated

^y-'the imp'b;sit"ton^by]HKe'-%ouh"tri"-es' of' -the 'European'Common Market of'iiiscrimin^aioxy tariff s

on 3«feir7- s^o^^^--f^a^fnoti-as&oci:a^-ed If^ida.n courrbries'; "he "hoped that the "associated

\r.A£r2oa,h ■^otin^ra%si^ouiid^aise; their" good" offices'to secure'the" abandonment "of "such %..

■■■ .idl-scriminiai>io'n'; 'F .-!^!:'1-'-; ■■-:-'1'.- f-v!'iV- '■- ■■ '"x'i: -"■' ''■■'"" ' '•"''■ ' '" "l""' ■' '"' llJ'*

Despite the fears expressed on the subject in some quarters,-he. ;saw no' reason why

a -VB-rieiy of^d^b"gi&a;liy;differ^n^ economic "systems .should be a1 barrier; to;:the-.fc;e.8ipnal

and sub-re:gioRUl'«bb-6r"a"tiiiiation of""Economic" development programmes or to. ^deqi^ip^s: on the

siting'ofs-in^u«trlesV'"■"■■"■"■"';:" : ;s l'■ -1 ■. "" ■'^< ' ■""'■ ■ " ''■'■'-'■ T:''■* ■ ' "'i: ■' ■ " ■/ " ' ";;Vl ./:': ";■;>* ....

■■-■■■ /'-The; Commission1 s business would- l5e dispatched more" expeditiously If the '.di;S.QUS^i.on

of"':the--i*ems -oh "the "agenda began immediately "after the 'opening "'of 'the^.sessibn, 'and' 'if-',..

less time was 4evoted Wgeneral ■sta%e'menis, ' 'Advance distribution of such .'statements
would'-be-en^tigh. ; ■ ■ ■ r;;' ■■■'■"'■'■■* "'■-■ ■/•■■ -^. •-■ •-■ •■: , ■ . ■-. ■■-■;'. ? -,- -. • ■ ■ ■■■''..■. ^

" "He -"agrees;.'"with the Executive Secretary'^'tnat" session's''shouli1'be'1 ;hoia in alternate,

years'arid "tha^ the number of "ad hoc "meWting's should'be 'reduced;1 ' y.Tp npld.'sb many''''

meetings entailed a drain on" the' limited financial resources' of the' smaller, couiii'riesi "'."'■

■"■■.'."He--hoped that'the conflicts that had arisen in cer-tain countries...l):e"*we'ei?."the

fifthtaM'-'sixtii'.'sessidns'Voula 'be' settled''peacsiCulljJ1. Unity was ^sse'nii.a i-o

pr ogre's s'.r':' -:"-'" '';"'" ' " '" '" ";" :":' "■"■■;1--1 -"■■' ■■■>>*>■ i---:.,: :■■■ ■■■ ■ '. ' >:-'\;::'\; -,.";"■■ ■
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Mr. SHQUKEIE (United Arab Republic) observed that three main points emerged

from recent developments in Africa; political independence was nut an aim in itself, but

the prerequisite for economic and social revolution; Africans were becoming more and

more anxious to analyse and remedy the factors that had held up development; and all

Africans were convinced that progress could not he achieved without increasing co

operation between countries.

African under-developmeut was attributable to the economic structures' imposed by

colonialism .and,, to the .pattern-, of external -trade^ ■ whereby"the Airican"'countries 'exported

primary .products and, imported manufactured consumer- goods".. Sudden falls .ib'e^pSrt

deteriorating' terras;:.of trade,'kept raisingthe.cost of importing investment^goodsT' ■' .. ■

; , necessary f .or-,&eveiqpment.". ;.., ■ ■■■■■ :■,■>..-,-;. ■■ ■■ .:■ ■■. . -.-. ■ .-.; .>"■■. ' ■ •■■."'■■ '■; .• ■ -• ":.'" -■■-./ •

..,■■ ; ... The forthcoming Conference ■ on. Trade and Development should; aim at- sec.uxirig-;4vstable

and continuous increase'in the export -earnings -of the deve-Iop"±ng :countries-j ■ see'k.t.O1' - '

...solve..-th-e pr'pblGm/of/.theiT/A^fcex-Jidratiifg.t&ims "of ■"ira-de"1"'.and;i.try"td:lrapr16^e-the invisible

^^f^A-i^tWiT- balance of "payments*. ■■:.' In; the long .Tun> the-'solution of" -tho:se problems

wo:lu.dibeneflt:the developed..countries'as we:ll^ .■.-;■ ■■■'- '.- . .'■'/.-"■. '■;■■■':' ^. ■■'.-.■ r.:/'i .''■■ ■-.-■.-

, ■ .In-f>oxnational .aid'- to-Africa" had- increased, but was 'still insuffio;ieiiiv'-v miltl^^

::an^^Vii^Vrai.-.asslstanc.e.,without p61itic-al .;strings.::must be ■"increased^': ';;

!Eff orts. must .be-made -.t.o;.":increas& export /earnings -ahd- tb'proVide 'empioynierit^ by'tfee

;of more ;ind^Lst?rlally ..pi- actes.s.eal. godds^ ';' "Agr^calture .'must-' be "developed- sO/:as!;tQ"

me.et the>.nee.ds;.:_pf ,the..rapidly increasing popniatlori^.:-. at the 'same^timevan^nc-i'^as-eii^' .

volume, of agricultural exports, was .needed-.to 'finance ".the :imporf..of' ■anvestme^'godds.'.'; '■■

:•■ Bfespite the difficulties of finaricing/ lack of infrastructure "and shortage^-of--;.--;--?

trained-..staffer,industrialization--must' be "encouraged.. '■ African universities and ihe "

African Institute, f or Economic Development'and'Planning must persuade African-youth ' ■

-.that-...industrialization'was practicable'. .'■' ■;'■ ■ '. ■" . \ .-.-' :'" ■ " ." - '' ■■... '.'■■'"

Radical: changes were needed'In'the eebnoraxes of the" African" countries:,:-;- economic

developpent, sho.uld be based on scientific planning^"various, measures ■of. .'agrarian1 reform

were called for-, --and--national -savings" must -lie :built up as"; the'main .source of capital

for developmient,. : - ■ ■ ;.-. ■■-■ . .■■■.■ ;.■-■-■ ■• ■ ;■ ■ -" ■ "■ ,/ ■ ■ " '■■'"' '-

-.= ■■=■ Banking-systems inherited'from colonial times were incapable of playing the part

they ought to play in economic development. The United Arab Republic had solved that

problem by"' nati6halifeing-; the', banks .■ • : ■= '-.'"■ ' ■' '' ": " " ■"': ' ■ '""
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Economic development must be accompanied by a progressive raising of the living

standards ofvthe.^indiy.id.u^ that in

in ^the-.f.orm., of^-preign. intellectual' and-economic.

Institute for Economic Development and Planning had, in that connexion, an important"" "

,part.,;to.play_> y-.t,:._ ■ _■ ■■ ../■.. . ;,..':.,.^ ■-'[**■ .. .; :;: ■', -.-..: ., ,,: ■■ >■-?■■■' ^'-.'■■-.-"'.- :■■"' ■ ■'■■'■"'■■": "

;.,.-:i -Economic .co-operation, bet.^e^:^rd,p'apVjp;oimtriegC^i?fi^d.,be b;ase#"-an" pdliticali' r':i>i' "*'

eq^ualiiiy?.,pn,planned-, steprby-step progres.s to.wardsi;,full: c'o-operatioij' 'o:n ■suib~r;bgi'{?nai'

co-operation? which -would not preclude; various,.;f;orms ,pf;■bilaterai Wr'ran^ement-s-y^'-an^ on

al^.,^ssi]?le^types.,of assistance^ extended.. by :tha: fttore; advanced" "Af rica.ri;.C:OUntr.ies to

the rest* (, .-. _■ . .. ._ - - .- .; ■ .;. ..: , .,, ,.;, . .;-. , ■ (' :j. ■;f:--.:.:" '■?{'-r^.;, ^

(Observer f or(.;pqlan4) n;sp;ealiing ;..at;the iiinyi^atii

primarily-on countries themselves,--:,

the distribution.,and use -of national incom^j on-icapital

deyelppment^, increased,,production and,.;industrialisation, rainier ;

abroad......_;-..- ■-. : _» . .■■.■?...:■ .,'--. .-. r . ■ .-.■ \;.-j

J^i^fee. ;opi^ion;of his, Government, th,e,^ tr.aining of .

useful f.Qrm. of foreign aid> ■/. National's Qf.-.twerity-four African G.Quntriesv-w'ere'^:s"tudiyin%

in Poland, "Wherever possible, however, African students1,'should -:be^ trained.ifi'A^riisWj i

by, Eurqp;ean teachers^,, -.if .neeessary.. ■;;■ Thaf-.^ould; help..young-.'Africans find "African '■

solutions.; to the continent's problems, ■■>■• ■.. ,,;V V/: " ■ ; ;■.■■ ;'■:•'■ ;v:*'-:.-v ..■ '-^ c ■' ' ■ii:;'-^

.^■.;- .Africa;,had received, many Polish1-expats -who -.endearoured' tovhelp"A£ricans vavbid'th'e"

m"f:.;^ft%^."-Po-!'?;n^ nad_made. when, rebuilding-.it'| .economy a^H>er,;.:the' wari"- - v..' /. .: \ '/./..<.' -:■'./

i,/, ■■-..:RHri^g.^n,e-.P5st yearv, Poland.'.s ^exports' to .and. imports1.- fromr-Africa ha.^ risen^.ithe : M

former; by, 21 ^e^..,^nt, and.; Jhe .latter .by .37 ,p;er:cent-, ■■ ■ ;-'His,;coun^ry"TOs;inaking'';aJ,re.aX '-

effort -bo buy finished or semi-finished products from Africa,, , ;.;;i .

....;■ .The .main topic ..at the Cqhf:erence on;Trade and.'^ey.elopmentr-woUld^be 'the ^"atie -':''

earnings-, of., the,; lefts developed .countries*;. ..;That. problem co.uld,.-n.Qt be -iapproach^d;'-

as one of ;improving; relations.. betw:ee;n;,.the^ess-.,;devel.ope.cL. .and.mqre, :^

it must be approached...in the(: context,.of .
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... The,reform of.; .^ mechanism of international trade which that Conference was

expected to initiate should take into account not only, trade itself but also the changes

that had occurred'after: the last war in the international distribution of productive
forces.. , -.-■.; ■ , : .. -..,,.'■'■=.

A very important part of the Conference's discussions would deal with the reform'of

the existing international organizations concerned with trade. ; In the opinion of his

Government, the Conference should:decide to establish a new international trade organi

zation better equipped to deal with modern trade conditions, ■ - > ■

* -Mr, LESTER (international ■Civil Aviation Organization) stated that the study

of air transport in Africa-which the Commission had at its fifth session* requested'

ICAO to. collaborate with the secretariat in making was under way. . The. ;p.art played

by air transport.in African development was^at present, satisfactory, apart from 'the ''

matter of oost; .-it: was moxe expensive-than .in-other .regions, because the volume1 of ';

traffic1 was-smaller* Reductions in fare and:freight rates would not lead to increased

traffic;' passenger traffic in Africa was almost entirely governmental and business

traffic>: notoriously unresponsive1 to fare-reductions,, while freight traffic was: ;also

unresponsive because the cost of goods produced in Africa could not bear wen the :

lowest conceivable freight rate; ■■■■<. ; . . . . ■ .. ■. ;

To become.economic, air transport in Africa would have to be re-equipped with air

craft of lower operational cost7 and the whole service must be Africanized* Air - ;

transport was more economic for.finished products than for raw mate-rials: ! coffee beans,

for example, were an uneconomic, air cargo j_\ but instant coffee, produced near an airport

in a'coffee-growing regionf would be an economic air cargo.:, The' development of African

regional air transport must parallel the development of Industries requiring a regional

market... " -.: ■ ■. . . . : -

Speakers had laid surprisingly little emphasis on tourism,.which was a good means

of obtaining foreign exchange, stimulating development:and promoting air transport. ' ''

. The solution of air■transport problems would require outside assistance on a

considerable scale., The ICAO would be making a substantial- contribution. Its

assistance to States in the region -. full details of which had been given in documents

E/CN.14/258/Add,.l, 273 and 282 - was already very considerable. It should be realised

that ICAO had technical assistance missions in fourteen African countries. Training
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sohpolis -iSp.ons.prjed.b^JCAO -lii the- United Ar_a,b Itepubliq, Morocco, Tunisia, Kenya and

Nigeida .had. trained ov.er.l?500 operators .for aviation ground services. In addition

to the, study, of African air transport being carried out. ICAO would give all the

a&sistance^in.its power to planning the development .of air transport in the region,

As-^o^establishing a pan-African airline, it had to be reported that the results

of the internationalization of airlines were discouraging, : Jt was unlikely thai it

would-fhe rpqssifole tjj...establish a continental air-rline, . ...

■ .,;:;■....., life.. IAL0VIC .(O.bserver for Xugos^lavia), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman^,,-said that since developing countries could not successfully implement their

development pXajis unaided; they attached great importance to the Conference on Trade

and Development5. ■, = . •Hisi.(jQTernmpnt believed that Conference should be a decisive turning

point 4» international e.cqnomic and commercial policy! the developing countries must

bG-1(helped .tp become equa^.tradirtg. partners with the developed countries. They had

submitted to t&e preparatory meetings for the Conference a series of specific proposals'

on the: stabilization and,.expansion,,of the market for raw materials? increase of exports

.of.,finishea and semi-finished products and the establishment of a compensation fund to

cover losses resulting from price fluctuations*

-sir, ..lugos^avia would do eyerything.in its power to ensure the success of the Conference,

Tlie Conference, should adopt a,final ,act pn the principles of international economic

relations.;$or|.signatur.e ,,aiid..ratif"ication. by participating countries with binding effect.

■ ,<. -. - -'Mr* UNWIN (United Kingdom) ..congratulated the Executive Secretary'on "his

statement^ , it was, .clear., that a, great volume of work had been performed by the Commission.

The African development bank? the Institute for Economic Development and Planning and

the sub-regional offices would, when they were in full working order, make a substantial

contribution, to th,e development of the continent, The success of the Conference of

Afripjm, Statisticians was particularly gratifying, and the_. Statistics Division merited

particular praise,, He also commended the report on activities in public administration

(E/CN*14/254); his Gpvernment,was anxious to,give all possible assistance in ihai

field,. , ; ■ . : . . -...,- .. . . .
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He had listened with interest to the statement of the Acting Secretary-General of

OAU about the role of OAU in African development. It was disturbing to learn that

agricultural output.had failed to keep pace with the rise in population. His Government^

was determined to promote the agricultural development of the continent and was already

lending considerable assistance through the Overseas Service Aid Scheme and the Common

wealth Development Corporation*

The problem of the behaviour of prices of the main export products of developing

countries was one common to primary producers the world over. His Government realized

that it was difficult to implement national development plans when export revenue was

unstable, Violent rises in prices were dangerous, as well as the downward movements

which were more frequently mentioned. What was needed was price stabilization.

Faster growth in the developed countries would lead to greater demand for primary

products/ but that was not the whole solution: new outlets must also be found. But

Africa's development could not be tied' solely to exports of primary products^

industrialization was also necessary. ; It appeared from the Economic Bulletin for

Africa (E/ON,14/239) that certain African countries were' beginning to export manufactures,

which was an encouraging sign.

The expansion of trade, was important and the United kingdom had traditionally followed

a liberal import policy.' ' The Executive Secretary had referred to the existence of two

preference systems in Africa, The United Kingdom did grant preferences to the African

members of the Commonwealth but had indicated its willingness to reduce tariffs on a

multilateral basis in concert with other developed countries if the Commonwealth

countries concerned agreed.

The ECA secretariat was being overworked, and the two proposals made by the

Executive Secretary in his speech at the 101st meeting accordingly merited careful

consideration. With respect to the insinuations made by the Nigerian representative

at the 102nd meeting on the subject of the loyalties of the non-African members of the

secretariat, unless it could be assumed that staff members' loyalties were to the

international organizations they served, the whole concept of the United Nations would

be undermined; the United Kingdom would welcome an increase in the number of Africans

on the secretariat of ECA and on the United Nations Secretariat itself.
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■ Mr/ BARIDAN..(grange) -observed ti%atrM.s"...country remained-,QUe; of :±h& \qM

customers of the African countries, bo,th those of. t.he. f,r,anc .so.no and...-those :;of; j.tb.e,-.;nou^

franc1 zone, , .. ;. . t,r... , ... .., ... .Wi. .?' ■--.---. ■'.( -•'• '■• •' "'■■ '■ ; '■■"■ ■:-:;'p1-'"4 : " '■- '■ : :-

The upward trend ln.t^,i>r(ioes of African produces that. ;had occurred., in/1%2 M .1963

wo-ald remain precarious until.^Rterrxat.iQnCLl measures.-^ere ■■t^eii,: ;v. -:'•'■ ':-,.;:-;v -^ •■■.■^;-'1-,

"An e?ccessiy.e rise of., prcipe. plight.-have, ■s.erlous dangers in.th^ ;caae -of- c-of-£e,eu.-. -.;■.'

France, accordingly cpnt.inued tp. -support the .creation .of wQTld-marKeting: organisations ^

or agreements to 'keep pr^Lce ^f3.uctuai;ion§ .withi.^ reasonable .liniits;.. ■ .i^.-was a-weakness-

in t'he C.qff,ee Agreement:. t|^at.."i4 cpntain;ed..-^Oi.,^UQfi, grovisdoni,: ;!.; ^he; failure', .o^.th^'.cocna

negotiations in September 1963 was regrettable, r . It;,wa:s to -ib^. hoped, that; .they toouid--1-

be resumed; France was always ready to resume negotiations.

The Agreement of Association., with-EEC :was: in. ^p.^ay^^ntended to impede the

development of relations between African countries. Nor did it hamper industrialization,

as had been alleged. On the contrary, it contained a number of prorisions specifically

designed to encourage the industrial.development of the associated States; for example,

part of the credits of the investment fund were earmarked for infrastructure projects

wv.i.oh would accelerate industrialisation, I^ar from being a continuation of out-dated

colonialism, the Agreement expressed a now economic solidarity between the industrialized

and the deyf?3ox>.ing countries.

In 1963, Prance had been- the second largest provider of aid to developing countries.

It had given $1,100 million in aid to African countries that year, and had sent Africa

large numbers of experts and teachers.

Although European countries were well able to understand the institutional and

structural problems at present facing Africa, having gone through a similar period of

development themselves, he doubted whether the objectives of development were served

by the publication by the Economic Survey Section of the secretariat of such documents

as the "section" of the Economic Bulletin for Africa; (F,/('-N.a^/239) befor* -th« 0^^^'^,

which read more like polemics than a scientific study,
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In view of the fact that the measures which had already been taken by the

industrialized countries to open their markets to the products of developing countries

had resulted in very little increase in those countries' export earnings, it might

perhaps be advisable for the Conference on Trade and Development to consider more

positive measures for achieving that.result and, in particular, to concentrate on the

prices at which those products were sold on the world market. France would attend

the Conference with the sole desire of seeking effective solutions to the problems of

common concern to all participants. He agreed with the view, that, far from being. ,:

a scene of opposition between industrialized and developing countries, the Conference:

should provide an opportunity for constructive co-operation in raising, the livings

conditions of a large part of mankind. ■ ...

■ The meeting rose at I,20.t).m. .■ .
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[ -.;. .ONE HUNDRED .AND FIFTH. MEETING,.., ■ ,. ♦ -.,/,.-■

,--24-February 1964,,- at j5ilQ.p,m, ,?. _,v.--.--.;,'v.:it

.:■■■'■".''' ' ' "r'""':- ' ■ .Chairman: '; Mr/'MASSAQtrOI' (Liberia) ' '■■'■"■'-■ ^'

ECONOMIC:AND SOCIAL TRENDS IN AFRICA AW REVIEW OF.THE ACTIVITIES. OF,- THE

COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (agenda item 5) (E/CN.14/2J7, 2J8, 239 part A, 2^9 part B and

Corr,l3, 245.3 -246 and Corr.l,; 24f and Cdrr.f, 248 and Corr.l, 249 and Corr.l, ' " ':
250/Rev.2 arid Corr.l, 279) (continued) . ■ ■ . . .' ■ ■ .

'■ - Mr. NICOLAESCU (Observer for'.'Romania), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman, congratulated'the Commission on its support of the African countries 'in their

struggle for .economic .independence, social progress and the elimination of -fchs cdmple^-

sequel .to,.colonialism and on its bold and realistic' approach to'Africa's problems1,

suctvas, planning, statistics, industrialization', ihtra-African Co-operation, ■ finance

and technical training. ■' . ' ' ,■.-......

,: Romania 'nad first-hand experience of the part played by economic development in ■

the achievement of political, independence, and in the improvement of living'standards-.

Industrialization was of prime importance in that development, arid could' be: achieved"

only on the basis of the 'common ownership, of the means of production. On that ^basis,

and through scientific planning, Romanian industrial production had increased-"-over the

past four years, at a rate" of over'15 per cent,' and Romania 'ha/d progressed from a

backward cpuntry with a"high percentage of illiteracy to a modern, fully-developed'

industrial. and agricultural State. He therefore welcomed the'attention given by EGA ■'■

to problems of industrialization and'planning, as a step towards the full utilization-

of,Africa's abundant natural resources and the improvement of the living standards of

her people. " - " ' ■■•■:■

Foreign trade had ,an important'part to play in" Africa's economic expansion;

Romania believed that peaceful co-existence and international trade we're mutually

dependent and that it was essential all discriminatory and'restrictive 'practices be

abolished. Africa's foreign trade :was still' threatened "by fluctuations"'in export

prices and hampered by artificial barriers. The forthcoming Conference' on Trade1 and

Development would .do much towards eliminating the great economic' difference-between

the developed, and the developing'countries.' His Government:had submitted a proposal

to the Secretary-General of the United Nations that the Conference should emphasize

the importance of long-term agreements for the stability and development of
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international trade; recommeM the supply on credit of material and equipment for

setting up new industries, payment being made in the form of their products; and

recognize the importance of the,release-for peaceful .uses, for international trade

and economic development of the resources made available by disarmament. It was'

also desirable that the legal aspects of world trade should be studied and that' the

Conference should establish machinery: for the'Conclusion of long-term agreements
suoh as he had described. v...-' ■-'

. JS^JABKATE (International Telecommunication Union) stressed the importance
. :.9f telecommunicate as a prerequisite for economic progress and international

.... understanding. . Building-up regional telecommunications networks was primarily the

concern of the countries.of .the region. Nevertheless, ITU had given assistance,

under the Expanded Programme of Technical Assistance (EPTA) to almost every African

country. With ihe help of the United Nations Special Fund it was also acting aS

executive agency,for training projects in Africa. It had drawn up a plan of radio

frequency assignments to be. used for the. .establishment of very high frequency and '

ultra-high frequency broadcasting and television in Africa' and was making preparations

for ,,a conference which would draw up a.similar plan for medium-wave broadcasting
stations. . . ..

As the development.of national telecommunications in Africa and of inter-'

connexions between networks in the region depended primarily on the efforts of

individual countries, attention, must be concentrated on obtaining three things: sound
and well-organized telecommunication, administrations, adequately trained technical

staff and facilities for training additional personnel, and technical resources for
the planning and installation of networks.

The. need for creating telecommunication links between African capitals hardly
needed stressing. The ECA programme in that field had been prepared in full

co-operation with.ITU. Since financial, assistance from his agency was limited to

assistance under.EPTA., he would urge the Commission to give consideration to the

Executive Secretary!s proposals on the:subject of telecommunications. Within the

collaboration between.ITU and ECA, an ITU. expert mission had been appointed to make a

survey of telecommunications in Africa-and,to implement the programme for connecting
capitals.
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The Chairman''of "the ITU Plan Committee for Africa, -Mr.' Tedr6s3' had been requested

by the- ITU Administrative Council to -present to .the Commission ail- outline ■ of the- ITU.,

general plan' for "Interebrine'cting the various African natiorial networks,'-known as the

Dakar Plan. "■ " -■■■■■■■. ■■..-. ■, ■ , . ;-. .. ■■. ,..

■ ' ' ■ ' '': Mr; TEDR08- (International■Telecommunication -Union) :ihfdrilled the: Commission ■

that the:task of the ITU Committee and' its sub-committee for Africa was to plan

international arteries and the interconnexion of telecommunications subscribers \arid"

users' in various'countries. Two ".pi'arivperlods :had been -adopted, -Of .five years -.arid "-.

twelve to fifteen years respectively; in Africa, estimates or plans of more than ;

five years' 'duration were considered unrealistic. .■ ■ •■ . '. .-' ....

The Pfan: sub-committee^;for^■A^r■ie':a"h'-adimet for the■ first-time at Dakar .in:.'January

1962, ' '■ Most^ ■tdieCommunfcations-;betwefen;'Afric-an-'6:ouhtries had' at:Uhat time-been : '. -

relayed through at least one transit &tati;6h outside .Africa1,1 since., owing-to. .{■■ \ . ,/.-

proh!iiDitive;::o6sts,:;''insufficient'traffic' ^nd- othe'r diffi.ctllties, radio- telephone

commiinic'a'tions' in'sTde Africa had/been virtually non-existent.- ■ ' : ' -' -- ■■■..-■

^■-■lTHeJlbaka'r-?-p1Ian; adopted at the 'mee'tlngj-had been based on three principles:;- ■.,■■•

teIe'6ommuriicati6Ti"ltraffic between African countries must.■ not transit'countries ; ,

outside Africaj circuits between African countries must be established'invsuch a^'.u,-,

way that no communication passed over'more1 than two HP-radio circuits-In- tandem; and

each" country "should ende':avour' to develop 'Its own vn-ati0'hal network and1 io:onnect.;- it' by

high quality circuits to those of its neighbours i ''The Plan covered the., period 1962

to 19677'and provided for"the';:es:tablishme'nt of nine-HP radio telephone and telegraph

links, 12-,000 kildraetres' of radio'-r^I%^ links j ^0,000 kilometres; of open wire lines;

aJnd 2,000 kilometres of coy.s'talvsubmarine cable, as well as radio, circuits and ■

submarln'e" cables "to others rcontirieh'ts'i .Most circuits proposed' undervthe Plan should

be established by 1967. " -A'reappraisal ';of the-Plan and of the 1967 target date would

be made at-!a' meeting'of the Plan'-Committee at Addis Ababa-at the end of 1964,

: : Mr,' PARKER (Liberia)' observed that S3A had spent;'five .years ..studying-the. :

problems ;of Africa1, 'and the time had come for;-if to1 put'the studies' that had been

madeto use and t'o .commit1 itself to a 'planof action covering the following five . .

years.' :At-'the"same'time, each individual country should make. use. of .the studies and

renew its ^efforts to speed up economic progress and to co-operate in. developing the-

continervt./ The Government-^ of Liberia, Sierra Leone, Guinea and Ivory Coast had

started to co-opera^te. by opening up roads and discussing tariff reductions and the like,
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■- The Liberian Government attached great importance to the African development

bank and hoped that by the end of 1-964 all-member countries of :ECA.,would hatfe followed

the'example of Liberia, which expected;to ratify the bank's .charter very shortly.

The West African Conference on Iron and Steel at Monrovia in October 1963 had-

been a'practical expression of'the kind of co-operation he- advocated-/- Nevertheless,

his Government regretted the unilateral decision to establish a steel mill in West

Africa, and hoped that the secretariat would continue to investigate, the plan's ■ '

feasibility and that, meanwhile, unilateral- action would not betaken by any member

country* '" ■ '■ " '-: '"'■ ' "' '" ■

He welcomed the action taken by ECA.in the field of civil aviation, .and-

congratulated it on the:establishment of the African, Institute for-Economic

Development -and Planning* =r. His-,Government continued to support, the-establishment of

an African'Common market andean African, payments union. ■■ - . - •■

Current studies on-industrial development-would help:to.eliminate.competition

and encourage systematic.complementary industrial developments There must be careful

consultations-through-ECA between national development, banks and industrial, planning

agencies to;co-ordinate activities, particularly- to co-ordinate activities.with the..,

African' development bank* ■■-.-■ : - ■:.■■-■■;■■.•

The Liberian- Government associated itself with the Joint Declaration of the

developing countries on-'the Conference on Trade and Development, and looked forward to

concrete results fr'om- the .Conference, - - ' "'; -:

Bfay AHMED.(Sudan) said:that the FAO paper on the:food and'agriculture

situation in Africa (.E/eN.l4/238) -showed that, during the five years covered,

agricultural production had lagged behind population growth. The food situation made

no sense-in^a continent of such vast stretches of .arable land.and such great water ■

resources. In terms- of real purchasing power, agricultural export earnings had

declined by about'6- percent, -arid prospects for-the' future were-no; brighter. ■ The

Conference-on1-TrMe and Development was therefore :vital, and-=he; welcomed the Executive

Secretary's'decision to send a" secretariat team-, to assist the African delegations.

They should1be able to work out together an-African approach; to consider ways of

improving'the International Monetary Fund's seheme:-of compensatory financing and to ■=

discuss ideas gerieraliyV "" ■-.-;■
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Agriculture was of primary importance because an agrarian revolution must precede

and accompany an industrial revolution, Taxes could be drawn from.rising real

incoraes./to.finanee-government-schemes, ^ihe' African countries would'liavrto help

finance th^irvpvm.d^eiapment-dut:-of national Savings, slice'foreign'" capital meant. ,

tile -per±Dd.-«nder review-earnings ani food" productioh had, been insufficient

-.to.meel; tfee-needs--.of the Masses; ' ;0n the'other hand^ t&V sa^e" period had witnessed"

the political emancipation of twenty-five countries. Hiere had been little.time to

^ worfe «^ next five years' should "be those 'of Africa's economic

v.J&S Government-ha& early taken an Interest in the" African development! bank',! "and ,

o act"a-s"--host''to it;J*;;- : ■"" y :)" '■' " '' '; ' ''■"■-"' "' "'' ''"''"'

^; (Mauritania)-said"that' the basic tasic of -idA^was "'to overcome the'""

eoonpmi.eiinequ4litibs: resulting^fro^ colohlaiism.' '' The ■advanced' countries^ had'to '.. '"

e that-the-developing nations co'uid'-noV'and1 should not'remain simply sources ' '

Ut&&ls*-:- Th$ highiiv^hg standard's'of: a "minority" iii'the^world depended qn,."'

the low 8tmndards,of,the^ajo^ity^ - Sacrifices VouS have to be'made'for the peace [

and wellbeing of all mankind-, ■■■■■•■■■" '■■'■■■■:" ■ ■' [ ■''■'- ' : " ■'"' ' i: '" " ' ; '"

,,;. .-.riHe su^Q^ed.vbhe: proposal" for establishing^ West African sub-region,' although -

>trwa^,impor^ant to :.avoid; the- dangers of toarilzationV kll" assistance.' activities, ^' '

should be co-ordinated. For some reason, the West African industrial co-ordination

mission ■iE/m.W2i&yhd&:tailed -to -visi^Mituritania, ' and had wrongly named his "" "

country's-; Iroh -ore deposits; -■ he accordingly welcomed the1 despatch of "a seoretapiat .'

official,.- and:, hoped that -the^&ext- mission: would coftie' to'make a more thorough" survey of

McLuar-itataiaVs- resources', and'potential for-'industrialization. ' ''""" ' ' ' '

/■■/■.EffQr-tB were:-"being- made- by Mauritania ;to' develop its fishing 'industry/ and due ,..

attention was paid to agriculture in-its Tour year'development plan. " Stock breeding

M pould-be. sufficiently developed to" supply "'neighbouring "countries with" meat. As in

all deaGr.t;.,countrieB, however, the'water prbblem wa's-'acute, and'Mauritania' was not in ..

a position-to set-up all the :hydraulic:-'ihstaiiations ii requiredT' ' " ' " "*

His country hoped that its collaboration with ECA would be fruitful, and was

ready to;-;harmonlze;-:lts. p^ans with those of- other' countries.' " ' Harmonization'' required a

sound.-i'nf-rastruotUX'e^f1 commuhications;-which3 together with*' the "lowering of tariff

barriers and the creation^of^k-p^ymerits^unidn, would help to increase "trade. ' In that'

way economic integration would prepare the way for political integration.
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Mr. MUTOiALI (Nyasaland) thanked the Commission for. admitting Nyasaland to

associate membership. In the past., his country had'been represented by the

Federation of Rhodesia and %asaland, which had since broken up because, though

economically viable, it had been politically unacceptable to.the majority of Africans.

He looked forward with pleasure to his country.!3 attaining full,membership at the next

session. ' . .

Economic emancipation must follow political independence. Over the .past ten

years a great deal of time and effort had been devoted to destroying the Federation,

and not enough to positive work. The time had come for reconstruction.. Nyasaland

depended entirely on agricultural products for its foreign exchange earnings, and had

one of the lowest per caput income rates in the region.. . Its main problem was to

increase output and improve marketing methods. . Therefore the I962-I965 development

plan laid stress on agriculture, although.his Government realized the danger of placing

too much reliance on agricultural basic commodities in view of the fluctuation in. world

prices. Nevertheless, a sound .agricultural base had to be established before a

programme of wholesale diversification could be introduced. ■

His Government had embarked upon crash programmes to train administrative officers

and middle-grade technicians; but for the time being it would have to rely on external

assistance.

The national development plan was at. .present being revised in the..light of expert

surveys carried out during the past two years. :..His Government was grateful to the

United Nations and other agencies which had offered experts, and would request EGA

assistance in implementing the new .plan.. Such assistance, however, -did not take the

place of bilateral arrangements, and he wished -jto: thank the Governments, of Ghana and

Nigeria for providing specialists and scholarships... ..-.■■■■.

He welcomed(the establishment of the African development bank, the' African Institute

for Economic Development and Planning, and the three sub-regional offices.; African

unity could best be approached on a regional basis. The time had come to .translate ■

ideas into practice. ...

Mr. KYARTJZI (United Nations Children's Fund), speaking at the invitation of .

the Chairman, observed that there had .been confusion .and..wastage in African assistance

programmes, and hoped that ECA would;help to improve the situation.
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UNICEF had been active in Africa for more than ten years, except in those regions

where it: had not--beiai^lljswe^'to-operate.,''■and Was' determined'to" contMl^te ■turner

towards, the.:v.clevelo.pment;o£ African -;In additi-oitfto-. its traditional activities in-■^■

connexion with^ealth-aifd -maternity,- services,--imiCEF was taking^ an-Unterest-in ■■■'■- ■-

education,:-community:'and social development V Vocational training, - sanitar^-vberviees1- -

and applied nutrition. Financial, resources; were consequently be-"coming strained,-and .'

requests,had .far ■.out-s'trippeac,)ntrib^lons...- He appealed"to;members to>feeep UNICES--

subscriptions in. mind when-.cun.^iderln- their national budgets^ '■ ■ / -■:■■ ';, - - '

The needs of ehll<iren:-wou?.d. ncve^ be, completely met unless they were" catered 'for.;

in national budgets;,and plans. ",, rScJuie-- countrie&..had: appointed special committee:s to--;-

ensure..that theirJiChildren.^ej?o adequately provided for. He hoped-.thatio.therJ-.■■"■ .-l =

countries'Mould.rc:onsider, .that 'possibility.-.. .■ ..-. -.. • r. ■..- .■;;/■,■■-,■■.' ■.■■■<■;■ ■■; = ..■■■.■. :■■.-.

In thej-interests, of.;o.Q-operatibnand^co-ordination5 the Executive Director of :.■:■■■

UNICEF had .lns.tructedjhis-area. rGPre;sentative,to devote more ef-nls time to-ECAit. >In.V'

addition, the Addis Ababa staff *ould be expanded. Within its terms of reference-'

financial resources^UHKiEF would, do its.'-utmo^trto -collaborate'with. EGA. ■ ■ ■ ;-; .-"■ J

In ylew. of;:ithe diffiQulty-of binding experts -. in .planning" for ■■■children-, the-i >

Executive Director was^preparod to oonaiaer- requests'^for* financial assistance fdr

purpose of ..searing..the services, of sh^t-time consultants. . "Ample" notice -shouWbe

given of such ..requests..- ,:, -;■.-._.-.,■ ;; ■;. = ■• .. =■. ■ ■_ . , . - *■;.. - -.■. . ..;■ ,; ■■■■;-■■ ■

■ ■'"" -■Mri.--B-/^GT0; (Madaga^G^) observed -.that-no nation/ above 'all no,African :

nation, could affard;the;vluxury -Qf-- isolation. ■; ■ He contended' the; work of ECA,iri ^ ;

fostering ■co-operatlon.-despi^/niany.difficulties. -.-Among those-.difficulties^:were

in transport;: and co.mmunicatirons:, sfcioix.hampered attendance at'and'preparation &£..>■ ,-!

meetings; lack and overburdening -«f personnel;, whlch^ade' it: difficult' for;.'expert: ■i-

missions ,t.O;st^dy problems, with .the,necessary thoroughness and resultedvin the"--" ■ <.;.;!-!/

production-.of--inadequate reports;-. - iHSufficient-co-operation^betweeri^States^; burdened-

as they were-with their;-many national' problems^ and-the need to^establish apriorities:;

It was important ■to^dncent-ra'te on really Workable projects^and to co^rdin^te .:the ■■-»'

functions of such bodied as EGA and.OAU so -msrto avoid; overlapping..; ^He- fully-agreed

that the time liad;..pome.td pass rfr.om. theory-.to' implementation land urged, sacrifice in :^a '
spirit of mutual
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Mr, WALRAVEN.(Observer for Netherlands), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman, said.that he hoped EGA would, in its■endeavours to achieve a co-ordinated,

accelerated pace of economic growth, enjoy the assistance of the United Nations

Research Institute of Social Development Planning, which had been established thanks

to a gift of $1 million from the Netherlands Government. . , -

His. Government would participate in the Conference on Trade and Development-with ■

the aim of liberating world trade. Within the framework of EEC the Netherlands 'had

always maintained a constructive.attitude towards the economic interests of the . v

African countries., and remained one of the most important buyers from Africa, - , ■

His Government welcomed the establishment of the African Institute for Economic

Development and Planning, and offered it the services of Netherlands planning experts,-

It was also ready to give technical assistance in the establishment of the African ■

development bank and .to offer fellowships for the training In the Netherlands: of

future staff of the bank. , . .

Aid to the developing countries was an important concern of his Government. He ■

wished to take that opportunity to _ offer,, .on behalf of his Government, twenty or more

fellowships for further study in the Netherlands for post-graduate fellows from1

African countries and the services of highly qualified Netherlands experts whose

co-operation in ECA projects would be paid for by the Netherlands Government.

Mr, VOHRA (Observer for India), speaking at the invitation of the.Chairman,

invited on behalf, of Ms Government the Executive Secretary to visit India. . : . ,

His country was prepared to co-operate with ECA in training schemes and would be .

glad to share with the African countries its experience in such fields as. planning-,

statistics, standardization and industrial in-service training. .. ■

Since India and Africa were confronted -with the same problems of backwardness and

poverty, India's.technical, experts, planners, engineers and other experts were well ■ ,

qualified to assist African governments. The India Government attached-great ■'

importance to the exchange of information on matters of. practical interest in.-the ■.

spheres of social welfare, and economic and technological development. -1. ..

India was now in the midst of its third .Five-Year-Plan, and its Planning . .

Commission was prepared to share its experience and planning techniques with.the

countries of Africa. His.country welcomed proposals for economic and technical

collaboration on a bilateral or regional basis. It also looked forward to an
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expansion of trade :'between India and Africa. India wished to. help Africa to, set up

both basic and, consumer Industries.' ' It could'offer assistance in starting; sugar

mills, cement.factories^ paper mills, textile mills and other undertakings. ../

'■ '■"■■'The developing countries must'adopt a united approach at. the Conference on Trade,,;

and Development, because they all had the .same needs: to improve their terms of

trade.; to enjoy,' as primary producers, a larger share of the world consumption of ■

commodities;- for preferential treatment on world markets, .as .they were still in the .

development stage, and the need to'devise a method for enabling shippers from less

developed regions to negotiate with shipowners from developed areas reasonable freight

rates' for their countries' exports.

'(Observer for Italy), speaking at the invitation -of the

Chairman, said that the problems of the industrialization and diversification of' ■

economic structures could not be solved by the African States, by .themselves; all-,

countries which wished to maintain sound and lasting relations with Africa must help .

to 'raise Africa's' living standards in the interests of world peace and.wellbeing.

■ During 196^/ Italy'had concluded several trade and. economic and technical .

co-operation agreements with various African countries, and had received.visiting

African delegations. In 1964, further'economic missions.would be.sent to Africa. In

addition/ educational assistance had been provided. . .-■.";

Multilateral aid was also useful in stimulating co-operation between Africa and

the-:.advanced- Countries, In his view, there was no reason to believe that the.

association of African- countries with the European Common Market.would interfere.with■

■fehe^scfal'-bf African unity. ■■■■■■■ ■■

■" :The Conference oh Trade and Development was of vital importance. He was ..in ",

favour- ■©? the: Ethiopian suggestion'that a joint African approach to the problems- ,6f ...

international*; trade should be worked outt The Conference would mark a turning point-

in relations between1 the-advanced"and"the developing countries, and should lead to

more intensivej -collaboration.'" ■ Both sides must make themselves acquainted with all

points of view and work for*-practical results. His delegation would accordingly

listen with'interest to1 the'Sisoussion'on" the document on the Conference- (E/QN. 14/279),.

■ ■ ■'"■■■ =; ■' Mr'. DIALLO^fln-feernatiorial' Confederation of Christian Trade Unions), speaking

at the invitation of■■ the Chairman, said he would confine his remarks to, the. future

African common market",'"'a-project1 of special concern to his organization. During the
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The decision to create an African common market did not imply immediately breaking

off existing relations between States or.with"npft^frican countries. Such relations

would be maintained during the' process of integration of national economies and

sub-regional groups and would subsequently be handled by the appropriate institutions..

One of the main tasks of the African co.mmon market would be to combat poverty -.and :

under-nourishraent. The African economy could not fully develop without-a.nealthy,.; v

well-fed and .educated- population., ; . . . . ■ .' - '• . ■•■■■ ■.■.;.; .■■■■.:

At all stages it would be essential to. consult, and-collaborate; with the African

trade union organizations, which had a.-vital part ;to play in-building up.the. African: ___

economy and in the social-advancement of ..the people. Furthermore, the African.States

must be-ablVto count upon;;ther;^rade unions in their negotiation's with, foreign powers,

and they could be useful for that purpose,only;if they were both strong and. free.....

The meeting rose' at 6.g0 p.m.- -...'":-...
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... . :- . . , i.:.■,-..: . ■ ONE HUNDRED A#D SIXTH MEETING - , ,

■ ;,;,;, ,, .Tuesday, 25 February. 1?64,, at 9.10 a.m. : ...

.,- . ■ ,;.. ■ \ , Chairman; -, ;Mr. MA.SSAQUOI (Liberia) ■ ■ ■ . . ■ ..

ECON©MIGS-;4NI) SOCIAL TRENDS ...IN. AFRICA .AND REVIEW OP THE ACTIVITIES:, OF THE ECONOMIC ,

COMMISSION FOE AFRICA (E/CN.14/237, 238, 240, 258 and Corr.l and Add. 1, 260, 267,

269, E/CN,14/STC/2O (agenda item 5)(continued) ' ■ :

Mr, FLOKEZ ESTRADA (Spain) welcomed the admission as associate member of ■'

Equatorial Guinea, with which Spain maintained friendly"relations.

He congratulated the secretariat on the work it had done and noted with

satisfaction'such ECA achievements asthe creation of the African development bank. ■ '•

and' the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning. From March 1964 on ■

Spain would pay its contribution tothe Institute budget, ■■ ' *:

The Commission should now concentrate on the harmonization and co-ordination of

national development plansj but it should not forget that the economic development

of Africa depended to a large extent on its purchasing power, which depended in turn

on exports of primary products. Thus, the most urgent task was to adopt national

and international economic and commercial policies directed towards a substantial

increase in exports. Among the steps to be taken should be the abolition of all trade

barriers, the stabilization of raw material prices and an improvement of the ever-

deteriorating terms of trade, The most advanced countries should understand that the

same rules could not be applied to countries at different stages of development, so

that the principle of commercial reciprocity should be modified and preferential

treatment should be given to developing countries to enable them to sell their

manufactured products in industrialized countries.

Spain had recently strengthened its co-operation with African countries by

signing trade and payments agreements with Cameroon and Mauritania and a protocol on

financial and industrial co-operation with Mauritania, and by establishing new

economic ties with Nigeria, Senegal and Congo (Leopoldville). During the previous year,

Spain's imports from Africa had increased by 30 per cent and were now double its exports

to Africa. Finally, Spain was ready to enable African countries to benefit from its

experience of the last few years in the tourist industry, since it was convinced that

that industry could play a decisive part in African development.
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£_MSiAED(j^ said, that the interest .that

to* shown since its inception in labour prpblen* in Africa had been

^sted since-the. sec.ond,World War by ^^..<*. * ™:* invention on socxal
polices- in,non-metoEpaitan territories and by the constitution, in the * yea,

of a co^ssion of. experts on social ^iojM those territpries, Si.ce the young

African States had.been fitted.to th, IL0,;t.o subsidiary bodies had been set up

the BegionaX African Conference. :o«he,XLO and the. African Advisory "-^
numberof st^ -courses^ -U^ .,, everts pn African questions had also been

f th fTecanicafassistanc, channelled. t^Afric, Athrpugh the 110 had taken the for, «
sending 270 everts to Africa,. granting, 290, feUpwships and the allocation of^early
$3,400,000 in:i963 alone. Two ,It0 cent,es. had been.-et up;in Afrxca, one, at Lagos

.el Welt Africa and the other. at.^r-e.-Salaa.., for East Africa. A Liaxson Off» ^
ECA would b, opened very shortly. The ILO also hoped to strengthen and expand rfs
links with air African'bodiesr.especially,the!0AU. ; . , ^ ;;.,*■■

Ihe- ^ was ,Seniy. interested in .any ECA,act^iti,f. The Interna xpn Lab u.
Office had prepared two docueents (on .anpower and on social security) for the Mee.,ng

Of Bxperts L th, integration^ Social ^velo.pment.Plans with Over-all Bevelop^
PlannLg held^at Addis Ababa in October ,963, & the docu.ents h.d no recex -
attenUon^that might have been desi,ed., :!n th,: report on that Meeting (e/C^ ),
paragraph 94 o» action HI. (Eduction and Manppwer) stressed the value of poss ssxng

::iindetailed,nforIn^,.ndthe,lLO^have li.ed to have seen some reference

to collaboration with it, if required, .. , .: ■. - . . • ■..,-.,,..,.• -. .-wot.; ,
The IL0 coummake ..co^ibut-i-ioward, the analysis of particular problems

of agricultural development,^d thf ..ale.of institutional factprs in,^iC~

develop^ (E/CN.14/26T,page.32),. a, it had undertaken a study of^.^ S

the trLition- fro, Subsistence to _paKket, agriculture. , The IL . would also ^
kept inform of preparation, for the. prosed expert meeting (ibxd , page 36 ^)
^o^he progrelsof th.,«** -cerninS. the rural popuXation of «x an ^
:ita (Ibid!, page *..(«0..■ **. W* wou^be;glad.to collaborate in the su^ of
^stions concerning: .ural life a^institut^ Jlbid., page 43) and hoped to *
livexy associated :in. p-r^atio,, fe the ,A0 African regional .eetxn, on rural l.fe
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In the important field of rural development, the ILO was supplying technical

assistance to a number of African countries - Cha&? Morocco, Nigeria, Senegal, Tunisia

and the United Arab Republic -~ for the execution of national projects. -A study was ..

under way_ of labour conditions in plantations in Cameroon, Ivory Coast/ Mauritius and ■]■■-

Tanganyika. In 1963 the ILO had organized"^ with FAQ, a technical meeting on1 agricultural

training at Abidjanj and a regional course for forestry instructors in Gabon* At the.

request of the Government of the Congo' (Leopbidviile), the ILO had sent there .in

November 1963 a mission on the planning of integrated rural developmentt and the report

of that mission, with the collaboration of other'interested organizations., should ....

lead to the restoration of rural economy - an endeavour with which the. peoples of the ■ -

Congo and both central and local'authorities'Would'be "actively associated, >• .■■■■.,■:..;■■

At the request of the United Nations High' Commissioner for Refugees-the ILO had,. ,

undertaken projects for settling refugees from Rwanda in Con-go (Leop:oldville). and -.., ,■

Burundi, .under an area development programme-.' ' A similar project hard been requested .. .

by Tanganyika. ' -..■..; .. ■ :.

A technical meeting on problems of nomadism and'sedentarisation would-be organized,

by the ILO at Geneva from 6 to'17 April 1964, as a sequel"to- studies in progress in

the Middle East .and North Africa, " " " ■'" ■■■■■■■:■. ,..,:.:*:•

With regard to industry'and natural" resources, the ILO had-taken-an-active-part. ;

in the ECA industrialization missions and with regard to transport, it would:be glad..--

to make a contribution to the study of'the social aspects of' the regulation and ..:

expansion of air and land transport in'Africa, including a study of labour problems . .

in ports, and a study of maritime labour legislation,' which night have .been mentioned-- o

in document E/CN. 14/267 (page 27 (iii)(f) and (g)>. -'-:;'- " ■ :

With regard to housing, the'International Labour Office would be prepared, if

African governments considered it desirable' and sufficiently "urgent., to appoint,on

their behalf a regional expert on co-operative housing and a regional .expert on ....

productivity on the building industry. 'Mention should be made- of-'.the existence within .

the ILO of a Building, Civil"Engineering and Public 'Works Committee ?,-. and more . ;. .

specifically of the technical'meeting of experts on'productivity and employment in ■ ...

public works in Africa, held at Lagos from 1(3 to 2r'December■ 1963* : ■

- With regard to statistics, ' an ILO regional1 expert : on --labour ■■statistics had been .,

appointed for Africa from 1961 to i963. 'The Office was; investigating the-possibili-cy.

of organizing, in collaboration with ECA, two seminars on labour statistics in

Africa in 1964 and 1965.
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It was-the'ILO which was principally responsible, within- the-United Nations family,

for all questions of vQcationaTtraining» Document E/CN.14/258 (para. 5.) did ..not, - • , ■ ,

however, do full justice to ■ the:'sobpe of the training programme carried out by the

ILO in Africa.. The EGA secretariat ■possessed & derailed list ef the projects,

general.or by sectors, carried out by. the ILO." It should.be noted that under the

auspices of the ILO an International-Centre for Advanced. Technical, and Vocational .

Training, to serve the developing countries had recently been., opened at Turin. , It, .

had been set up on the self-evident principle that technical .training was the key_to .

economic development.'-. The ILO was also'-concerned with .managerial training., and, with

financial assistance from the United Nations Special .Fund, had set.up productivity .

and managerial'training centres in several countries, including the United Arab, .

Republic and Tunisia. Several'experts had already been seconded to the .service of

African governments and an inquiry .iiad :been .staged in Africa to .mess the available

resources- 'anil needs 'with regard to managerial.-training,. . :.. . , .. .. ;;.

The ItO ^ taking-a direct paTt-' in Whe operation-of the. African .Institute for .

Economic Development andPlanning and? currently; in the .course on planning, of

education and labour as part of economic development organized by the Institute at ,

Cairo. ' ■..■■•■..■ ■ •.■■.■ ., .-.■. ■-■ ,• .

The activities of the ' ILO, many and varied-as "they-«ro, .were directed towards

the improvement of* the■human lot through economic betterment.and social progress. ,

Since tie aim of development was certainly to-.raise th3.,level of living, to improve

living conditions "and "Co- augment.the general prosperity and.welibeing, obviously

economic planning and social' planning.must, be regarded as an indissoluble whole./ It

ensued tKaVboth in planning-and in carrying out plans trade organizations, employers'

associations' and trade unions had a substantial contribution to make, both nationally

and internationally. ' ■ ■. :■■ •,-■:. ■ ■

-■ ' Mr. FREDERICKS (Observer fox the .phitea States of America), speaking at the^

invitation of the Chairman, said that the late President Kennedy had expressed the

sympathy of the-American people, with the emergent nations of Africa in their efforts

to consolidate'their independence and make it meaningful through economic and socxal

development. -President Johnson had made clear his determination to carry forward

the policy of material assistance and'co-operation in Africa. Between I960 and

1963 financial assistance extended by the United States Government to.the African

continent had amounted to abpui S. 1, 500. millionS; ..2,000 volunteers of the" Peace'

Corps currently serving in seventeen African countries were concerned primarily wxth

human resources.
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The OAU and ECA were the twin'pillars on which African unity would be built.

The-review-.of; the" activities 'of' ECA during, the. past-firs, years and. tlie .future work

programme; outlined "by the Executive. Secretary gave^ substance to the objective of

African unity? notably the projects for, .accelerated activity in industry 7- .transport

and telecommunicationsy Increased dc-ordination in those, spheres^ the idea o.£ .,

establishing an African common market and the founding of an African development bank

and the Dakar■■Institute1",' ■ Over 30 per- cent of the United States programme of-

technical assistance to Africa had been devoted to training, an essential element in,.,

development, ■ United States investment in Africa had risen five-fold since- 1950, .

The United States Government attached great importance to the forthcoming GATT ■ .. .

negotiations'and-;:to the Conference on Trade and Development and intended to support . . > ■

any reasonable proposals to promote the growth of- exports of developing .countries.

Most speakers had referred-to- the necessity of selecting.projects, -with the, ..;; . ;-

greatest care and aont?eving the most productive equilibrium between;national-and, ,,-

regional development* They had not only-realized the immediate practical pr:obl;emsr

but had also emphasized the role'of research, science and "technology?:for the future?

their statements bare witness to their determination.'to* find African :splutio.ns.,:to, ;v ■ .-

African problems'0 '"■"; ''- ■ ' " ■ ■ ■ : - -.;■:■ .- . ,-... ■ ,- ;. ■ ,_,.-. , .-.; . ,, .

Ml-, XAMEOGO (Upper Volta) observed that since the firnt session of ECA the,. ;..■

economic arid social' situation in Africa' had''changed in a positiTr9'.o-s0-nsef : as- was. shpiwn

by the five*-year review of the activities'of the-Commission (E./CN. 14/237)., . . .._-;.-.(■.

The African'institute for Economic-Development and Planning..should cone^itu^&^a.-... ■

real centre'of applied economics providing practical rather than theoretical: ■■-;■ . . ■■=.:■

instruction^' The Institute constituted'a pre-investment, the.;,profitability of which

was indisputable,, Uppei? Volxa'was'ready'to receive trainees from./ the; Institute .in

order to show them what obstacles the'economy of the country still- had. to overcome, v.,

The African development bank would be the cornerstone of African unity.:- .--r-It._,-,; <

should be kept free from any. political influences-likely to ■ sway it-^towards one form

of economy or another* ' . .-. .. :■ ■■ ■ .. ..; ..;■.-. ,vi .. ^ .

Situated at a natural'crossroads, tfppei" Yolt:a Strongly supj*ort;ed^ the, establishment

of an African common market, The'principal having been accepted^-'all that'remained

was to reach agreement on the means and': instruments for making- it" a-reality that would.

make it possible to reduce disparities d'Ue to geopolitical causes and colonization.-

Monetary integration presupposed economic'"" integration and would condition "it^v-hut^ i '■. '

unlike the African development bank? the: 'African payments''Union woulcL*.rentai;l."aLiber.aifc'ionB
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in the internal structure'- of the countries concerned. It was thus essential to

undertake thoroughgoing studies before launching any such project. ' The Executive

Secretary's work on tnatproject was commendable; he should be asked to convene a

meeting of African governmental monetary authorities, perhaps during the annual

meetingofthe Board of Governors of the International Monetary Fund. The Executive

Secretary might also compile information on the monetary institutions of the African

countries and on the difficulties experienced by:them in their settlements inside

and outside Africa. He might communicate that information to member States at the

same time"as he communicated the result of the investigation undertaken under ' . ■

resolution 30 (ill) of the Commission on monetary and financial studies.

Mr. OKELO-ODONCrO (Kenya) stated that 1963 had been for Kenya not only the

year of its independence but also a year of economic progress, despite difficulties,

The most serious problem was the increase in unemployment. To solve it, the

Government of Kenya had concluded an agreement with the trade unions and the employers'

representatives: the Government would increase the civil service by 15 per cent and

the employers their labour force by 10 per Cent, Investment had not however,

increased as much as might have been hoped. Kenya wished for an increase in its trade

with the East African "common market area. Tourism in Kenya was developing favourably,

As the result of a survey of the Kenya economy 1954-1962, which had shown the

necessity for increasing investment in order to achieve an increase in real per caput

income, Kenya hadprepared a development plan for the period 1964-1970. The very :

high rate of population growth necessitated an annual rate of economic growth of more

than 3 per cent. To ensure that its first development plan was, carried out, Kenya

would .have .to establish an economic planning organization. 'Economic development was

however, impeded by the probability of a fresh deterioration in the terms of trade.

That situation would have to be'remedied and? in particular, the prices, of primary

products would have to be stabilized. More national planning was therefore

insufficient; planning would be necessary on a regional, continental or even world

wide scale if the growth of an even wider gap between the developed and the developing

countries, was to" be averted.

However essential for the country the development of trade might be, Kenya had no-

intention of sacrificing its principles for it? and had accordingly prohibited all

trade with South Africa. Kenya hoped that, by way of compensation the East African

common market would extend its relations with other countries, in particular with

improved intra-African transport.
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feax ^:+r 1S •"•■""•* «* ""<*.«, and there were pounds to
- that, although th. statistics loo.ed encoding, there had in reality been'

scarcely any change in the villas t' * , ' ^ • ..
on a situate +■ + plages, m fact, a modern economy had been superimposed

-the ,02nd meet^ most «,„ enterprises were still dominated by non-lf.ieans,
-eh enterprxses should b, ^icmdzed as ^^ as ^.^ , \

The riches of the A:e,ical,-continent shouid enable it to become economically
«ent. The e«ort£ by EC, to enable the Mrican c^ies to approach that

3 e W «. prais8TOrthy, The ^±c&xl coMes ' ^^ _ ^^ ..^

slf ed economies, based on domestic consumption. The establishment of the
can development ban. would represent a constructive step\in that direction.

n; s;ad if ih bk ^n; s;ad if ihe banka hold xts seventh session there.

said proudto take its^p ^ proudto take its plaoe ln
thus demonstrating the unconditional support it extended to the cause of :

^an unity, The new Comment of Zanzibar intended'^' ensure that prosperity
^ peace should prevail in the interests of its people, *ose full confidenL J
enjOyed. .o.posed of two small islands,' Zanzibar owed its importance to its

pos.txon on one of the world's great shipping lanes, a.d for that reason it had

ciiraate
, ; * * S-ib. « determined to

elop tue country^ tourist potentialities. The country derived its living from

r;6 '' "' eCOn°my ^ baS6d °n Cl°— In -der to combat the dagger
dependence on a single crop, a development bank had been established. Zansibar

,u!d however, retire the advice of experts in order to diversify its products a*d
the -«,*«,, of EGA would be welcome. The. Government was striving to reduce
xmpo,ts and to increase exports by raising production: '. .It was to be hoped that the

obatacxe, xmpeding intra-Af.ican. trade would be removed and'that ECA would be able to
xie.p Zanzibar to solve it.s educational problems

SUSS**** (Algeria) congratulated Zan.ibar and Kenya on their admission
as u.a members of ECA and expressed the hope that all the African countries would
participate m the TOrk of the seventh session.
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■"He; would summarize brief ly the progress achieved in Algeria since September

1962, Algeria!had joined'the concert of independent nations with the heaviest : ■ ■

handicap's.-' ■'■•■,V^Tast ,areas;'6f -its. territory had been sown with mines? and ;its:forests " '■'

had been :burried0 &ifty per; dent of the schoolsf libraries and hospitals had been ;

wholly or partly destroyed. ' The administration had found itself without records

and without trained supervisory staff; and it had been obliged to provide for the

future of hundreds of thousands-of refugees and war orphan^ ■ Putting "aside, all

feelings o£.resentment? .the Algerian Government had set to work and had drawn up a

programme that included nationalization of the land, of industry and of mines? partial

nationalization of internal "arid" external tr.adef acceleration of industrialization,

and modernization of. agriculture,;': The popular vote had asserted the people's

resolve"." to: see that programme"' carried through.' ■ " ■ ■ ■ . ■ ' "' '■-"'

' It was, -of; course'^.'premature; to ■'■forecast complete success; weaknesses would

doubtless become apparent. ' Nevertheless," one' thing 'was irrevocable■- Algeria's' ... ■■■"|"

decision to choose socialism' and Africa, . ■ '■■.-..'.' : ■■'■'■ ^ -' ■:■ ■ ■"

■; The Algerian.people were resolved riot only to achieve their own development' but

also to make a generous cdnir'ibution to the building of Africau Algeria was th'e ;

Iargest-:custbmer| of 'the other ,Africa;n.;co.untriesV and it rejected-"any possible- dourses''

of .action, that:might threaten to reduce its volume of-trade with its'brother cpuzitTies,

The construction of 'a trans-Sahara iroute would giye1'many;Afrxc'.an countries' aac'es.s'to '■■;

the Mediterranean; ■: Even' when' Algeria proposed the preparation" of industrial or1 -

agricultural development plans, at regional level/ it was nevertheless African unity

that it had in view, Similarly,: as far as energy was concerned, Algeria thought

first of ;all of Africa^ and hoped that soon the oil pipelines would be laid southwards;

That would make.- it crystal clear that ■;A'lgeria.-had~:ceased to be '.a poor relation in t"he.:

world and the Africans very poor inhabitants of a very rich continent,

, Mr., M-VHEDKBl (Tunisia)'observed that as. decolonization progressed, the ■

African peoples had become aware that each with its own resources alone couia not

solve the;tremendous economic and social problems confronting them; They had :

therefore'chosen: to'pool their, energies and.their present and potential resources in :

order to travel together down the long road to prosperity, Thus? the Organisation

of African'Unity had been founded'nine months previously. ' . : .
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That expression of a .eoaaacn .political ..will could not £ail to.-change the prospects

for the economic and social deyelppmeiit o£. ^he continent indecisively.-;- y'The ■:

tht^ Af^ieatr peoples ;wer.e .being; galled .-^pn to take .ensued- from ■ttte'; \--- ■

ri>ti"iAir.ciple^- aiio.jjte.d at Addis Ababa,. .;.-..T.he principle of. an African^ :;

c;o.flmo■^(■mp^^fcet1,;^Jnd■■■of■ a:i African clearing arA.:payments-.. .union.,Jbad ; already-; "beejj accepted-

by .the;'AirisaA'-Heii43- of Statej ' -the mea^s:. and. the tiaie^ta.b^.miiiat.-.no.w^he-.decided-, - ■■

■■[ -.Only expetienc£"w6"uld disclose .the- t.empc appropriate, for the-; emerging.,=pxocess-■".' *:.

of..;3nte.grat4ioa-M ; ^o:c -'tiic :imriiediabe. future; the best-c.our;se -would.be' to. proceed- by

stages, res-&r:ir,ted-.-to: the ■"stb-^'egioiis,. """ Although thattaight appear timid v.and^ .■might- - .

carry, with-it. the.-risK-b^ 'EiWi'geroas1 Qxystailization^. that, kind of approaeh-.h,ad;the- ■

pier.it of .h;eing likelr"-t:brefieeci th'o" transition with less difficulty-and, less .-.-'■ ■

dislocation, .--:.':-T.lie ope^atl6n:-e'duliij moreover, he abandoned, if the- conditions for ,a': •

wider fuad/mQre rapid-irltegi'aticjn presented; themselves, ...,,.The. invportant thing was- not'

to lose sight of the .main, objective.;, .wlii'cn" remained .the building ,jof. a united^ ... ' .:

r^onf e;rfert'C£v"on Trade and development EOA should, take up anewT oh its own

account, the resolution adopted by the Economic and Social Commission of,..GAUj setting

forth; «it^.-; ev-^n: gr.^ate3? -Tbrecic.i:bn;:"the African proposals. The representative of .^ '" ".

Ethiopia-.n&d...an:aQtinced-:that^a draftresQlution in. that sense, would -be ..submitted-j \^'-

the^-uiiisiarL .de-'Leg.ati.on.-;%bu-lct- "Be glad '-.§6 be a sponsor. .' ' ,.,: .,- ."". ' ■' ;,:. " ;\: " ■■

-.- .His, dei^gatd.m ■iapprc>red''oi±' tli'e'he^ direction that the Executive,"Secretary .-. . .ri-

anticipated giving to th.e; 'activities; 'of EGA during, the- coming., five year j)erioa^:- The

number,;.of:. Ei^.st.'.Kgs.- and ntu:dy:.nlig's;ion3' migLivwith advantage be reduced* .' : Simii-arly? ■ '

•BCJL siight:.hold--its-v.pi'eiiary""seGsions!".oniy once..every two .yearst-:-' - The'-s^ub-regional : " ,

offices-sho.uld-;be-composed, of a p'ermarient nucieous of officials .and .experts of''Alt'--■ ■

ranks .arid,of '.all brar;che£? preferably recruited in the .sub-regions'..;cohcer-'ned and..;/ ''"

working; in close, c'O-opera^ion with the senior technical staff- of the-.-.ec'onomic ■■ "'" '■' ■ ■

administrations in-the--region... That structure would .facilitate" studl-e?l*aQcf-th©i ■ ■.-. --

detaile-dvpr^paration.of-cbnimor, projects'as part of the harmonization: of plans'-%na ■ / = :

the iniiegj?c.'oi!Qu o-f-^'-ec-onoailes. and at'the same time .promote,;the ■ Africanization o:f;.;th;e "

EGA senioiv s;taf.f<v t'■■' ■■'■' •' ' ■■■■■■ ■ ■ . , ^ ^^ ,^ . ,.-.,__, . ■,

• ■=."■ ■■■■■■:JfeL^.JS-:(I^"D5ra')V'sa5;"d t:tia;'fc ,tb.e United Nations, Conferenc'&.,on'Trad'e^and:; - "" " v

Development ..woul^d" ■■>>&' cn';eVen+/ o? the"'"higheat impoxtance. f or .i^ternatd.onaa:;.U6^op"erationf

since it would permit a whole range'of1 problems such as the growing gap between

developed and developing countries and the deterioration of the terms of trade to be
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analyzed by' all'concerned, Immediate' steps should be taken to ensure a re-distribution

of income in the'international economy by a system of short-term clearing finance.

The International' Monetary Fund should take an important part in letting'it upo

Direct action should also be taken in ihe form of agreement's''between exporting'and

importing countries' eoncerning primary products'. In the' long run/'the' industrialization

and'the'diversification of the ■economies of the developing countries should also help '

to improve the position* Although financial" aid was temporarily necessary,'"it could

not be' a substitute for'an intensification of trade. The forthcoming Conference

should also examine the desirability of setting up a permanent organization for"

solving questions of trade and development* ' ■

Tho Libyan delegation supported the proposal to create an African common market,

but feared that it might be difficult to harmonize'the economic and social policies

of the African oountrits. It shared the views expressed on that matter in the

background paper on the establishment'of an African oommon market'(E/CN.i4/STC/20,

para, 7)j the 'developing countries should take steps without delay to co-operate

more closely on sea and air transport and insurance,,

The Libyan delegation supported the Executive'Secretary1s suggestions that the

Commission1 should meet only every two years and that member countries should refrain

from recommending too many special meetings„ The:"activities of EGA and of the

Economic and Social Council of OAU should be co-ordinated since they were

complementary;, and duplication should be avoided. ' ■ -

Mr, BEMNMI' (Morooco) said'that he was glad that the'newly independent'

African State's had become members of EGA and "hoped that -their other African brothers'

who were still struggling for their independence would soon join them,,

All African countries should be realistic in confronting the problems 'facing

them. The expression "human contacts and research with a view to practical'

decisions'1 was in tune with Africa1 s current needs, Human contacts lay at the root

of a deeper appreciation of African realities and would be the decisive factor in any

pan-African concept of economic, political' and social integration. The primary

purpose of research was to identify problems,- to define them and to find their

solution. It was'therefore appropriate that special efforts should be devoted to

it, Ths Moroccan delegation was particularly anxious for the establishment of a '

tourist research institution; since the tourist industry could play an important

part in the economic development of a number of African countries,.
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■ . It,would be vain to hope that .the economic development of African countries

could be accelerated without international co-operation and solidarity. It should

not be forgotten that the ultimate.aim was not the defeat of a particular competitor,

but a victory over backwardness and poverty. The Moroccan Government attached the

highest importance, .to the forthcoming Conference on Trade and Development, at which

the African countries would_ adopt the common standpoint defined in the OAU resolution

on. that subject. It would be desirable to set up? under the auspices of OAU and

ECA, a committee of commercial and financial experts composed of specialists on

tariffs, customs regulations, taxation and legal matters to.assist the African

delegations at the Conference.

The time might perhaps have come bo oreate an African school of commercial

studies since, as a number of delegations had observed, Africa suffered, from a

shortage of businessmen,
- . ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ .■■•■' . ■ , ,i -. , -.

The importance of harmonizing and co-ordinating national development plans

should be stressed; he welcomed the work already done in that respect at the sub-

regional level.

The creation of an African common market was intimately connected with African

economic development. The European and African common markets were in no way

opposed? they were two economic groupings which complemented but did not exclude

another.

Mr. MASCHOUER (Cameroon) said that independence was not an aim in itself;

the fight against hunger, disease and poverty should be carried on by all the

peoples that suffered from them, Africa lacked manpower and capital? but7 thanks

to its natural resources, it might hope to obtain the capital goods it needed^

provided that it succeeded in carrying through its industrialisation plans. It was

therefore natural that African countries should attach great importance to the

United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, which would lay the foundations

for future international trade.

Specialization and the international division of labour should not remain empty

slogans. The industrialized countries should allow African countries to sell their

raw materials as well as their foodstuffs; and their manufactures when the

conditions for processing them became more favourable in Africa.
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■The^African ■CbWSriW^were"resolved- to combine" H&eUr1' 'offort:s\ta.-build a "better

future i. ■■':; Such combined "action required planning7arid' the- harmonization •and'cd-' "

ordinatroh- of nationoX development plans; : r':H 'also required financial resources',-

and: for that; reVson'kstakli^hm'eirb ot': the'African development bank- was: particularly

welcome, ■

He welcomed the countries. newly admitted'to the; Commission and wished to address

a message of fraternal solidarity to all those still fighting for their freedom.

Mr, RAGS (Observer for Hungary),, spoaki.Bg at the invitation of the Chairman,

welcomed the presence of representatives of Kenya and Zanzibar and congratulated the

countries recently admitted as associate members.

Hungary was the better able to understand the problems of developing- countries

since, until after the Second World War, it had itself been only partially

industrialized., The ro,pid progress it had made since the War had enabled it to

take part in international technical assistance within the limits, of course, of its

modest resources. Hungary was ready to receive holders of fellowships in mining,

aluminium, iron and steel, building of power stations, telecommunications, locomotive

manufacture, small boat building and pharmaceuticals, Hungarian engineers, teachers,

doctors and geologists were worki&^ "in African countries, and Hungary planned to

expand, still further its help to Africa, either by bilateral agreements or through

EGA.

In 195O? Hungary had trade relations with only one African country, Egypt*

Since then, it had concluded trade agreements with almost all the countries which

had gained their independence. In order to contribute to the industrialization of

African countries it would endeavour to export more machines and complete sets of

factory equipmentj its imports included increasing quantities of African products,

including finished and semi-finished goods.

The Conference on Trade and Development would be of the utmost importance to

Africa, At the third meeting of the Preparatory Committee of the Conference the

Soviet Union, Poland and Czechoslovakia had submitted very important proposals on

the fundamental principles of international economic co-operation.

Mr.Tan DIJL (Observer for Luxembourg), speaking at the invitation of the

Chairman said that in requesting for the first time permission to attend a session

of the Commission Luxembourg had wished to show its interest in the problems of the

African continent. Luxembourg intended to play an active part in the Conference on

Trade and Development and, as a member of the Economic and Social Council, it hoped to

continue to contribute to the achievement of the aims of EGA.
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Mr. KRUrTHQF (international Bank for Reconstruction and Development) drew

attention to the message of the President of IBRD to the Conference of Finance" ■

Ministers at Khartoum (E/CN. 14/260) with regard to the African development bank,'

He welcomed its establishment. The IBRD would collaborate with it,' just as it

collaborated with all EGA activities,- - '"■■■' ■ ■

The meeting rose at 1 p.ma
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ONS HUNDRED AND SEVENTH MEETING-

Tuesdayj, 25 February 1964, at 3«1O p.m. - , . ..■.=

Chairman: Mr* MASSAQtTOI (Liberia)

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL..TRENDS IN APRICA AND REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OP THE ECONOMIC

COMMISSION FOR' AFRICA"'(agenda item 5)(E/CN;14/239>V"25T) (continued)' ,-■.:,:■.'-.:, .;)-... :;,/

Co-ordinaiion^jg plaaig (e/CN, ±4/239')'' ' ■■-";':'-- '-. - ' ;- ■-■'*--'-- -.- 'i.-:..;....::. - ■: ■, ,...■.;■ :.,.:';

M£z^MMi(Secretariat), introducing V61"i2>"NoV; i-of-the Economic Bulletin,,,,.

.tor Africa (E/Ctf» 1^/239 Tj part" B?: Special Articles,-' concerning' co-ordination-5 of;; ■; ;..:.:.: .■.

development plans in Africa^ said that since independenca nearly ■twenty 'Countries^ had-: ',■

drawn up development plans as the economic expression of their' political aspirations*

Thus the first stage had'been reached in' economic '-pi atoning v: The implementation- o.f ■-'>•'-■■< > ■;■•:,

thosa plans required co"6rdinaiioh among'1 the ■"co'untrie's- concerned >■ -since the.?.?? '•• .■■.■ :- >■■

investment resources'were inad'eq_uate'." They must' think in "terms of ■ pooling^theiri ■: ■■ . -

refjources both to enlarge markets and to open up new economic horizons* The document.;,;

discusce&^tira1 "various- iar&as"'-'in; Vhi-ch- co-opera.ti'o'n:Vv,Gio.tild:\b©.g;i,n;.,'; intfl^iiag^millti^/h;/-.^:1;.^.:

national projects «' " The stage* nad'be'eh reached' 'af'-vEioh :tn':e J&ifCerent ■ plan^';.ycoiTj.=d- be

confronted with a'view to allocating responsibilities *" ".The- final-part of rthe; dQpjanent -.

-joatained specific proposals * ': "" ' " '" "■' '■■:- ■■.■"■ ■' : "'■'■ !-i'-'> ■ ■'■ ■ ■'. ;>■.'.. ■■ ■ <j.i =. :.'■.■•*■. ■.'••

Mr. BR'OUdH (Kenya) 'said'"that the1 document "before ^th'e Commission .shauJd^be-:;;..,- .

oxami^ed in conjunction with1 reports on'the''in;du3trlai-missions. ■ The'.fundamental■K::\^, j;.v:

problem, in East Africa 'ai> leas't? was that of dbtkining'"- agreement --on ■■■eo^bperatiqnnfiVpn; .:-;

{ysong countries "which had:lbhg been' assdeiaied] ' invariably political

difficulties arose, ' He"therefore proposed that an" attempt1 be iaade.? with the'

oi" EGA to establish a' procedure for negotiation's. ': ■ ■■■ ■■■'■■ ''■'■■- ■■>'■ bn--\ ..

No reference had been made in any ECA document to Kenya' s- mo-st • urgent problem.) r».-.._;

the development of abase for' the' industrial" pyramid ^; ' 'Host- countfi&s":t.ended to.' ,-HT

concentrate on Installing one or two large firms at'the top b-f' the- pyramid^ rand. ECA'" ,'

had dc-voted'oome attention to small-scale industry'-in :the &iddl-iei ■■ The- whole?.:cauld--.,..;

not survive/ however,' without a foundation bf'-'ve'ry 'small- Industries," lo..bally -financed;..-

and support ad' by Africans. ' Undertakings of''that kind helped-'to" diffuse- skills.; for..---

absorption In the larger industries1L'Vhen' oVersieas'/supp1ort':!feri offQ >iA prograropie 'had .

been drawn up in Kenya covering'loans', 'ah advisory1 Service, a training centx!e-..andl .■

industrial extension services/' ' : : ■"' " ■ ' ' -;"--' ■'■■■ :

Mr,, StLLA'"(yal"i) said' he" wond'ered "whetheT "the'tlm^e had really -^eome to proceed

to the stage; of" co-ordination* Africa was -passing :"th'rtfugK d-.!p-exiid of traiisitiprij, and

it might be more useful "to concentrate* on h:armc)rti^in-g"--schenies In

had a common1 interest* "The 3tr!esS"';s'hottid ra1th^r-;b1e;'la'id: -^n-the s|fcudy of-.-multi-national

programmeK which eould'form a basis 'for-sub-regional■■■unity. •"■■'•'
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His main criticism of the ECA documents was that the, same problems had been

tackled from many different points of view by various experts who had not kept toucn

with one-another. It would be more valuable to approach, each problem in turn,

examining all its- aspects. A general synthesis would be more, useful than a

multitude.,of separate..documents. .... . . . ..._ ,■..;■.-.

.,. ■Mr.jm .(Secretariat) said. that, the secretariat would try to devise ways of

surmounting the difficulties involved in the coordination of ,plans. He hoped that

progress would be made-with multi-national projects., The secretariat took note of

the suggestion that a single overall study should.be produced, rather than separate

reports .■ . . - . . ■ ■

Co-ordination of .activities of the Commission ..and the Organization, of African Unity,

The . SECRETARY, reminded the Commission that the Summit Conference of Heads of.

Independent African;States had adopted a resolution in May 1963 inviting the Executive

Secretary to assist in the creation of the OAU Economic and Social Commission. The

ECA secretariat, had-prepared..documents to provide .a basis for the discussions at that

Commission.'& first meeting, held...at Niamey, where it. had been decided thai, the OAU

Commission should be responsible for.formulating concepts and implementing decisions,,

while ECA would serve in. a. technical and .advisory, capacity. The division.of

responsibilities would allow the. two Commissions to work together towards a common

goal, and he was pleased to be able to report that the provisional Secretary-General of

OAU had expressed, the same .view* .,.■-■■■ ■

The termj of reference and programme.of the 0AU;Coinmission covered the areas.in

which ECA-had. carried out studies already,. Close, collaboration was therefore needed

to ensure, that, .the two Commissions, complemented each .other's work. There was no need

to fear disagreement or competition,.. .In. undertaking, any.joint, activity, ECA. must,

.of course, remain within its terms of.,reference, . A .comparison of the two programmes

would indicate .suitable fields.for co-operation.. He proposed that a small.committee

be set up, including .perhaps .an. ECA adviser, and a.representative of OAU, to;draft a

resolution specifying the fields suitable for co-operation and defining, aims. The

ECA wished to be associated.^ a matter, of-.course with all the activities of OAU.

. Mr,- SYLLA (Mali)., said that conflicts might arise bacause one Commission was

mainly, political, whereas .the, o^her, was. technical. It ..was..accordingly essential to

draw up terms of referen.ee .in a_,context of. f.rank co-operation. A decision had to be .

taken on the border between the. political, find the technical aspects. For instance .
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projects such as the African, development bank and payments union must first be. set*.

in a political framework? ECA would then undertake preliminary studies? and submit

them to OAU for a final-political, decision; the project would then be returned

to ECA for basic study* The pattern of, that tp>an&Tfro'movement should not become ,

too rigidf ::VEGA"sh6ul'd' b,e free at. ■■al^vHImes Jjgs- initiate' proposals. .... . ■•;

^,...,, ,,..!■; j ::.Mr* -MEftfSAH (Ghana) . said, that; the/ relations ■b'etw'een ^OAtl'and "EGA. should.be ■:.

similar to. those be't'wefen a politician and a civil servant.. The latter served the

former as technician? adviser and executive^ and was also entitled to proffer. ■ .

suggestions. 'The OAU would be responsible for settling problems such as the siting

of an industrial plant or a financial institution at the political levela , . . .

The EXECUTIVE .SECRETARY observed-that such analogies might be .dangerous.

In reaching decisions politicians had also to take account of their financial

implications* Collaboration between the. two bodies might take the following form:

OAU might confirm.a decision .by ECA? and ECA might take up a suggestion by OAU* It ...

should be noted .that all.OAU interests had been covered by.the ECA work:programme. .

Where., an identity of interests existed and funds were. available, there could be no

difficulty. . Problems;would, arise if. OAU made proposals without making .budgetary.

provision for them. . In any event-, SCA-could work only within its own terms-of. ■ ..

reference. . ,.-■■■; .-.■ ■ v'; ■ '■ ■ '• - '■' ". ■ . ... ' ' "'..-,..

Mr« IGWE (Nigeria.)--remarked .that--an'-OAU meeting of Foreign Minister's was ..

being held simultaneously with.the ECA,session* He suggesied'iherefore that a small,,.,

committee should be set up to discuss the question of co-ordination and report to the

Commission in. writing ..in d^e:.course?-.-: .-■': ' ■■■ :':' ' :: ". ■'^■'r"'" ' " -"-:-:~- ■"""■."

■ Mr. ADOSSAMA,.(Togo) saict.-he. considered' that" until. anr absolutely objective,.-y ■. <■

dpctrine had .been. eYglY:ed? embracing, all shade s'-'1 of politicaT" and social thought^ no.., jv ;■;,■;.

problem could be. effectively, studied-. ■ ■.■•-. "■ :"V'' ' ■ ''"'"' "-'■■"" i:i?,

Mr. . CQULIBALY (Ivory .Coast.) > observedv-tnat the'point1 at issue was ',whether , ■■>;

or not ECA could take the pl.ace-.of the- OAF. Combisslon,' .He asked ^or. "details .of .the. .-_,

OAU resolution concerning .EGA: .and the OAU Commission' s-views oh the new role allotted

to ECA«. ^ ."/ ._ . . ...... -..)-, . /;:■■ --.t.--; -■' '-: ■■■■■■- ' ■'■■■■■ ■"■"■"" '"-'" ^'^ ■■■■-■

.The SECRETARX said .t.hat. th,e Heads-;tff SVUte .haa'dmp'hasized the'complementary..

nature of .the two bodies? and the.-_.QAU .GofiralsSicn,, at i:f;s first''meeting^ at Niamey.,

had implicitly complied wi,th t.heir-mshes,^ - .. tfhe. O:AU Oommission-1 s-programme" of work. . .-A\
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reflected the liiidies carried out by ECiJi in fact ? the progranmies of the'two" bodies

were identical. The;reason for the repetition was that EGA could "ndt-'Solve 'political '

problems? its;: concern was with the technical side1.-1-'- The-' resolution^ adopted ■ at the ■■■ ;- "• :'

first meeting of the OAU Commission referred to subjects on which EGA" was' at present

working and requested ECA to- support the 'OAU- programme; -He hb£ed that EGA-would' ; ; '■

adopt a;-resdluiion--:c6mplyin:g with iW OAU request. ■'■■ ;■ ■ ■ '"■ : ;" .■•"..-. .'. '■

'fe^^SIDI^U '(Niger) points&'-oui ; that all the-^proposals made'by the OAU' '- ■' : "■ '■ ■

Commission involved expenditure? wftich "ECApas' the' Executive' Secretary nad'noted? ■-'■ ■

could hardly adcept* He suppoirted tEe suggestion that a committee shbuldbe set-up- L>'

to consider co-ordination between the 'two- "bodies, : : ■•'■■■< .i:'-. . v-:* ■-... ■■■' -.:.". S"--'■< ■■.. ;;■.-.- ■:■

■ -":The EXECUTIVE SECRETARt sfeid" there' was no point,iih-.-se^ti|ig irp^donimittee to

study a non-existent/problem* -His own -position,- if he were instructed'to i^ork %ith'

OAU? woul'd'be to ask; what faeilitijes it could off er and hdw ECA could make use o£ them; ";■'■

Moreorer? the ■issue concerned not-'only ECA But all-the specialized agencies. ■ It was

not for-tiie ■poEMissidri to go into ther working ;mei;hods of the specialized agencies. ■' ' ;;

■"'!: j&. '•gAG-BO:(Danomey) said thdt/ under its t:erms of ref erence3-"ECAwas competent^

to conclud'e^'ari'^reeWent 'with 'OAU^ ";i-hetie'tis'''-tHe:"'Cha!rter: of African-Uni^^made all -OAU' . ■ '

Commissions'respdrisible io t"hfe-;Council b£'JMinis'ters?;'so that any draft agreement w'btlid :

eventually have to be submitted to the Council• ^ ■■'■■ i: :.-*■■

'' ■' ":Mr-« \6eMMI' CMbrocco) remarked the discus'sion was quite unneaessar-y;1" The

ECA was* a:'Uni^$d''N&ii;ons Tib'dyy which -representatives attended as ''technicians, "'noil ""as'■'■'' '■ "

politalc'ians. .They were: not^ ^entitled tooehter into a political commitment on """behalf "_ '. ■

of their country. Members should confine themselves to purely technical issues'- and :. ■

avoid encroaching' on the OAU Commission1 s territory^ which-was- primarily polit'ical. If

conflicts arose, they should be resolved by the two secretariats.; ■RSprese'ritatives ' '■'■

attending the ECA session were not entitled to combine their OAU and EGA functions."■- '■ ■■'■•■'•

■■ Mr.: 'ICrTEB (Nigeria) said th'at ';h© "had suggested setting.■\Jtp.'a'c'dnmiittee;\ simply

as a method of conductih^g the businessj since the OAU"Coimaiss£on!.s" -decisions'-"were- at;- ■_*_-•

present* 'being considered 'by* "the- OAU'^eeting^of foreign Ministersi.--1; ■■■ ■"■■ ■"'■'■- '■■■' ";" ■''' ". ..-"'^ ;

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that the Lagos decisions would be taken intri '-:; ■ '■
. Y{->' ■:'■■ ■"'■■■. ■ ■ ■ ■". ■ . . .■■■i'! ;!'V-'; = ; . ■ '■'■■, ..■,

consideratibn'*^' No q;uestidn of ^ competence arose i : th& OAU Commission: had: takeh certain .

decisions.)-wfeich EGA'members-mighty'if they- wished^- request-1 SC'A t:o ■Jinclude..rin,:;its: ■ _■ ■

programmer " •■■ ■ . ■. '- _ .- ■ : ■'■ '■ ■ r" ■ ' : ;"''. <■ ■' "; • ■ ■''"'■■ '■". ■ ;'.'; >■■' ■-■"'■.-■' ■■"
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,-Mr. SXLLA (Mali) said he considered it a mistake to leave the position

indefinite^.: He opposed the suggestion that conflicts should be resolved by the two

secretariats. The. Executive... Secretary should be given a specific mandate.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETLY, observed that, from the procedural and legal points

of view,, $he:QAU Commission's.resolution was perfectly.correct• The OAU Commission

had drawn up a programme. If parts of it did not appear in the ECA "programme,

members were at liberty to propose that they should be included in it*

■ Mr*SAgBQ (Dahomey) agreed with the representative of Mali* The Commission

should authorize tha.Executive Secretary to collaborate with OAU*

-,.■:■. Mr. MENCrESHA (Ethiopia) endorsed the views expressed by the representative

of Morocco. There could be no question of conflicts both Commissions had specific

functions to perform. Close co-p^eration had already been established between them,

and any change in existing .arrangements would introduce an element of doubt. The

status quo should therefore be maintained. If difficulties eventually arose over

the apportionment of responsibilities? the two Commissions could recommend practical

ways of overcoming them. He agreed that the Commission should authorize the

Executive .Secretary to. co-operate with OAU.

Accordingly he proposed that, the .Commission should endorse the decisions taken,

by the Economic and Social Cominissj.on. of OAU at Niamey and request the Executive

Secretary to. continue to collaborate closely with OAU on economic and social questions*

It was so decided* -..-..■■-..

Decentralization-of United Nations activities (e/CN«14/257)

The EXECUTIVE. SECRETARY, .introducing his report on the implementation of

decisions on the decentralization of .economic and social activities and on the

strengthening of the regional economic commissions (e/CN.14/257)f drew the Commission's

attention to the progress made in. (^centralization during the past year. During

that period ECA had played a much larger j>art in planning and implementing regional

projects. Regional advisers had been assisting African governments, in response to

specific requests from them, in the formulation and evaluation of their development

programmes; and^ since.the staff position had improved, it had been possible to

extend, regional programmes. . , ,,,
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Requests forassistance should in all cases be forwarded through the Resident

Representatives of the Technical Assistance Board and directors of Special"Fund

programmes• The ECA secretariat was at present co-operating with the Department of

Economic and Social Affairs at Headquarters in advising African governments on the

subject of their technical assistance needs and request's for' X9'6?:-l966e

jfe^_BHOQSg (Kenya) said he welcomed the trend towards decentralization and

hoped that it would go further still, so that the Executive Secretary and the

secretariat could make their own decisionsu

He wondered whether, when regional funds were not available - as "in"the' case of

the establishment of the training centre of middle-level statisticians proposed by

the Third Conference of African Statisticians - Headquarters might" not be approached

for financial assistance•

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY replied that Headquarters, too? had financial

problems• The shortage of funds would not,, however,, necessarily extend beyond the

current ECA budget■• ■

The.. Commission took note of the Executive Secretary's report (e/CN»14/2!>7).

Sfcaffine; position

The EXE-CUTr/E _SECRETAEY reported that between I960 and 1963 the total number

of posts had been increased from 105 to 280* ' In I960 there had been forty-two

professional posts and in 1963 3,13, fifteen of which wex-e in the Division of

Administration, Conference and General Services; of the remaining ninety-eight

professional posts- eighty-three had been filled by the end of 1963, forty of them

by Africans* In addition,, there were three "trainee" post s) two""of which' had been

filled by Africans? while one remained vacant• Outside'the Division"referred to, the

total number of professional posts filled of Africans was thus forty-two ? as against

forty-three billed by non-Africans.-

The approved manning table for 1964 was 292 posts, of which 117 were professional *

On 31 January I964; eighty«five of the substantive jjosts 'weiro occupied, forty--one of

them by Africans and forty-four by non-Africans0 Of the vacant seventeen posts

eight were already committed; five to Africans and three to non-Africans*

Recruitment efforts continued and preference was being given in all cases to

qualified-Africans* At present eighteen African countries were not represented on

the secretariate So far; it had not been possible to find many interpreters or

translators from African countries? and it was even difficult to find qualified

.African secretaries.,
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Arrangements had been ^ao>.,wit*,t^ t0 h^G

representatives assigned to ECA to work together in the Social Affairs Section.

There was a joint ITU/ECA project, .end,close collaboration.existed with ICAO ,

The Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations at Headquarters had provided thirty

regional advisers in 1963, and a further extension of the regional programme/ 'with' --'

particular.emphasis on the' development 'of "regional advisers' services rw-as-: contemplated

for 1964v. "" ,.: .

.Every effort was'being made to raise the standard'of.general service staff and ■

to recruit, more qualified African staff-

'^Mr/^COULIBALY" (Ivory Coast) "asked whether ECA could give fellowships" '

to train translators and interpreters. .......

The ESECUT I7E'jjg^ljfel replied'thai'the secretariat had examined'the

possibility/ but there was'no"'such provision' at ;he moment, partly owing' to1' the' time-''

' required for such, training *

■ Mr, MENGESHA (Ethiopia) welcomed'the 'efforts' of the secretariat" tti

.Africanize the, EGA secretariate However, Africanization should not Weffecteft'

at. the.expense of' destroying,its international character and should hoV mean the1' ' ■'■ '

exclusion, of cap.able and willing non-Africans*

";\% askjed the/Executive Secretary to consider'the possibility "of establishing '

^^prp^raime for', the'exchange'of "personnel between regional organisations. In view

of the. difficulties of training.'staff in African countries, he hoped that ECA ■ ■* ■

wouldVo.rgan.ize^rai^ing^courses1' for personnel to occupy responsible positions in -■■

ECA, " Alternatively/ ECA might provide fellowships for "staff to be trained'in

developed countries., on the understanding that they would" afterwards take up' senior' "■

positions in ECA.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY reminded the Commission that ECA still had'

arrangements., .for, an exchange, of staff with the Regional Economic Commissions for" ■■■'■'J'

Europe t Asia and .the Ear East and Latin America.

; The Commission took note of the Executive Secretary's report on fh'e 'staffing'

position. ,.■■,,,.... : ....
A ..->:ri

.-!■-■

The meeting rose at 5 A5 .p.«'m
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ONE HUNDRED AND EIGHTH MEETING

Wednesday, 26 February 1964, at 9=10 a.m.

Chairman: Mro 'MAS'saQUOI (Liberia)

AFRICAN- DEVELOPMENT BANK, (agenda item 7).. (E/CN. 14/260) ,

. -..-.■■ Mr. ^LXjA (Deputy Executive Secretary),presenting the progress report on the

African development bank (E/CN.14/260), said that the draft Agreement Establishing the,

African Development Bank, adopted by the Conference- of Finance Ministers at Khartoum

in August 1963 had been ratified by thirteen Governments; Cameroon, Congo (Leopoldville),

Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Mali, Morocco, Niger, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Tanganyika, Togo

and Uganda. Five of them (Kenya, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Tanganyika and Uganda) had also

paid the first instalment of their subscription. The Ivory Coast had paid its first

instalment,- but had; not yet. deposited its instrument of ratification. The Governments

of Ghana, Nigeria and Tunisia had r«-ceived parliamentary approval, for the ratification

of the Agreement, and Dahomey, Ethiopia, Liberia, Senegal,. Somalia and the United Arab

Republic were.in: process.of doing so, . The Agreement would come into force when twelve

instruments; of ratification or acceptance had been deposited and not less than 65 per cent

of the bank's authorized capital of $211 million.had been subscribed,, On its entry into

force the ^Secretary-General, of- the United Nations, as trustee, would invite each member

government of the .bank.to appoint a. governor, and would convene the first meeting of the

bank's board of governors. . At that meeting, the governors w.ould elect the nine members

of the board of directors,, which would then .appoint the first president of the bank,

choose the site of the bank's head office, and make arrangements for deciding the date on

which, the bank. wonl;& start, operations* .... ..-....-

Signatory governments were being informed by cable of the deposit of instruments of

ratification.and the.secretariat would notify all African governments when the

Agreement's entry into force..was approaching,. . .

The work of the first two sessions of the Committee of Nine set up by the Conference

of Finance Ministers was.described in the progress:report. The Committee had approved a

budget of $200,000 for the Executive Secretary's preparatory activities' and had authorized

him to call for the first two instalments of contributions pledged at the Conference of"

Finance Ministers. To date, only.the Governments of Camerouns Central African Republic,

Ethiopia, Kenya, Morocco, Sudan and Tanganyika had paid their first instalments;
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Ethiopia and Tanganyika had also paid thoir secom instalments, and Uganda and Burundi had

rirtlfiad..*he secretariat.that their . eon.tribp.ti-as would he forthcomings - ■ The ,t*ial sum

tteesirsd had been only-- 15^500, •. ; The .third, session* <■ the Committee, of Miners- -to-"bsr-.

held £rea 1$ tp 21 .March; 1964 at Tuni^ and oou&trxes vrtiich. had ratified toe Agxeeraen*) in

the interim would be invit&d to attend* . -■ "■ ' ■ ■ ' " ''']'"

..!hro. years afier.ihe idea, had first-been; suggestod the African deTelop^nt ^ank had

nearly .eoms into: being 3 1^ jpi^sei: work Lad ^pc^eded'iii a spirit *f.-co-operation -.-

and tinde-siandiug which roiald surely-persi si on .the board of governors» ■: '-■■.■ r- , ■-;.■.■•,

; , ,, -.; SfesuMBSSSSBA (Ethiopia J-.cingrajfcuia-tjed the ■ secretariat oa .iisj-.ferogress 3-erort

asd thanked the Es.e native Secretary; aM -other :res=poiisible officials'far-their k^H-and-;

parsuiiaJ: iuteres;t *a_ the projects : •■ '■•■•■ ' -:■ .-■■..■■ .„:/...•■■.■.. ..■■.■..

The Os.-flimiti-oe of Nine,: of Yrhieh he was a member, -was also much indebted.-.to^the

A^ricar. re-voDuyrti^at' Bank- and to TBEO for -assistance.-iu the form :/f -adviJa and-expert

,a:o,i; to -she. -Government..of Brazil,- the fis-St .non-rAfrioan country to gir* :fin*Jitt-££l ■;-..-

3?sirtanoe« ■ He ^as pleased-tr.; learn that ihe "United. .States Government .^as Tfilliiig'.:tu

offer -seohaical aspiatanoe-and financial, participation, in :particula»-^6jeo-fcs, ^:ad -h

t^at .similar offers Tpuld be received .'from other ■industrialiaed-couirtrieft* ■ ■ : "■ <■■■"'■"

He was extco-raged by the amount o± support for the hank shewn during :the -Bessicffi, --

Th,e.Afr.icftu.deve.lppnL^t;bank-vas the >first «o-op-eratiTe venture for^^can.rcouirbries,

coBOai-red. $:a& executed by Africans, andit ?as-:t«:-be helped'that ,,i* vould-he followed

'by eveih more aiabiti.us undertakings,. .The success ■ of the .venture -wald de-oernune "tb* .- '.

p*tG,:.-5f .^tur^.sco-'^eration in the economic .and other fields* -He urged. African

gove-nme^a.to take the necessary 13-teps .V. completa -,the msasures required- to enable-.-th*

i start-operations: as s.5r,n aa-sostsible.; --His - own. Government was - making every.'effort

s-V8G<i.up the ratification of %e, Agreement j:. -de.-hoped . other -goviernm-errfca'wou-id ■■dd:-, ^'

, Sihio^ia had veluntarily increased its contribution from $6t3 million, to v;- ■

$10,3 million*., other .governments* it-ieaa to be hoped,,would make .a ,simil-ar,_,gesture,

li^as essGBxlal for. the "bank to start with a: stxong financial foundation- ^^'■-■'• l;r^

■ -¥X^.p^M^i (.Liberia):..endorsed - tlie ■ oojaments of the Ethiopian■reprsSentaiive,

v;ai^:Lc%a;a.rly.hi^....^mmoxida^xon o.f the' Hbceouitive Sectary and his *-taff. -Ha- was gratified

at the progress made with the projects and urged member countries to Endeavour to ratify

the .igreGiroat oy the end of. the current year) his owl country's ratification *as

expected by bhe end of February*
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Offers of a site for the bank had now been.reduced to four. He hoped that

governments which had withdrawn their invitations would not submit them again, so that

the board of governors at.its first mooting would have a relatively simple task in
speedily reaching a decision on the subject,,

fe_JILLA (Mali) asked that the letter sent by the Executive Secretary to

certain governments should be distributed before the close.of the session, so that

representatives might urge their governments to ratify the Agreement without delay,

Mr-^QCIME tAlgeria) informed the Commission that his Government would shortly

be making its contribution; the necessary formalities had been" completed.

Mr. M^HELEBI (Tunisia) expressed satisfaction at the progress made towards

establishing the bank. With regard to the L.berian representative^ remarks or.

offers of a Site? he. reminded the Commission that when the bank had first been discussed,

at the fifth session, the Tunisian representative.had proposed T,mis as the headquarters.

At that time there had been no offer from any other country;, Tunisia had.had no

intention of starting a competition. He hoped that the matter would not become a

subject of prolonged dispute, . The board of governors should chose the site, simply on

sound.practical criteria.

M^BEMANI (Morocco) urged that instructs of ratification of the Agreement "

should b.e depo.si.ted as speedily „ possible, and hoped that contributions would soon

reach the figure required for the bank to start operations.

He did not agree with the Tunisian representative that the. site of the bank might

be a cause of dissension? it was rather a manifestation of the interest-felt hy all

African countries in bringing the project to fruition. The secretariat and the Committee

of Nine should consult the four countries .still wishing to offer a site for the bank and

try to prepare the way for a final decision by the board of governors, . ■

MXJ,C0pL.IBALX (Ivory Coast) said that those who. had participated in the "'

preliminary discussions on the bank would be surprised to know-how Quickly their discussions

had produced practical results. He was sure that the bank would never be a cuase of

dissension among African countries and that the choice of, the site would be settled with

the wisdom and amicability that had characterized past negotiations.
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Mr.' SEFIA^(Nigeria) "observed that the bank offered African ■governments -a

unique opportunity for a joint venture to help solve their economic, financial and

development problems. It was vital that the venture should not fail; and to .be :

successful, the bank should operate independently of political and other influences?

Through it previously neglected and multi-national projects would be possible-* New-

resources for development would be brought to Africa.-. The bank should be run on sound

principles and with staff; of the highest ..quality obtainable,

■: 'Mr^BROUGH (Kenya) remarked.that, although his Government had suggested

Nairobi.for the headquarters of the bank, on account of the excellent facilities

possessed byrthat ,city-, there.was no reason why the issue should become a source of

dissension* ='The question.to concentrate on-.was how to start the bank operating as soon

as possible* „■;'■.-.. ■„ ■

Mr. VINA'. (Northern Rhodesia) congratulated the secretariat on its work towards

establishing the-bank. He agreed with what the representative of the: Ivory Coast had

said about the decision on its site, '....; : .- . j ■ . .. • ; ..-

Mr. OCHS (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation)

said that UNESCO was extremely.interested.in.the potentialities.of the bank for

accelerating the development of Africa!s vast natural.and human resources. The reference

to human resources, which covered the fie,ld .of education and.training, in the preamble

to the Agreement was encouraging, for education wa-s not only an end in itself but an

important-.part of'the. whole development process, .UNESCO looked, forward to co-operating

with the bank, by advice and assistance on .education and training,, and in any other

way possible. ,...,,

' Mr. N'LIBA (Deputy Executive Secretary) said. that,: in view of the number of

the countries which had ratified the Agreement and: made .financial contributions, and of

those which were in. the .process of doing; so, it was. :ho.ped that the bank would be able

to start1, operations before the end of: 1964,, The first meeting of the. board of governors

would probably 'take place, towards the. middle .of the year. ..... ; : ._ -

,Most;/;6f:'the -more important countr.;Le.s :;outsid£;.Africa. - in particular Brazil, the

Federal Republic of Germany, France, Pakistan^ the United .Kingdom and the United States

of America - had shown great interest in and willingness to assist the bank.

The problem of the site had still to be settled, but he was confident that agreement

would soon be reached.
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He was grateful to representatives for their comments and encouragement and.

particularly to those who had.appealed for speedy ratification of the Agreement He

also thanked^ the members o:f the Committee of Nine for their devotion, efficiency and .

co-operation, .■•■.: , ■ . ; . .

ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION IN AFRICA (agenda item g) (E/CN.14/261 and Corr.l, 262;
E/CNO14/L,188/Rev,l). . , . ... .

Mr. LANDEY' (Secretariat) said that the.programme of action outlined in the

document on progress towards an African common market (E/CN.14/261) was based on a

programme of-work and priorities established by the Standing Committee on Trade at its

second sessiono The secretariat wished to modify the tentative suggestions contained

in paragraphs 7 and 8: the Commission might consider giving the Executive Secretary a

flexible mandate to convene,' after the completion of the preparatory work, sub-regional

meetings to consider proposals for helping to start government negotiations,,

Mr, N'LIBA'(Deputy Executive Secretary) reminded the Commission that-its

resolution 87 (V)' requested the ^Executive Secretary to study the possibilities of ■■

establishing a clearing system within a payments union between-'African countries and -to

report on the situation'to the seventh'session. In discussing preparations for.; the

sixth session, however, certain representatives'had suggested including the question in

the agenda for information, and the Executive Secretary had welcomed the opportunity of

submitting a report, so that his terms of reference might be confirmed or possibly

revised or amplified. The technical'and political implications of a payments union for

a continent with twenty-six different currencies'made it desirable for the secretariat

to seek assurance that it had been acting in accordance with its: terms of reference,, and-

to have them modified if necessary.

In tackling the problem the Executive Secretary had adopted the 'following .principles;

not to attempt to change, reject' or criticize"existing currencies, monetary systems or

agreements without careful study, because, although'collectively they might be unsatisfactory

for an integrated African system, individually they all had elements worth preserving; ■.

to take all interests into account'and'work through'open discussion, so as to ensure

collective support at every stage in'carrying' out the scheme; not to be too hasty, for

in a subject that was both' political and technical any serious mistake could ruin tn?

whole projects
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The Executive Secretary'had invited Professor Triffin of Yale'tTniVersity to

investigate and report on the ■■po&sibility'of- seating up an African payments 'union, and

had at the same time transmitted'th:e text of resolution 87 (v) to'every African government

with an account of the secretariat's proposal and a request for comments and information.

Not all the governments had replied, and"Some- of the answers received' gave the impression

that the Commission's resolution had-been taken'as a definite decision and the

secretariat's enquiry as an attempt to carry it out by revolutionary means. Many replies

expressed reservations, misgivings and even' hostility.

He "could assure the Commission that any such misgivings were groundlessa The

secretariat had exercised the greatest caution in carrying out its task under

resolution 87 (V). ; The Executive Secretary had appointed an Experf'Group, chosen to

ensure the widest representation of interests as well as the highest technical qualifidattans,

to examine the question's it had met at Tangiers in January 1964, using Professor Triffin1s

report as its basic document.

The report of■ the Expert Group on an'African Payments Union !(E/CNt14/262) was now

submitted to the Commission with Professor Triffin's report attached in annex VI,

The Group's conclusions were that there was adequate justification for a payments union

on the basis of existing conditions, but that it raised problems which were libt capable

of immediate solution and required very careful study6 The secretariat had agreed with

the Group that it was desirable to proceed in two stages; first of all to deal with

measures hot involving complex* technical or political problems, 'and then to go oh to

measures of;wider scope requiring Careful study and preparation^ The conclusions

submitted to' the Commission recommended, as a first step, the establishment of an

African-monetary'council, an''African monetary centre of studies and co-operation and an

embryo payments union, lid the light of experience and knowledge gained from those three

projects it: would be possible to decide how and when to embark on the stages 'of wider

monetary co-operation,

" He!was: aware that certain representatives had misgivings about the project and ihat

some thought it premature; but he could assure them that the conclusions'he had

outlined were not 'submitted for decisive action, but as objectives to be pursued by

concerted action. All that the secretariat required at that stage was endorsement, or

possibly revision, of its terms of references in the matter and approval for :a new phase

of activities, as follows: a first meeting of African monetary authorities would be
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organized,, under the .joint auspices of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) .and the

Commission concurrently; with the next annual session, of the IMP and IBRD Boards pf

Governors; the meeting might transform itself into, a meeting of the African monotary

eouocil; , and a preparatory meeting of experts from Afx.ican governments and inter

governmental, bodies .concerned with monetary questions wo.uld be held, before that me,eting0.

He hoped, he had .convinced representatives that neither, .^he Executive Secretary nor

the Expert Group had any intention of proposing action in the immediate future, which

might prejudice existing systems or national, interests or ,of, springing, on States a new

set of measures which had not received the carefully considered support of all concerned,,

The proposed first, step towards an African payments union, which every African, country

desired, involved neither financial, effort nor political .sacrifice nor technical

.complications,,

. Mr.. UNTOf (United. Kingdom) said he considered that the recommendations of the .

Expert Group, particularly those relating to the negotiation pf an African economic.

charter, the establishment .of an African monetary council and the. setting up of a....,,

permanent African monetary.centre of .studie.s ..and co-operation were valuable,. His. .,.....

delegation noted with sat.ijSfapt.ion that the Group had. stressed the importance of

maintaining existing arrangements with major world trading,countries and financial

centres,; Even, if ,__as everyone ,hoped, Africa developed rapidly, the bulk, of its. export -

import, ifcrade,, and,, consequently, of its flow pf payments, would, for many years.be_ to. and

with non~African countries, Furthermore^, membership, of a major monetary system, assured

the African countries, access, to necessary banking facilities. It must be emphasized.

that membership of the sterling monetary system imposed no. restrictions..on .members,,.,.^ :

If the proposed African payments union helped, to remove barriers top economic .cp.~operati.Qn,

it ghotild.be encouraged. It should be noted, howevers that if the clearing system was, .

to provide automatic credits,.some form, of. central fund, would be required, .and ...

contributions to such a fund might impose a financial burden on African.countries,.

His delegation.couldrfind no reason why the proposed payments union should conflict

with systems existing elsewhere,. and accordingly welcomed the report, . ... .. ...

, Mr, _ DAMIBA (Upper Volta) observed that Professor Triffin!.s .report far.exceeded

the scope of the study the Commission had requested in resolution 8T. (V) and embraced all

possibilities of monetary and financial co-operation between African States,, ... Both .,.

Professor Triffin1s report and that of.the ExpertJjroup were theoretical? they gave.no

specific information about the difficulties facing countries and did not suggest possible
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solutions to those difficulties, Before being asked to express an opinion on the

propd'sa/ls" in th^'xepbrt^jthe .C.o.mraission"-should:,;se:.e..'the result's of' the'"survey the

secretariat" had mad©' on the 'subject,- : ;" " ' '■'"■■ '■ ■ ■ :' '-' ;" :; ■*' ■'' '■' !:-'1 ■'"•■■ 3 ■■-'■' -.

The periodic meetings referred to in paragraph 15 of the report of the Expert Group

should be held In conjunction with the annual meetings of IMF. • The Executive Secretary

might be requested to invite all member States of EGA, all of which wer'e aisb'members of

IMF, to a'first meeting to'discuss the secretariat's work, and an particular .the

document tinder discussion, African financial officials would then be able to exchange11

opinions on.'-t'hfe" question; ■'■ ' ■"v-: ■ ■■ • : -, . ■ *:■■ ... ..

¥ith respect to the proposal fbr' setting up an African monetary centre of studies ;

and co-operatibh, the Executive1 Stedretary might be requested to study-, in collaboration ;i

with' IMF1-1 to which 'all' State sT'would'1 se'nd-rVlevahi"' documentation1 -[ ways' ;of making'use'of"1 !

that documentation to suit the needs of African monetary officialsi and request IMP, ' ■":

which was developing its own training centre, tb: consider'the'needs'of African'States."

The participatit)h' bf IMP wa's essential,' since Africa's monetary probl;enfs mu'si':be

studied in ther context 'of the international payments system^an'a African technicians musi; '

be traihedxtb'cbnsid'er1 all; aspects" of financial matters,' ■ r ' :' ""■ "■ '■:' ;:M

Wiitli'tespect1 t'bth^^ proposal for establishing a clearing':system,' the secr'e'taria't -1 ■'

might ;be requested1 to ^d-eterinine-whether asystem similar''-fco': that"' organized by the ■'' '■' '' "'!

Economic :Commissionfcr' Europe for eastern- and'-'we'stbrn European ^cbuntrie^.'might be

helpful in! settling African countries1 payments^ : ■ v;i ' :1 ■ M '■..■■■

^■■■■"His'delegation -a5ad; "o'thers";had 'submitted* a" draft resolution (E/CN«14/L,188/R-e-v',l) : ■ -;

embodying'iiho'se sugge-stibns,1 ' ' ':' ■'' '"': " ■■■>.:.:■■ ■■■ <,.■■::--'.■.: - •■ ■■.■•■. ■..

■ ' '' :;':f-^r'|':N'-LlBA t'D'ep'tity Executive ■■Sebretary) agreed'that the'reports under:;discussxoh

were7'T-a'ther theoret'icdri'■■■■However1, very "fe'w governm'e'nts^-had ■replie'd''to thei:^xe;cutive:l1 "'■'

Secretary's ciommunicatibn on1 the'subject,; so that ;it had been very difficulf'io' obtain ^-'

concrete:' information. The secretariat would, be grateful if represeh'fcativesi when :ihb'y ''

returned to tiieir 'countries, "requested ihfeir' governments to' supply the'-necessary' ! ' '■ ! ' ;1'

information, ,,-v.(,•. = :■:,! -./;■:.!■ -. . .-.:■ ':■ >■ -. ■ =.;. .■■ :.i:.m -■;-■•■■-x -■ ■ ■ ■ . : '■■.'■.• ■. \ ...■■_;;-;:J. ,.,; :

'/;[': ':Mr. O6utl5ALT!- ('Ivory "Coast) said thatAthe training'b'f'Affic'an financial'expert's'

should be' e;ritrusted tb 'IMP rather than to a training "centre,v'-j:<:! "'"' ? ■•' (" ' :;;': ' '' : "■ '■^■':-1'-^
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In; reply to a: quegtfon. by Mr. BARL0¥ (Uganda) ?> Mr ,...N'LIBA, (Deputy. Executive

Secretary) explained that what he had meant in his introductory statement, by an-, embryo ..

payments.union was a centre whlph. would.initially provide information on member countries'

debit-.and credit balances. It would also advise member States of . opportunities, for , ,.

mutual., compensation .of %.such balances. ■ , ...-., . ■. ■ ■ .■■.. .... :../.■■

Mr. MENGEBHA (Ethiopia) said that the .proposed African common market, and . ... ;

■ African, payments, union were essential elements-, of i that. unity which had been engendered. .. ,

by OAU, Unless, however, the African countries made the necessary, economic progres.s and

ensured...that .their., economies, .were... complementary?;, they could never hope to.,, attain such

self-sufficiency ,a,s %o enable them to .plan .on -a. continental. s.cale, . Traditional^ _; ;

relationships,:.should not.be ;severed,. particularly as the European^ Economic Community. (EEC)

might apparently, be less, exclusive, than had originally.-been feared.. _ Af.ri.ca could learn,.

from Europe1 s experience in establishing^ it;s common market. ( . ..,■-.- : ... . .. .,. .;. ■ ■•■

African .countries^.must do .everything .in their, power to exp.ed.ite th_e e.conornic Vi

union of the. .continent;,. Both the ..Standing Committee on Trade and. the Expert Group .on ( _ ^

an African Payments Union had emphasized the need fpr thorough tachnica.l studies on, the ,

questions, under discussion and for ,a gradual .approach, . His delegation, shared those,

views and hoped that., the. secretariat, would continue_ to work along the lines advocated,^ ,

Mr,. CASSIERS. (Observer fLpr Belgium), spe:aking at the invitation, of the

Chairman, said that the Convention of Association between .the African countries and EEC

(E/GK;.14/STC/20/Add.2) had been discussed at the,.second session of the Standing Committee

on Trade, Some delegations at that session had said that they feared the effects .of

.association, with .EEC might...jeopardize^ the . establishment of an. African cqmmon market.

The representative. of_, EEC liad replied, that article 8 of the Yaounde Convention permitted

the .establishment :of- an African commoi^. market, and. ..that. articles 7. .and ,9 would not __

sta.A4- in. the way :of ;the economic unio.n. of Africa, Machinery exi.sted for., .solving any

difficulties, that .might,.arise in the interpretation .or application ;of the .Convention. ^

Mr. SEFIA (Nigeria) observed that his delegation had no difficulty in . ^ ^ .

authorizing the -Executive Secretary to follow up .the work the secretariat had already

done and to take steps to expedite the implementation of the proposals for immediate . ;.

action contained in the report of the Expert Group. He was, however, puzzled by the

suggestion made in paragraph 16 of that report that a permanent African monetary centre
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of studies and corporation might be established in connexion with the African monetary

council. He did not see how those tTO bodies could operate, together" in their early

stages, The centre could best bo setup either as an institute incorporated in one of

the African central banks or- as an autonomous "institute, . ...

There ■ was no longer any question as to the need .for establishing an..African common

market, His delegation, however, attached groat importance to. the time .element? the

experience of the Latin American Free Trade Association was a sufficient pointer to

the need for immediate action. Before inward-looking national induces developed in

Africa and before fcroign vested 'interests were consolidated, action must- be taken to
make the African common market a reality.

It had been contended that certain barriers,'such as the lack of transport and

telecommunications facilities and the existence" of different, customs,, currency,-" fiscal and

.payments systems and of different political"and. economic ties with other continents,

militated against the establishment of an.African common.market. Such barriers, might

place difficulties in the way of the successful operation of such a.market; but it..was

in no way essential that they be removed before it was established, Indeed,.those

problems would be more easily solved *itnin the context.of an already existing African

common market. There were only three prerequisites to. the market's'establishment: the

necessary political Trill, economic necessity, and the "availability of .qualified African

personnel able to provide 'guidance in its formation. Those prerequisites.already

existed.- OAtT supplied"the first; the various studies made on the" subject demonstrated

■the second; and Africa now possessed the necessary qualified personnel, -

There were two'possible approaches to the establishment of an African common market.

The first was the gradual evolution of a free trade area, through commodity-by-commodity

negotiation and other agreements reached on an ad hoc, basis,... gradually moving towards

economic integration. The second was to. start with an assumed total economic'integration,

allowing'temporary exceptions in respect of countries having special handicaps and -

difficulties. The'first approach was slow and time-consuming; the... second: offered quick

results which were' capable of providing incentives for further action and sustaining'the

interests of participating countries*

Hi a delegation wholeheartedly supported the suggestion in the report, on progress

towards an African common market (E/CMB14/26l j, that a'committee of nine be." set. up-to,

expedite the establishment'of an African common market and an African payments union,,.
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The Government of.Nigeria had <built up a small corps of" experts on problems of economic

integration and woulo. "be willing to make their services available to the committee of nine

or to the secretariat* The first question the committee of nine would have to decide

■was ■whether there' should be-a"'single'African common market or sub-regional common market a«

In most .cases,, the problems of the development of the African continent could best be

approached at. ■sub-regional level., -Sub-regional" common markets might consolidate forces

.against the final-emergence- of a single African common market, but that danger could be

circumvented by including, in the articles establishing the sub-regional common markets

provisions which would automatically propel 'those markets into a single common market0

.. :■, Some delegations had- contended that the Executive Secretary was not competent to

pronounce.on the:effacts of;the association of'African States with EEC, In the opinion

of .his., delegation, the = question of association should not'be treated as sacrosanct,, I:b-

definitely posed difficulties for'the non-associated States, It was a question which i;he

Commission must face squarely and 'for which it must find acceptable solutions,*

•" ■ "Mrn SILLA (Mali) said that'the idea of on African common market presupposed

■ 'increased trlade between the countries concerned'and was therefore inextricably linked

/.with the'economic development of the -region; It was'essential that development should

proceed harmoniously and that, in-industry even more than in agriculture, trade should be

b&s§& on complementarity,, An African common market should progressively reduce tariffs

and harmonize customs duties* His delegation did not agree with the Nigerian view

..that -sub-regional- common market's should be established'before the establishment of a.

. single common market„

■ -Hhe representative of Upper.Yolta had suggested that the periodic meetings of African

financial experts proposed in the report of the Expert Group should be held in conjunction,

with-meetings of IMP. . In the opinion of his delegation,, the meetings should be held in

.. conjunction-with those of the governors of the African development bank, and the proposed

,.-study, centre .should-be attached to that bank„

Mr» SOW (Guinea) said that his delegation wholeheartedly supported the

secretariats proposals concerning an African common market and an African payments

He urge& all member States to support'the work the 'secretariat was doing, so that.the

African common market might soon become a reality„
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■ Mr. APOSSAMA (Togo) observed that an Afric-an common, market .could be set up only

by stages, in the first.place on a sub-regional basis. Political differences .between

African States often impeded the establishment of close commercial relations? .the

difficulties should be analysed and discussed an a spirit of co-operation and so be

overcome,, He would support the draft resolution submitted by the delegation of Upper

Volta (E/CN,14/L.188/RevBl).

Mr. IBINGIRA (Uganda) warned the Commission, in connexion with the proposed

monetary centre,> that the establishment of too many separate centres might lead to

difficulties in staffing and.accommodation such as were being experienced in some measure

by the Dakar Institute for Economic Development and Planning, It would be.;mqre,. :

economical if such; studies took the.form of post-graduate courses, following an agreed

syllabus, at existing universities., which already possessed the appropriate faculties

and departments. ■ ■<-■..,■.■ ... ;■.-...;

Mr.CABOU (Senegal) said that all relevant information should be collected. .

and studied before.any attempt was.made to set up an African payments union, . ,.:..;..,., ..

-Mr, KALLQN (Sierra Leone).;saia that before proceeding to set up .a. common . .

market and payments union, ways, should be found of increasing trade between the..African

countries; ■ Regarding the..proposed payments union, it would be remembered that in..the

colonial.era countries such;.as Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra Leone and Gambia had all had .a

common "currency ,. the fest: African,pound,..;but upon : achieving independence they had all,

rightly or wrongly, decided to have their.,own currencies. In the absence of any common

currency and of extensive ■■intra-African. trade,, .the time did not seem ripe -for the

creation of an African-payments.; union i ■. . ■ ■ . :. . :.

Mro. MASSAQUQI (Liberia) agreed with the views on an African common market

expressed by the representatives of Upper Volta and Nigeria,.; A common market for the

entire continent would be preferable to sub-regional common markets. Although it would

be some time before an African payments union could be established, that was an ideal

towards which all efforts should be directed. A committee of nine or more members should

be set up at that session to follow up the experts1 work,

Mr. AHMED (Sudan) asked for further details regarding the proposal to set up a

committee of nine, He suggested that it might be composed of more than nine members and

might set up two sub-committees to work on various aspects of the two problems it would

have to tackle. It might hold its first session in 1965, with biennial sessions there

after.
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The EXECtfTIVE "SECRE'TARY observed thai the secretariat' Was -completely in the

hamd's of the Commission regarding'Me proposal forsetting up : the committee 'and would';

await its decision, ' L'' '' " r:"''': -" ";< -■■'■•■'■■ ■ •■■ ! ■■'■ ' '•■- ..■■■■

'" ' Mr. DAMIBA. (Upper Yolta) saidrihat"decisions "as to ' the composition and working

methods of the committee'of nine 'should'certainly be taken'by the Commission, not by .

the secretariat.

He asked"that the draff resolution he had submitted should be .circulated for

discussion. ■ ■ ■ ■ • ■ ...,..-,■•■

The CHAIRMAN replied" that the draft resolution would be" circulated .as1 soon as

the English'translation" was ready, ' "' ■.■:•■ ■■ ■ ■■■..-■, ...

Mr. RAKOTQ (Madagascar) 'stated'that his delegation would'support the draft

resolution submitted by Tapper Tol'ta. "- ■''■■■ - ' "J" ''■''■■' - ' ■.

Mr. SALIBA (International Monetary Fund) congratulated the Executive Secretary

on the paper on progress towards an'African common market (E/CN.-14/261^ .and on his

cautious and realistic approach to a'complex problem.1 The exploration of an African .

payments union was closely linked with the: responsibilities off IMP;..;, he we3.Q.omed the

suggestion that Its advice be sought on the ■'matter. -The'.IMP; "expert to the recent

meeting of experts at Tangiera had made' a'very constructive, contribution to its Work.

The Fund would continue to give every p'ossible-assistance on "-'all matter s-.related- to the

payments problems of its African membersv'ajicTthat would contribute to' an:-expansion-of

'intra-African trade' and ifrican trade with' the' rest of the> worl&. She .Fund had.-a:-great

interest in the'creation of an African'':common market,' If :such &-market was to flourxsh,

progressive reduction in tariff s, co-ordination of' taxation policies 'arid development • ...

programmes ^and the free movement 'of capital';should be achieved first. ,,L-Thq-Pund looked

forward to continued and increased co-operation with EC A.' * ' ■■ ■•■--.■

'■' '" ■"' The meeting ro'se at 1.15 p»tn_t
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" ONE HONDREB iNB NINTH MEETING

: Thursday, 27 February 1964, at 9.5 a.m.

": ' "" ■ "; - ■ ' Chairman; Mr. MASSAQUOI (Liberia)

TRIBUTE_TO THE MEMORT- OF. MRS, -MARIE HELENE* LEFAUCHEUX, FORMER CHAIRMAN OF THE ■

COMMISSION ON THE STATUS .OF WOMEN ' ...
.-rr. ■:■ - ...;.■,--.,. :.. . . . ■

On the proposal of Mr.,, Soglo (Dahomey), the members of the commission observed

a minutes silence in tribute, to the memory of Mrs, Marie Helene LefftVipheux, former

Chairman of the Commission on the Status of Women. ., .

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL TRENDS IN AFRICA AND REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE.ECONOMIC .

COMMISSION FOR AFRICA (agenda item 5)' '(e/CN. 14/239, 257; E/CN,14/Luif8?'182)
(resumed from: the 107th meeting) ■-. v ::: ■■■-. . ■ ■■ ' ■ ■■ 'u '' '•■ ■■ ■'" ■ : •• "■'

■■ -Mr.. TAU)ES-PEREZ (Observer 'for Cuba), speaking at the .-.Invitation of .■■thfe: '. ;

Chairman^ said that, as the representative o£ a small country which was itself engaged

in the work of'^reconstruction and development, he could fully' appreciate ftfif-,progress

recently^ achieved by the African' peoples'. ; He knew the kind of' difficulty whi;ch the

imperialist Powers sought to place in the way of progress*, because the development of

each newly independent country meant'the end of economic exploitation and ojf.'.p&lanial

domination. ■- The developing countries shbuld unite and share wiih their brdthers'

their experiencesj their successes and the lessons to be drawn from their mistakes.

The revolutionary Government of Cuba was in favour of 'peaceful co-existence and

freedom of world trade. It was anxious to co-operate with the African.countries, in

building a world freed from imperialist domination*^ It hailed the awakening of the

giant, the African continent, and the faot.lthat no power in the world; Cfjuld halt; the

advance towards the total liberation of the African people and towards African unity.

He welcomed the representatives of the wo couHtries which had recently gained■

their independence - Kenya .and-Zanzibar - and hoped that all African countries would

seen be participating in the work of ECA, , ■ ■• ■■<■• , j '■";■■■■:

AFRICAN- INSTITUTE \F.OR ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND PLANNING (agendas-item'6) -(e/GN. 14/259,

275, 284,; 286, 287; E/CN,14/L,178, 182) . ....... ,-. ;. ., . . ,r

Mr. STRASSER KING (Sierra Leone), Chairman of the Standing Committee of

Direction of the African Institute forEconomic.Development and Planning, presented

the report on the work of its fourth meeting during which it had examined-the dr,aft

statute of the Institute (E/CN. 14/287) . After making, certain amendments -fco- the .; '.

draft, the Standing Committee had unanimously adopted the Statute (E/CN,14/275).

Draft resolution E/CNa14/L.178, part B reproduced.the.draft Statute, thus amended, .
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The Standing Committee had also, examined the report 911 the activities of the

Institute since the Cairo meeting, in June. 19,63 (E/CN. 14/284),; which listed the

•various problems confronting the._ Instiimte- including,the housing of fellows? grants

to fellows and the financing of the Institute, A draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.182)

had been submitted on-'.-thie: financing-: of" the*- Institutev'':1' H;e<-"drew ■■att'e'ntl1cin.:.-bo the <first t'r.

operative paragraph calling upon all governments which had hot yet pledged'the amount

indieated'^m'T-esoiuWem^^'-TV)' itr-do' so' nM:'4^©^^h^n-;'30-^r;i%-l-^&4i^-- -—-™-^-~'-~---—

■'-'■Mr ;■'■ VlEafejJL-{ ^ecretarrat)- 4 'Acting--IJirrwfcbr of-^hV-'A^frrc'an^^

Economic Development and Planning, said fchafc^^ntamber^dir-•dr-aifting■■■errors-'s-'^

corrected in "ijfe'. standing ^.Committee1 s report'..fy'/t®,.14/2.87)'._... ';\/ ' '"'■'''''..

The last preambular paragraph of the draft resolution (fg/jCNo,■14/L^5..8.2j:?';sh.oiuid. ^-■nj

xead: "Noting: 'with' -sati--af.iactlon;-.thati.-vth6. pledges.: sovfar^r-.^C:.eived-;.:.amoiinted;!;t-o almost

half tiite&^-pobaX ■r-equir'6.ds'i-. ; .;v -rr-;..-.i:. r: .-■ ;i,.-, ! ■.;■?: ,;o: ■ ;. :■■■.-■ ::: .'=< = ,!;" ■"...-.■.: , .■■ ■ n

■■\ ■■ -.■--..fev; AtKBAL.-■ (Spainy;_» anat>liimc1e.d-.t'hat;;his. Government.-had( decided t.o--c-ontrib'ut,e -:.

,-! '''. "

the African.. I:ns!titute-..-a;i n^.aiPi(to, study-i-possible methods .o#:;.cplrlabo-rationiv ■,.'*■/;. ■:■ .i:r :.:r:

-rKir^dpm-)j;S;aidf: that he was-; happy;.tojy^nQoiince -that..

United KingdoiGTG-oTer.nme.ntr' had de,e4;de:;d. to=-. grant.- fieliowship&^er.tEaip-ees from, the ...:--, • 1 •■.

Institute»■■■■[- The Britd«h.,:C-o"UncilM^o.uld;^efl.d^.J.&e.[fcur-ers-,-:-ii.o the., institute, during, the.,,. ■■.

summer .term, and) was..-offering-,.bo;oks-.t@^.a.-.value o,f- £750; ;i:.i y:i ■_ .-■■...■. - ■■ .■ ; -: .:} ._.- ,-.,•. :■„

ii i- Tfafr..-CHAIRMAN.-,requestsd 1 ..ihe r-epr.eS:envatiye.s;i,o.f;.,,Spai;n and the■■JETniied1 -Eingdomao

to conver^ftb-e ^o&mi^si.oni-Sf thanks,t;6; thei:i---vGt)V;eiinment.s aj ',:■> -a-.-.-.i ■■;■■-.. ,; ..*;;. .;..;;■ ■>■;.; ...> j'.x

y; '.(ivory! Coast),- asfce-d -fo*.i fiurtheni'inforniaftl'on^iHirtb-e -Cd-rif-ereRce.

of Afrie-'arf.riB'laniie^'s.'i. ■■.{■.'H:@->:^ue:stioned-whetherTi.t <was 'appropri-atexlforr-tke Bdrectrax of .-"1.--

the Institute toj'be ■-■entitled1 to-: sit ,bm. the- G-o^ernltig: Council,'- ■: Article ■JY b£.nfchb- <■■ •■:■■

.Statute1 might _p.erh-^ps-'b>e- -am-ende.d:to ■provide^th'at-.the-y'Dir'&'ctior.'mightimerelyoiatt-.e-n'd' h^.i. u i

meetings of the Governing Council., , "■;, i.r ••■>:ov :■•■:+ i, r ^jvr-i:-^_t.'.■ i": x:-;: ■■■:' /

A'. ■{ Se-cr.etaiB-a at) s:aid"that the forthcoming :&mftOtfeso&utioKM T

Conference of African Planners contained all the necessary1information. !

As to the second point'/'the provisions of article IY concenring ^fee'Bxrector of

the Institute had been "modelled oil'iine'Statutes' of ihe Development institutes' set up'"'
■u at. tt"'il'1-^ vr?± •' "1i.sj.:Sti,za = ■ ..ij t .'r. d'^xjb^ ^nu. :rj;i-'. - ,- : i -. ■ ■ ii-^ u) •} ^i, rc^n^-.; .vf;s-j- .^r ■]'.:■,_■■*;
by the United Natxons at Santiago and BangkoKf where members of the Governing Council

were appointed by the'Conference'of Planners I " <--\:..--

'4/ Later "Ux'stribuie'd' as 'doc'ument j""e/CN, T
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Mr- FALL (Senegal) thanked the secretariat for its untiring efforts during

the past three years which had led to the setting up of the African Institute for

Economic Developihetit and'Planning. ' ' Th£ Senegalese Government welcomed"-^he ::-

appointment' of the iictlng Direc-torV:'' ' : " ' ' "'''' ''" "'""''"'" ' '

Senegal was' glad that'the first'African Institute for' Economic Development''and

< , Planning had been set up on-i'ts terri^oi-y „ ' His Government had already'started'work
V _ •..,• • ■ ...,.<....-■

on transforming the temporary buildings' an&'had chosen the site on which ■Lfche:'permahent

headquarters'of ihe Institute'would be'built* The Commission &hd the Executive' ! ' '

Secretary might rest'Assured that' Senegal would fulfil iie task as host government to'

the very best of its ability,' ' " ■■"l'-" : ' ' i'l-;. ' ■. ..■...:■„..::

Mr. BAKO (Nigeria) said thai he supported' the draft resolution on the'

financing of the Institute '(E/CN.i4/fcii$2) and hoped that the Dakar Iristitute^'would '

become"the pillar 01"'African economic development.1 ■ ' "'"''""' '""'

Mrt GABDOU (Chad) pointed out that according tb the draft resolution on the

financing of the ' Institute (E/CN814/l82); governments' vere'' "to assume the'responsibility'" '

for financing the fellowships of the trainees'they'aent to the Instii'Ute^-'wOi-Gi-e-as in

the detailed accounts of the Institute? s^'pl&nned -expenditure.' (e/CN. 14/286) there

appeared a figure of $240,000 for fellowships,

Mcc YIEYRA (Secretariat) explained that there were two types of fellowships:

those received "by fellows during their stay at the Institute, which were financed by

governments and those financed by the Institute itself for fellows who had finished

their studies and wished to specialize in research,

Mr. EAMITATU (Congo;- Leopoldvilie) asked what precisely were the criteria

for nominating African planners „ He hoped that technical conrpeten.ce would be the

sole qualificationB

Mr, YIEIBA (Secretariat) replied that the relevant draft resolution would

contain all the necessary information,

Mr. STLLA (Mali) said he hoped that the Institute would not fail to call on

officials responsible for planning in the African States.

Lid.j Endalkaphew MAKQNNEN (Ethiopia),supported by Mr. MENS1H (Ghana) and rir, M'HKDEBI

(Tunisia) requested an immediate vote on the progress report on the African Institute

for Economic Development and Planning (E/CN.14/259) and on the two draft resolutions

(E/CN,14A.178 and E/C,^.p,4/L.182). . . ..... ....... .. : ; ■ .»,. ■. :7:('" "'•'.■' ■ ."

The report (E/(3J,_14/259). was approved and the draft resolutions (e/CN.14/L.178
" 'c"/" "" ——-—

and E/CK.14/L.182) were adopted unanimously.—

2/ For the text of these resolutions^ see Official Records of the Economic arid Social

Council, _iThirty--ssventh Session^ Supplement j>Jo. "JO,'""p'ax'-fc III.' resolu'iib'ns '^3 '^1')"'"

and 92 {WT
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Mr. CHXNBUAH (Food and Agriculture Organization) said that FAO was deeply,

interested in the establishment of the Institute and was happy to learn that in

future an option would be open to students of agriculture, as it had not been in the.

past, The FAO was ready to provide staff and; although it might require more

information on the financing of the staff it provided, it had already made a planning

officer available to the Institute, In consultation with.. ECA? FAO was also ready

to accept Institute students at Rome for the. completion of their training.. . .

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that the unanimous vote indicated, that all

member countries had pledged themselves to support the Institutea Since the list

cf candidates for the summer course for the next ordinary nine months course and for

the 1964 seminar would shortly be closed, he must request that the names of candidates

should be sent to him as soon as possibleD . . .

INTERNATIONAL ASSISTANCE TO AFRICA (agenda item 9) (e/CN,14/265, 266, 273? 280)..

. Mr. H00 (Commissioner for Technical Assistance) made a statement,—'

The meeting rose at 10.55 a.m.

_6/ The full text of this statement was circulated as document E/CN.14/L.187.
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'Thursday^ W"February 1964V' 'at 3.5 p.m.'

Chairman;' ' u""'''''' -Jlr.''MASSAQtAJI1 -(Lib'e'ria)''

INTERNATIONAL, ASSISTANCE TO .AFRICA (agenda .item .9) :(E/GN, 14/265, 266, 273, 280) (continued)

.. Mr*.,LSST.^i,(International Civil Aviation Organization) observed that technical

assistance., ■ particularly rV,. its more, specialized farms, required strong governmental

support. Reports received by ICAO from certain African countries showed thai in some

cases;co-pp;erat?Lon had been,U$s than perfect, , Air transport was vital to Africa, so

he hoped thai>*h9 planning authorities.in al^ countries would do their utmost" to

collaborate.-.with.ICAp,;,_, .; ,; . ; ; ., ;. .,.^.. -.■...■ : ..-■., -, ■ :

,.-.;■! ..Mr.wtANHAN (World Food Programme), speaking at the invitation of the Chairman,

said that ,the.,main; taslf of TO was.^to ensure the rational utilization of the food

surpluses existing i^ pome of the .advanced countries. The.WP was co-operating with

ECAin- fipdi^/-a.^lv*iou,!tov*Jiat#p|'oJle^ So. far., requests had been received from

twenty-three African countries, twelve projects had bpen approved and five had become

operational./.;;... ('■.../.•(■. ■[;■...;■;■ -.,;.,. ,: ■ ...r.. ; ,-. , ,:..-•... ;: :. ■ , L ^: , = ;: :-■.. ■;■...■

Several speakers :had/; st-cassed^hp, importance of land;reform'as" a necessary incentive

to farmers. , At. .-the outset^ .however.,;;.land reform m;igh;fc lead to a temporary, fall in

agricultural;: productipn^-anA^.j^ to^ supply food aid during that period.

JThe.W was:J:cqndup^ing,.five..;stu#es,relat^^^ and its administration,

whidh,-.together with, an eyaluation^^p^t, .should help the W3?P• s governing body, tine

United Nationsvand PAQ:,tq..^eoide .wt^ft^tuyeflf .the Programme when the present

experiment came t0. an-end in 1965. LL ,: r. . ; . . . .. ... ... ,:

: Mr,1 WATTEgSQff - (ffooarand agriculture Organization) drew attention to the

difficulties o$ housing, transport and secretarial assistance 'which were m6re acute in

initiating programmes in Africa. than{-e^where, , Most technical assistanee:work in

Africa was.cbiicerned with immediate, requirements, but there was a growing recognition

of the^eed.to plan .agricultur^ldeyelopineni in relation to. over-all economic development.

Shorivterm. assistance had. been, supplied to. African countries since 1961, including a

group -fellowship iraining^scheme. ..At the ..sam?.;tjLmef" an Africa^ survey had been ■ '-

approved. ,, Other .activi^ieiS; hoA. included a meeting on agricultural planning, a study of
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nutritional problems and an agricultural survey of- :NJ.g.eria. All activities were

carried out in close co-operation with other international .organizations, in particular

ECA.. The FAO had participate^; fu,l,Xy in the.industrial development surveys in East,

Central and West Africa, Plans had been made to hold a regional conference for Africa,

which would study such questions as" the' transition from subsistence to market

agriculture, the applications of science and technology and the implications" for

African agriculture of any recommendations to be made by the United Nations Conference

on Trade and Development0

Mr. HQRTLXNG- '(ICITo/gATT) , 'speaking at the invitation of'the'Chairman, said

that in 1962 his organization, in consultation with ECA and the United Nations Bureau

of Technical Assistance operations,, had organized courses on foreign trade and

commercial policy for government officials. Further courses had beeti' held in 1963,

and it was proposed to continue them in 1964. He wished to thank all parties

concerned for their co-operation. The GATT also organized a training programme' in

Geneva for young finance officers and customs officers. Experts on:commercial policy

could be made available to requesting countries. : ■ ■ - ..-.-.,

, Mr. QUIJANO CABALLEKO (international Telecommunication Union) said "that his:

organization had a comprehensive programme of technical assistance for Africa, to be

carried out in two phases: the first covering a two to three year period, the' second

a period of ten years. An efficient telecommunications service at the regional level

was vital to development. In co-operation with EGA, ITU had' estabiistied a special

unit at Addis Ababa to carry out a large-scale"development programme.' In the first'

phase top priority would be given to linking major African cities. ' In the secomd

phase a pre-investment study would be carried out, in the course of which'African

experts would review the programme and work out the details of its'imp:le'men.tation.

Mr. OCHS (United Nations'Educational? Scientific and'Cultural" Organization) ■

observed that educational planning was an'esseniial element in over-all development1 ;

planning. In planning educational programmes the requirements and financial resources

should always be borne in mind. Several major conferences had been held on that

subject in Africa. There was'also a need for planning staff, and UNESCO was helping- ■

to train planners at the African Institute for Economic Development 'and Planning. An

effort was being made to train experts, in educational'adminisiration, UNESCO could not

itself finance national education programmes, but through planning assistance had helped

the African countries to receive aid.
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BMESCO had.supplied expert services, fellowships, equipment and studies. _. It had

organized literacy^ campaigns;'had" studied teaching methods ■■1aiid- had 'set up centres for. -

^ distributing school textbooks.^"'XMsCd^s planning' to ' estakifc^seven^en teacher- ■ ■'.■■-..•:,-.
- Gaining colleges, in Africa and to' train technical' teackers. ""v ' ■ ■ - !- ■■ \ ■ :U ...-.; . -

«•) Help had. been given tc sciWe'^eachers' aiid research workers';' " Emphasis was-.now -■-■' '■■

placed cn^.applied research, and studies of the use of natural resources' v^bul-a W carried ■■

out, A sP;ec.la^-, group ihad been Yet up to' study tae"':social;impact-of sclehtifi;c:..p-rbgress.

It would be seen that UNESCO had "carried out: a varied' but coinplementary programme .:.- ■:-

of activities, .in collaboration with many other organizations'. ■■ It took care" to' avoid '■-. ■

any duplication of EGA activities. :""""' ;:" '' "' ' '' ' ':'''x''": ■ '■ '■■■x-r:- [ "-' > ■"(. :c. ■..:.■.■: • .-.:. >_.*.;.■ .-,

j^v-^JS^ep^nical Assistance Board)/ speaking' aVthe inVitatatfB of tfee ■■:■;/..■■-,r

Chairman^, observed that the technical assi'siance 'ailocattb'n'fo-r Africa- Had-iiicreased^'.:-:- ■.

1963, and TAB intended to continue'to give'high'priorti^y to" African projects. . -■J&st. .i:-v/ -,-;,

United._Nat^pns ^technical assistance was financed under EPTA'aiid"-wasTarganxz&d-by--TAB%.A,- ■:■■■...

and its Resident Representatives, ''tiie' ¥&B ■app>6ucH'td'"individuai;c6uhtries was^based-l

on coun^iy prpgranapes selected by'recipient "governments."' "Siie'two'-year pp<jgramne.r<iycle !-.::;:;

had been, continued^ and long-tera projects'could' now, "be acceptedy'giving .assur-ance-of

continued assistance, . '" "" "'■■'■<i:- ■ : ■ ' ■ .- ■■.-..■: ■■ ■■;. ^ ■■;,.;:,j.-■,,...:-..-, ...■......„.;

A;semina,r i or ..officials responsible "for co-ordinating technical'-assistance had.^.een, L.,--

held a^ .Addis Ababa to examine the ■problems'of cb-6raihatibri^aiid to share experience. -, ...,..;;

The participants had concluded that co-ordihatibn^'at the; country-1-level "must.-be- ensured,., ■■ ■ . ;

by the recipient countries and t'hat' co-ordinating "auttoiriiie^inust-collaborate; closely. -.-■■ .-

with planning .aM-.^orities. ' "" " ■ ■■■ ^h.-u /. ;?■■:,. ..-.■■. . :^; ., ..^■.■..... _■._-.,.,. ,:.,:j.- ,,,.,..,.,.

Inersase.d ;a::sistanpe had been giveiirto' re'gidiial projecis> lTin vrMch- BCA'.hia4;;jan- important

part to play<. Bo ?ras pleased to note:j~ihat" 'closer"Wbn^

TABandECA.... _ ^■••X-r^, ';.■. -,■;;■■, ...t ^x.:.-.., ■=-,-,,,.. ...

■ : .M.r.: ■ QUMONTET (United Nations' Special" 'i'una)V"^P1ea&ing':'at- the invitation..;of|the

Chairman, :r.£jforred_brirefly to the Special Fund's expanding programme -in Africa^ which ; ■ .

accounte^,.,for 106 projects in ihirfey-ifb'ur:" countries'"a£i."territories- at a total cost
of $^;42. million. , . ' " -■■:-'■'. ■'- ■ .w : ,,. , .....,, ■ _. ^
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He thawed .embers fpr adopting the Statute '.of the African institute for Economic
development and ,lanninE (E/GH.X^.IT^ part.B) and the resolution - -—

(E/CN.14/L.182). As soon as the conditions for the signature of

had been met, the Special Fund would begin to provide assistance to

1 SO

had co.e to Study ws of Ringing tUee together

committee might be the oort.effective method. ..

Technical efficiency in ag.icu^e .ust be

A standing

ofly

«uld be able to.mato contributions to the Program SS; well as benefit by i
Mr.™, (Mgeria) W,d with the. representative, of « on he need *,
1JZ±^~2££>~— >-.-■". • ■ Th Tate of technical

-,• +-rtr, n* «n forms of technical assistance. ine raxe o±
effective co-ord.natxon of ^ *° ^^ Africa had been
assistance g-rorth was cotmenaable, and. he. hoped He appealed for ^

a late comer In the field as co^ared with Asia and Latin *nerxoa, . He appeal
LTjr«» ^ber of fellowship, ^ services, of experts could be . a^ ;

,e,e no ,ub,titute fo,,ocal .specialists. ,ne largest.^ -- ^
funds went towards the parent of non^fr.can exper^^ ^ x^

i diatel

remember that their duty involved the tramxng of

addition to their specific assignment.
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Mr.. SYLLA (Mali) said thai his country had evolved a procedure for making the

best possible use of-experts. .-■The problem of ■oo-ordinatioii was fundamental. In "Malaiy -■

the Planning Department was"responsible for studying all proposed'requests and determining
a* ..,■■.■...'

priorities. Its decision was submitted to the department concerned,''which "-then put in "

^ its "request for an expert. 'Upon'his'''arrival, the expert was given details of his

assignment and a special office with .full access to policy documents and responsible'

officials in order to ensure that his work was co-ordinated with/ the country's over-all

planning, A Malian national was assigned to collaborate with him and to"'continue his

work after his departure'. ' ' "" ' ■ ■ ' .--.■.■- .;■'.-

. Mr, AHMED (Sudan)" said that the quality".of experts and their technical ' ■

efficiency were- of paramount importance. The TAB should carefully scrutinize the

qualifications of all experts before sending them and ensure that the mission lasted'no

longer than the specific assignment. It was essential for recipient governments to make

a careful study of the experts' reports" and to act on them; ■' • In" addition, JTAB itself

e-K^nia watch the implementation of reports. ;" '' '

Exprax'fcs should1 preferably be nationals of the country concerned; training by

fellowships or by counterpart methods was nuch' more important than' securing the temporary

services of-' foreign personnel. . . ." " ■ ''■'''.'

Mr. TALTER (Mauritius) 'said that several missions had visited Mauritius, :'

They' had arrived,, had written their reports and had'departed. The visits had been useful,

but too1 often, the" political implications of economic decisions had not .been taken" into

account. Expert reports were fruitful' only if their" execution was carefully supervised.

Too often the .developing countries lacked the type of executive'Vfficer who Would grasp

all the implications" of a report. A new approach was needed to 'the end-product of "'"" '

missions. ■ ■ "" '■ '

He moved the closure of the debate on item 9. The secretariat had taken note of

all statements, so that ihe Executive Secretary c.nVi pi^^o^i fi.i»i^ u.o i ■; r>,-.t. '!^-n^^^Ht'iA

in implementing the tasks set out in the documohte,* ' '. ' ' . ' ' . ■ ""'"' ' -1' '■■'■' ':'"'■■'■

■' Mr."MAMDE" (Nigeria) supported'ihe motion,' ' !i ■' '

The motion was adopted. ' ..........
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ECONOMIC m> SOCIAL TRENDS IN AFRICA"AND REVIEW OF THE ACTIVITIES OF THE ECONOMIC
COMI'SSION- FOR "AFRICiV/Cagenda ife':5) (resume'd^fron the ''109th meeting) ': 'i"1""': ' ' ■' -f ■ ;'-' l ■ ';-

JVade (E/GN.I4/L.192)! ■ ■'<'■■'■■■■ ; "■ ' ■ ■■ i-'-' '■■ ■■■-■'■'' ''■ v ■'•'■•' '" ^ ; ■■: ' '■' .■; " ' ~-

:The ■ CHAIRMAN proposed that in view of the "interest shown -in-/'- and the importance

of ther sUB^-item on- trade1,1 ■ it" should/be transferred'from the agenda ■ of '■'Coidmittee II1 to- ' "

that:of 'the pieoaaryiiieeting. '■■■ " ; ■'■ ■■:- '■■ ■ - ' ■"'■'■ ■; ■'■" ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ; ■

It was; so agreefl« ■' "■ -: : ' ■' i--""! '■•■■■ ':" ■'■ ■ ■■' ■ ■ ■■■■ ■ ■ ■■ ,■:..- ■..

Li.j Endalkachew MAgOMNEN (Ethiopia), introducing the joint-draft resolution ■' ■ '■

(E/CN.14/LJ 192) -'on the United Matians ConfexehSe on ^Trade and Develo'pmentj ?subaitted

by his delegation''■'together with*eleven other Sy-" -said1 thai f In 'the preamble-^ the-'sp'otisots

had-'been "'careful ■'to-' rdfe'r'to 'all' the important past:r;eve'hts':;which'hM a-direct 'bearing ■'' "

on1 the:'0onferi3-nce. "' ■' ■■.^' " ■■--■; .:,.?.■■;!.<-■-•;■■ r\ ,-.. ■■. -. ■■ ■ :■•...■. ■ :■■-._ ■ ■■ ■■.-.-

The estahiishment of an ad 'hoc ■•co-ordinating -coiMittee proposed in operative : ; -

paragraph 2 was not a new one? it was in line vi-cli1 what '-the' other regions had already'

done. The committee would'^ielp member States to draft a "memorandum'for the guidance' of

iVf.ridan ae"legations attending :the Conference. '■ " '

Operative paragraph 2 also contained suggested terms of-reference for'flie committee';'

the sponsor's 'wduld welcome suggestions-for'additions or "alterations. ' '' ■

A phrase iaignt perhaps be added to' operative *paragfaph 3^ proposing some kind of link

with the provisional ■secretariat "of 0AU;: which might" b"G of assistance 'fe the prdpo'se'd"'

cd-ordinating comm'it'tee in prepa'ri'ng the ""Giemdrariduisi1 " ' ■ ■■■■"■■.■

■'" " 'After'a disc'us^i'&n; 'the" CHAMmM-^roposea that' further debate"'on the'draft ■

resolution be adjourned in order"'to allow"rex3r-e>sGnta.tiVes "time to examine' 'ii more

thoroughly.

It was gp:" agreed. =■■-'■.■.■■• ■ ■ -■■■■ ■■.-.■ •■■■ ■ ■ -

ECON'OMIC:"CO-OPERATIOH ''IN"APR'ICA (agenda" item-'g) (resumed ;'froa the 108th meeting)' ■■■'■'' ■' ! ■

African common market (E/CN.14/L.198, L.'2OO") '; '"-"' "•' ""■ ■ ■ ■? ' ' '-: ■■■iL' ■■: ■

After a discussion of the joint "dr'aft resolution submitted■ byvth0:.■■cteJL'egations of

Upper Voita and ten other delegations (E/CN.14/L.198) and that by'the delegations co.frMi.g

Ghana, Liberia and Sierra Leone (e/CN.14/L.2OO) r Mr. DAMIBA (Upper Volta) and

(Nigeria) stated that there was no difference of substance between the two texts and

they would accordingly be able to combine them in a single consoi.-i.Ao.-t-a <

which would be submitted at the next meeting.

The meeting rose at 6.15 p.m.
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..... . OME..HUNDRED AND -ELEVENTH.MEET JNG: : ■

..■..r, . .,. Friday,.28 February 1964, at 12,10 p.m. : .-.,...

Chairman: Mr, MASSAQUOI (Liberia)

■'""■' ■ latent Mr.' SIDI&OU'(Niger)' '

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS ■

African common market (E/CN.14/L.198/Rev.1) ;' : . ;

The CHAIRJ4AN drew attention to the revised consolidated draft resolution

on the African common market (E/CN.14/L.198/Rev.-l).

MrJ,_DAMIBA (Upper Volta) proposed that the word "fully" should be inserted

after the words "have failed to deal" in the fifth preambular paragraph.

- ' " ; ■■ Mr, -NOMBEI (Gabon) supported that amendment.-. ". ■

That amendment Vas!adopted. :

Mr._JMEB (United Arab Republic) proposed that the words "to a large extent-

should be substituted for the word "mainly" in that paragraph.

That amendment was adopted. ■ ■ ■ ■' ■ ■ ■. ■'■ ' ;■ .. - ■

R;'(United Arab Republic)-suggested that the. words "for 1964" ?hould,

2

MiV^(

be inserted after'the words "the programme of action" in operative paragraph 2, -.,

■■■'■ The''EXECUTIVE SECRETARY objected thati the amendment was unduly restrictive.

and might give rise to difficulties. ■ ■■ .

: ■ yir, AMER (United Arab Republic-) withdrew his amendment.. . . -

The draft resolution E/CN. 14/L.198/R^- 1 ^ , ™ ■tended, -was adopted unanimously.

United Nations Conference on Trade,
(E/CM.14/L. 19.2/Rev.l)

'(Ethiopia) 'said that a'private-meeting of head:s of..

delegations had decided ■fo -Bubmit'the d^ft r,,plutian .an .the United Nation, Conference

on Trade and Development (E/CN. 1-0, 192/ReTll) -as a .d,aft resolution of the Copoisaxon,

' ■ Mr, M'HEDEBI/(Tunrsia)- said;ihat the draft resolution bore witness to the

intention of all African countrieS -to go-to the Conference, with common objective*-and

their :firm resolution to achieve th^e objectives-"by concerted action. The text, also

illustrated their wish that the Economic-Commission for Africa, which had already made

a valuable contribution to the preparation of the Conference, should continue to

collaborate during the Conference. g .

' ' The draff resolution ' (E/CN. 14/l^KevjJJj^t^^

8/ Ibid., resolution 97 (VI).
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Mr. UNWIN (United Kingdom) recalled'that the'United Kingdom delegation

supported the principle of the "Kennedy Round" for an all-round reduction of customs

duties; it also supported the GATT proposals. Although certain developing countries

had criticized the GATT proposals, the United Kingdom delegation thought that they

could serve as a basis for discussion at the Conference on Trade and Development, and

it had already submitted a proposal in that sense.

Mr. CHINBUAH (Pood and Agriculture Organization) recalled that the FAO

Conference had- adopted a resolution in December 1963 emphasizing the close connexion

between trade and development on the one hand and the.fight against hunger on the

other, and had recommended that that question should.be placed on the agenda of the

forthcoming Conference. FAO experts, would att.end the: Conference and would be at the

disposal of delegations to advise them, ;either in writing or orally. He would provide

members of ECA so desiring with a document on the steps FAO. was intending to take in

that connexion, : ■ ■

African development bank (E/C.N.14/L.190.) . ,

Mr. PARKER (Liberia), introducing the draft resolution, summarized the

negotiations that'had resulted in .the conclusion of the agreement under which the

African development bank was to be. set-up. . The main, purpose of the draft resolution

was to accelerate.the bank's establishment, . It:was.to,be hoped that countries other

than the four which had already made an offer for the bank's headquarters to be ,

situated on their territory would, in a spirit of,co-operation and in the interest of

African;unity, refrain from making similar-proposals.

Mr. OKELO-QDONGO ..(Kenya), and .ivlr.. COULIBALT (ivory Coast), requested that the

names of their countries should.be added to the list of sponsors. .

The draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.190) was adopted unanimously.—^

Economic- development -of Africa (E/CN.I4/L. 199) . ; , . ■ .. ,

Mr. .^IGWE' (Nigeria) said that his delegation would have, preferred the draft

resolution1 to have included an operative paragraph inviting all members and associate

members of ECA to study, without delay the question of the full and complete participation

of Africans in the wholesale and retail trade of their respective countries and to take

the necessary measures -■including legislative measures - to en.sure that that objective

took effect.

Several delegations,- .including;, that .of Ethiopia, had requested that their names be

added to the list of sponsors. ■

.The1, draft resolution (E-/CN, 14/L..199) was adopte-d unanimously.

9/ i^id.,, resolution 96 (VI).

12/ Ibid- < resolution 98 (VI),
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Associate membership'for Angola, Mozambique and SouthJW^st^rica (E/CN. 14;/l, 179)-,- .-■

"Mrj^^py^^^j^ (Ghana), introducing, the. draft resolution-, said-that-it:
was inadmissible' that any part of Africa should be regarded as an-.extension ,of Europe,

The-Commission would' be failing in" its duty if it took no steps to associate. Angola, ..

Mozambique and South-West Africa with its work. For that reason, .he-,..proposed that

the Commission should adopt unanimously the draft resolution requesting the Executive...,

Secretary to recommend to the Economic and Social .Council the ..appropriate ^methods for

inviting representatives' of ^ the Non-Self-Governing Territories of Angola, Mozambique ..

and South-ie'st Africa to" attend future" sessions of the Commission as associate members.

'Mr. 1GWE (Nigeria) said he wholeheartedly supported the draft resolution,

the adoption.of which would help the Non-Self-Governing Territoriea^of.Africa to become

not only1 pblitically but also economically independent. '.!

'*' " ' Mr.'DJAKlTE (Mali) supported the draft resolution .and requested that .his ., : ,

delegation' s'name "be"added to the list of sponsors.

Mr. KAJViOUW(Tunisia;) observed that, in the French text, of the operative

paragraph, the word "representations/1 should be replaced by'the word "recommandations".

_jjatft. resolution. (E/m.U/h^ i7g) waa. a,.doT>tek:.imSnliniou^lx,—■( " ''" ""
pavmentsjjnii_qn: (E/CN. 1'4/L. 188/R^-v. 1") ' "' ."' " ' -.■'.".. "■ ' ....

sai^'"
«uo,,ld be added to the list of %On^rV "in operative paragraph 2 the ,fOrd' -briefly"

should be replaced >oy the word "incompletely". In operative paragra^.^ the'words'

"the gist-of" should be inserted after the wWs -Ho' communicate ",'ind; in "the' French

text, ,*^:TOrds= J'le^jrfs^-, should be ■ .r-epiaced by' "iajynth^se^. ■ - ^r the fourthiine

of paragraph 6 the word "might" should be replaced by: the word "should". At the end

of the paragraph the words -governmental or" should be inserted after the words "and by",

In the French text of paragraph 8 the words "le_c_adre" should be replaced by

"il", and in paragraph 9 the words »au_niy_eau» by "dans U cadre"._y_

Mr. Sidikou fNiggr^^Vj^^rh^Hnnai^^

Mr^DMlTE (Mali) observed that in paragraph 6 the Commission requested

the Executive Secretary to arrange for a first meeting during the current-year-j- it

should.be understood that the meeting should be held, at 4& latest, ■ bt:'th*

as the annual assembly of the governing bodies of the international financial

institutions.

Ibid., resolution 94 (VI)
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The Commission should adopt the draft resolution unanimously, as it had the double

merit of ■ raising the question ..of 'the .future development of the economic and financial

relations, of African States with other parts of the world and of ' solving a number of

crucial questions1 raised- by, the economic and trade relationships between certain African *

countries, • ,

M-Ll_J>£! -(Guinea) requested that his delegation's name be added to the list of V?

sponsors. ■ ■ ■ ■ ' : ' '-''"'

■Mr. SAL1BA (International Monetary Fund) suggested that the international .'

organizations should be mentioned with the governmental and inter-governmental

■organizations in operative paragraph 6. ' The IMP already applied the provisions of

paragraph 8. ■ ......

■ Mr. M'HSDEBI (Tunisia)'thought it would be better if the words "on the

occasion..." in the final phrase of operative paragraph 5 were inserted in paragraph 6

after the words "this yea:''. ' The words "for example'1 might be inserted at the

beginning of the phrase. In the French tekt the words "de provoquer" should be

replaced by the words "d'organiser".

■ Those amendments were adopted.

Mr. MENGESHA (Ethiopia.) proposed that in the sixth preambular

paragraph the word "obligation" should be in the plural and that the remainder of the

paragraph1'- after'the words "these countries" - should be deleted;

Those amendments were adopted.

■ffi1.!,, ?!J^ssaHuoi (Liberia) took the Chair.

The draft resolution (E/CN. 14/L. 188/Rev. 1), as amended, was adopted unanimously

- ■ ' ■ The meeting rose at 2.20 p.m.

12/ Ibid., resolution 95 (VI).
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OWE HUMDBED AM) TWELFTH MEETING

Saturday 29 February 1964, at .<),:.45.a.--m,.

(LiberiaV- ■ .

OF ,.WOpK:AMP ^W^T^S; (p^enda.itewl-aX-rteMaVaeTj-'^eS, 264 and Corr.l)

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY, introduced, the prograrame''-of,:.work' and priofi^fcid^ ■for'i-1:964-

Mr.. WAKWAYA (Ethiopia) suggested that the programme of work and prioriti&s:bpeV;

adopted, subject to the points that the Executive Secretary should take; into account the

Commission's, comments and .suggestions;;-.-.■ hg should: be: authorized to work;as:closely as

possibjle. wi-^.h..^he prpvisionaj. Secratary-Gieneral;.of: the Organization of ;Africari-0nity '

(C^y), and. the..Qp^mis sign should express its-appreciation to." all countries ;andvageneie^

which were..assi^t^ng.Jhe, ExeputfTe.Secretary; in the execution' bf the programme for

s.Q.;,d,ecjded.B

Mr, KQHN (Food and ^Agriculture.. Organization)..observed :that the programme ofv '

work, contained .no.: mention, of the meeting on.agricultural Credit f or French-^sjiealciiig^ '

African, GQuntries,rito be heW at Dakar ;i,-n 1965 or of the .meeting on special problems : :

of . a^iqultu^a;! planning in?Mrica^ .also .to., be held in 1965, probably '.in Senegal^ : It

was hoped :^ha;t EpA woul-d jointly spon&or^hose meetings> which would impose no financial

burden on the Commission. The FAO would be willing to co-operate ;in, implementing %'.

the .provisions,- .of_ the. ,draft ;re solution 'concerning-.land' reform in Africa ;(E/CN»14/L. 208)

if sufficient funds were available, . ,■ .; -■ ■ . ■:■.,••- . , " i ■■■■■■■■:■■*■ . -. . .' •■■'-..■■■

„■>>.!. ; ~.Mr^.ASEM (Q-^a^a:) ;drew -.attention- to the lasti .sentence 'of"-the C:bniment.s ,.dn.

seotion^YJ .:(v),..p-f:,the!.prog-rapime-. o£\ work'.-(E/CN,3,!4/267? page' 72).~ : ::His,-delegation hoped".

tJiat .the... ,EC;A:"studie:& listed .£here.,would be carried =out in-consultation, with FA0? which ■

had already made studies on several of the subjects listed. - ". ■*., ■;, ■ .. .

Efforts should be made to ensure that in their work on development planning and'

policies t£eJ,e.c;onQ^is,;bsr^ ; .. : ;■

secretariat co-operated as a team, It might be desirable to establish a standing

committee 6n-'a^ioiiturevi6'>b^ aspects"''of economic plaiihing.
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Mr. APFIAH (Ghana), referring'to section- V-- of the programme of -work, .said that

all countries attached importance-to .training and education... ■ , In that connexion, his

delegation wished to suggest that., whenever possible, vacancies on the ECA staff should

be filled by.Africans. .The argument :that. Africans lacked experience should be discarded?

and Africans should bo given an opportunity-to,prove their worth.

The programme of work and priorities for 1964-1965 (E/CN.14/267) was unanimously

approved, ■ ■ : . . .:.-. :\ '■;.-.:.-

LATE AM). PLACE..OF THE SEVENTH SESSION .(agenda;, item 11) ; ■ ■ . . . . ■ .

...Mr. .-BARKER.. (Liberia),., supported; by Mr. -MHEDHEBI (Tunisia), said that.his

delegation: regarded--as premature the Executive Secretary' s i*eeommendation that sessions

of the Commission should be held every two years. The United Nations Conference, on

Trade and D,eveiopm.ent; the African, development; bank., the African common market and ... ..■■.,

payments union and the question of co-operation between ECA and OAU were all matters ■ •_ .. „._

that would require the Commission's attention in 1965* It was right and, proper,that,

in its early years at least, the .Commission., should hold, annual, me.etings.- ,: (_

Delegations would.recall that., at tfie fifth session.:.Kenya.had invited the Commission .

to hold its seventh, session at. Nairobi. That invitation^ had been declined because

Kenya, .had then .still been a colony, -It was now,; however,., independent, and the Siberian

delegation wished to propose that the seventh session should be.held at Nairobi in 1965.

The ppojj.ogal- was adopted,. ..:.■; . . -. ■; ■

Mr. OKELO-OSONCtO .(Kenya) thanked the Commission, for its .decision, which would

encourage his country in its future work. . . .- ■ :- .;.

Mr, MHEDHEBJ. (Tunisia) said that, his delegation wished to-suggest that. at its

seventh session the Commission should consider amending its rules, of procedure to provide.

that? uialess otherwise decided,,'the Commission/.a.sessions, should be. held at. headquarters,.

It was so decided.* ,, . ■ ■ - -:. -; : " ■-■■■■■.

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS :.. :■ .......... . ,. . ..... ■

Mfi5^£_lp_g^^g^^L^gLA"J^^e...a^epmen?fc o^"^6--standardization of freight.rates . ■ ...
(E/CNa"l4/La93) ~ , .■.-,..,.

(Liberia) Introducing the '.joint draft' resolution submitted by Ghana,

Ivory Coast/Liberia, Nigeria, Senegal and Sierra Leone (E/CN.14/L.193)* said that the

West African countries were concerned over the high and-arbitrary freight rates charged
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by the West African Lines Conference, A case in point was that where, two years ■■'■■ =

earlier, the West African Lines Conference had increased shipping rates by 30 per cent

as a result of delays caused.by. congestion .at the, Free Port of Monrovia, but, when

conditions had improved, had reduced them by only 15 per ■cent". "' The draft ■resolution

called for a stable and guaranteed agreement on the standardization""©:?" freight' rates,

which affected the cost of living as well as trade and" industry. ' ■■■■■.■■■

....... ^.LJM..,(?igQria^. supported th3 draft resolution. An agreement on the lines

'> indicated was important for; African development generally and might help the African'

countries to avoid some of the difficulties encountersd. by the advanced countries at

a similar stage in their development.
•■■"'■-<:■'-' ■■■:•■■ .. ■ .■ ■.■>.- .. ' . ■■ '....■ I- .-..) . .-,:■. , ■:.,

■ J^L^HSM (Ghana) proposed that the Executive Secretary be'asked to"consult

port authorities, before approaching 'shipping owners and users, " """ "' ' ' """ '

It was so decided.

The_draft_resolution ('E/CN.14/L.193) was adopted, with the Ghanaian additional
, ________ ;

proposal.— , - - ■ - — ~ ■

Sub-regional offices (E/CN.14/L.195) "":'' ' ' '■' ' :; ■'■■■■■-■

Mr, G-ABDOU (Chad) introducied a draft resolution (e/CN.14/L.1?3) , recognizing

the existence of the sub-region of Central "Africa and/calling' "for 'a ^ub-r;eg^ori'al office. '

Co-operative groupings .already existed between some of the 'countries' of the sufcregibn/

and contact with those groups as well as with individual countries would help"'the

Executive ^Secretary :in setting up the office. He proposed that operative' paragraph 2 "

be_amended to include a reference to such groups, v: ~:

It was so agreed.

l^dr^ft. resolution (E/CN.14/L«195), as amended/ was adopted.-—^ " ' ■■■'*'■"
International reads (E/CN.14/L-197)" " ':"'!''y"'■

; 1.-L.!Jl^__-^SSS^^Li,fce.rla^ introduced a draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.197) concerning
an international road system. ' ' ..■-~ V. ..'....:.,

__J_M (Mauritania) and Ifr. OKELQ-OBONGO ("Kenya) asked that their countries '
be included &s sponsors, ■ ; :' J-'-:--:--

Mrt. SIDIKOU (Niger) proposed that the draft'resolution'be sp16nso:'redi''by all
delegations. . ■. ■ .......... ... , ,, ...... . . ..

It was so agreed, ' '"' -:—■.■—■ •-.-■. .-...■..■■:,. .:.■'..'.-'_-.■..■. i:..-. ,..'. '.:..

The draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.197) vas adopted.—^

11/ __^'? resolution 101 (VI)

14/ ibid., resolution 102 (VI)

11/ IM£m resolution 103 (VI)
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East and Central African sub-regional office (e/CN*14/L.2O3)' " .

' *fe-JM^T^2^2 (s-eijya) introduced the draft resolution (E/CN,i4/L.2O3), ■

confirming'the'setting'up of an East and Central African sub-regional office at Lusaka

(Northern Rhodesia), The decision was in line with the United Nations policy of

decentralization, which enabled regional offices to'work more closely with 'the States

they serviced -- an increasingly important factor as ECA moved from the stage of

investigation to that of implementation,

Mr. LOPOLESA (Basuioland) supported the draft resolution.

Mr. NSILO SVAI (Tanganyika), supported by Mr, 1BINGIRA (Uganda); proposed

that the sub-regional office be called "East African' sub-regional office" to avoid

confusion with the Central African office.

It was so a&reodf -■■■-■■ .

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY remarked that United Nations policy was to de-

concentrate, not to do-centralize, activities.

The 'draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.2O3) was adopted,—

Conference of African' Planners (E/CN,14/L.2O4) , ...

; (Nigeria) introduced a draft resolution on the establishment of a

Conference of African Development Planners (E/CN.14/L.204). .

Mr. MA-NKOUBI (Togo) recalled that the proposal was embodied in' the Statute of

the African Institute for Economic Development and Planning approved in draft resolution

E/CN.14/L,178, The proposed body would provide the best means of advising the" Executive

Secretary and of sharing the knowledge of the more experienced countries with the less

experienced ones, Similar action had been taken in other regions, " '

AH (Ghana) supported the draft resolution. Some countries, 'includingj

his own, had already been promoting co-operation between African planners.

Mr, VAKffAYA (Ethiopia) also supported the draft resolution,

M£z~MIM^I^ (Tanganyika) asked that his delegation should be included

among the sponsors of the draft resolution.
■ ■ 17/

The draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.2O4) was adopted.—

1_6/ ,Ibid*. resolution 104 (VI)

11/ IMik.? resolution 105 (VI)
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.Situation of land_raform4n_Africa (E/CN.14/L.208)

lfei_0EL2^OSaO (Kenya), introducing,the draft resolution on land reform
(E-/CN.14/L.2O8), observed that land reform was an essential part of economic and social
development, for it involved improving the use of land providing more land for '

cultivation - by irrigation, for example, ^and stepping up agricultural production.

Its . importance was. not. lessened- by the increasing emphasis on industry. The problem

was a difficult one in Africa, with- its. many different systems of land ownership, and

guxdance and assistance fron ECA and the specialized agencies would be invaluable.'

The CHAIBMM^uggesiea *ha* all- delegations'. join in sponsoring the draft
resolution, ■ . .... ■ ■• -:-:/"./■ \ ■ .... '■'-■ ■'■•■■'

It was so agreed. w ".. '..■■■-' "'. ■ 1; "' : ' "'

Africa (B/CN.14A 209) ' ^ " "

*»* «» -»" —^ion W^M/^O,) be put '
forwardforward as a

^t was so

of. the. Commission.

S (mternational Teleco^naication Union)' said that'lTTT would do '"

and skill to the joint programme.

Standard...customs nomenclature-fE'/flTJ t'^/t. 013)

" resolution. |08..(.VI)

Ibid., resolution 106 (vi)

,20/ _Ibid,j resolution 107 (Vl)
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ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTEENTH MEETING

Monday, 2 March- 1964, at 9.15 a.m.

-^-. i ■ Chairmant . Mr. MASSAQUOI1

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS

and development (E/CN^ljf/L.185)

Mr,. MAKAME (Zanzibar.) , introducing the draft resolution, said that" its'"aim

was- to raise the standard of living pf the African peoples.through integrated and \

balanced economic and social development. . • "' ;

GO (Kenya) supported, the draft resolution. - . V.

Vocational

. Mr. SYLLA (Mali) stated that, .the draft resolution was intended to give the

training of the labour force and of managerial staffs, its. rightful place in the

process of economic development. ,. . . .; '.-•■■■ ■ -

Mr^ SIDIKOU (Niger) supported the draft resolution'unreservedly, and

requested that Niger be added to the list of sponsors.

Mr^_SOW (Guinea) drew attention to the fact that a polytechnic institute,

Q-pen to all Africans, had existed at Conakry since 1963; its'syllabus-included

electronics, agriculture, public works, and. building,., mechanics, chemistry and geology

(Ghana), introducing the draft resolution, emphasized the'.necessity
of harmonizing development plans on a continental scale ..and of" accoroUng.,agriculture
_its rightful place in^those plans." " »" ' ' ■

. ^he dpaft -resolutionJg/Cj^^P^^

REPORT OP COMMITTEE I (E/CN. 14/C - X/^) ] ' '

Mr^ SIDIKOU (Niger) introduce.a the ..report of Committee I and the draft

resolutions contained therein, and expressed his appreciation of the conscientious

attitude, team spirit and eagerness for efficiency which had ■-characterized the debates

21/ Ibid., resolution 109 (VI). ' .
§£/ Sil« > resolution 110 (VI). ' " " k"-;i-;"-

Ibid., resolution 111 (VI).
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of the Committee. , With, regard to -the. draft resolutions, which..the Committee ,,.

recommended tJae "Gommissiori to adopt, that on transition..from subsistence to market

agriculture (E/CN.14/L..189). and.that on.utilization of solar energy (E/CN.14/L.194) .

had received general assent; the draft resolution on trans-Sahara transport

(E/CN.14/L.196) had encountered reservations on, the part of one delegation,.but those

reservations had .related to,.document* E7CN.i4/"2B6j...whioh. had not been before the.

Committee, but not to the draft resolution itself. -,. . . -.:-.. ■. .'.-.' ' . \>.V
■ ■ ■ ' ■■ ■•■'■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - 24/ v-

The repo-rt-"Q£ Committee ^including the three .resolutions'-In it ,was, adopted.—-

REPORT OF--COMMITTEE II (E/CN,l4/C..2/3.) '; ■ " "- ■ ■ -.■-,' " ' •■■-.■■ \- ,' •

■'■^ Mir. IGWE- (Nigeria) introduced, the report: in the/absence of the Chairman., and;

Vice-Chairman of Committee II. . ' : :.-. .- ■■ - " " ..,■■-■■■

2S/
The report of Committee II, including, .the five resolutions in' it.,; was

ANNUAIi-REPORT.T6 'IHE ECONOMIC AM)-SOCIAL COUNCIL :(agenda item 12)- (E/CN.14/L.177 and

Add.l-^) . ; . . ... ...'■., . -.-.■■.-...

The CHAIRMAN, recalled, -that the fourth and fifth parts of the draft report .

had already been adopted as the reports of the Economic Committee and of the Social : .

Committee. .. . _ .

.The.. SECRETARY brought, to the notice of the ..Commission, various amendments it

had been,-found necessary .t.o make., to the draft report-,, .at the request of certain , .

delegations and of the representative of UNESCO. ; ,( .

- Mr. UNWIN (United Kingdom) , -Mr,., SYLLA (Mall) .and Mr. SOW (Guinea) said that

they would, comraunicate ..to-the. secretariat certain corrections that they wished to have

inserted in the report.

The draft report of the Commission, on. the.sixth session .to the Economic and

Social Council (E/CN.14/L..177 and.Add. 1-3), subject to., the necessary amendments, was

adopted. , .

DRAFT RESOLUTIONS . - .....-■.. . ;,........

Congratulations to the secretariat (E/CN.l4/L,2Q^) .... , -...-..

. .. Mr. SHOUKEIR (United Arab Republic) ^introduced a draft resolution expressing

the gratitude.of.the Commission to the Executive-Secretary and his .staff for their _

contribution to the .success of the sixth session. . . . . ...

The draft resolution (E/CN.14/L.2O5 was adopted.5°/

24/ Ibid., resolutions 112 (Vl) , 113 (VI) and 114 (Vl). ■-:■,.■"■ -, ..... . '

25/ Ibid., .resolutions 115 (VI), 116 (Vl), 117 (VI), 118" (VI) and 119 (VI). "-'
2°/ Ibid., resolution 120 (Vl).
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Congratulations to the officers of the sixth session (E/CN.l4/L.206/Rev.l)

Mr. SOW (Guinea) invited the Commission to adopt a draft resolution

expressing the thanks of all concerned to the Chairman, Vice-Chairmen and officers

of the sixth session.

The draft resolution (E/CN.J4/L.206/Rev.l) was adopted.^

Vote of thanks to_ His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I, the Government and people
of Ethiopia (E/CN._14/L.207/Rev.l). : : ~ ' : : : '

-., -Mr.' OHWONA .AGYEMAN, (Ghana) invited, the Commission to adopt a draft- '■■

resolution recording its deep appreciation of the message of His Imperial■Majesty '

Haile Selassie I, which had"been''a source of inspiration to all, as well as'of the

generous hospitality of the Government and people of Ethiopia. : ; '

The draft .resolution (E/CNa4/L.2Q7/Rev.l) was adopted*^ :- ■ ' ■■ "

Xij Endalkachew MAKQNNEN (Ethiopia)' thanked the members of the Commission

for the sentiments expressed in the resolution they had adopted, which he would

hasten to bring to the notice of "His Imperial Majesty Haile Selassie I.

CLOSURE $fr THE SIXTH SESSION

The CHAIRMAN said that he must reiterate, on behalf of all the member

States, associate members and observers, the'expression of their sincere gratitude to

His Imperial Majesty the'Emperor of Ethiopia for the magnificent welcome which had

been extended to them at Addis Ababa.

Their thanks also went to the Executive Secretary and all his staff, who had

contributed unrivalled energy and intelligence to the efficient accomplishment of

their task.

He must thank, too, all his- colleagues"-, whose'support "and'co-operation had

proved so invaluable; the Commissioner*for Technical'Assistance/whom he requested

to inform the Secretary-General of the united Nations how deeply the members of the

Commission appreciated the constantly growing interest that he showed in the

activities of the Economic Commission for Africa; the representatives of the

specialized agencies and the inter-gove-rnraental organizations. It was particularly

pleasant for him to remind the Commission of the offer by the Government of the

Federal Republic of Germany to organize a conference on transport in April 1964, that

27/ Ibid., resolution 121 (Vl). ...

28/ Ibid. , resolution 122 (VI.)..."''
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of the Government of the United States of America to contribute to the financing of

an inter-African telecommunications network and the varied proofs of generosity shown

by the Government of the United Kingdom, the Government of the USSR and other

governments of observer countries.

The maturity of the African countries had never before been demonstrated so

clearly as in the course of the session that was drawing to its close. The"

delegations had been able to set"aside all differences of language, economic

organization and political ideology; and it could truly be said that the keynote of

the work of the sixth session had been African unity and solidarity.

The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY said that the secretariat would derive its

inspiration during the coming year from the Chairman's most encouraging words. The

session which was about to close was the first meeting of the year; thereafter work

would continue in the common cause.

. Mr. H00 (Commissioner for Technical Assistance) recalled that his duties had

led him to take a close interest in Africa since 1946, when he had been in charge of

the Department of Trusteeship and Non-Self-Governing Territories. At that time, he

had told his staff that their essential task was to act in such a way that their'
duties would come to be no longer needed; now almost all the Non-Self-Governing

Territories had become sovereign States, having acceded to independence much sooner

than anyone had dared to hope at that time. He was telling his present staff of the

Technical Assistance services much the same thing, and he hoped that, once again,

results would come sooner than anticipated.

The CHAIRMAN declared the sixth session of the Economic Commission for
Africa closed.

The meeting rose at 11.go a.m.




